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ABSTRACT
This report describis recent efforts to modif, test,

and evaluate an experimental online database consisting of )5
vendor-supplied, controlled subject vocabhlaries or thesauri. The
experipental database, called the Vocabulary Switching System (VSS),
is designed'to. enhance search strategies and ultimately retrieval
tierfoimance'for users of online bibliographic databases by
integrating vocabularies into commonVSS files, thereby allowing the
user access to about 315,000 possible search terms. VSS asaists.users
with free-text or controlled'vocabulary searches and single or
multiple d4tabase searches. Work descrkbed fnclude$: (1) evaluation
of numerous switching strategies againSt the 15 resident vocabularies
of VSS; (2) controlled experiments invOlving end-users and
intermediaries; (3.) system redesign and current status ;. (4) system
testing and evaluation; (5) results of a 1983 - survey of online users
and compariSon with a similar 1979 survey; and 16) conceptual designs
for a future switching system. Numerous tables, figures, acid
appendices are provided. (THC)
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This report describes work performed under -NSF. Grant Nos: 1ST-

7911190 and 1ST-8111497, and covers the periods October. 1, .1979 to'

September 30, 1981 and January 15, .1982 to October 31, 1983, respectively. No

Attempt is made to report, chronologically, the activity under these two

effoits. flowever, the work performed can be generally described is follows:

1971981 . Major software upgrade; expansion of experimental system from 6

to 15 controlled vocabularies; evaluation of various experimental

switching stacks; conceptualization of expression level switch-

ing.

1982-1983 Major feature implementation (related terms); new user interface

(menu access); field evaluation of VSS; update of 1979 on-line

survey.
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EXECUTIVE SURIARY

go-

The, Vocabulary Switching Syitem (VSS) is an experimental .system

desigeed. to enhance search strategies and ultimately rxtrieval perittmance for-,

those who use online bibliographic data bases. VSS contains 15 indeiing and

retrieval vocabularies,ftivm 12 'different suppliers. By fully integrating these

vocabulailes into commOn VSS files- the VSS user has access to about 315-

thousand possible search terms. VSS assists, users, with free-text or

controlled-vocabulary searches and single or.'kultiple data base 'searches.

, This repUFE-dscribes research efforts'undertaken to: (1) modify and'

expand VSS from an earlier more pripiitative version, and (2) evaluate VSS in

end-user and intermitiatiy iommunities ih 'real:life situations. In addition, a

1079survey of online users was updated tO determine if-any shifts or -trends

have occurred in user patterns or ireferences over :tine.

During, this research .tNe system was expanded from, 6 to 15

vocabularies with _each vocabulary being assigned to one or more of four

modules. The VSS modules and.vocabularies are:

. .

Physical Science Weld: Chemtc0-atracXs. Concept Edit

Tile; Department of Energy Thesaurus; tabjecttHeadings for

'Engineering; Inspec _ Thetaurus; Iron. Center. -Thesaurus

and NASACThesaurus.-
1

Life Science MO4ule: BIOSIS Master'Index Authority File (2

files? created W Medial 'Subject Headings (3 files

created); Chemical Abstracts Concept Edit File.
.

Social Science Module: . 6RIC '1114saurule. Aqicological

Abstracts Thesaurus.

Business Moitule:'ABI Inform Thesaurus; Management-Coptents

Thesaurus.

Also during this period, VSS was modied to handle related- terms

and both sanitized and unsanitized versions of all lead terms. Finally, a new,

menu-driven interface was designed for use in the-evaluation phSse.

End user evaluations of VSS were conducted at three separate remote

sites using two-different evaluation methodologies. VSS performed quite well

at one site using an iterative methodology, (one ,search intermediary for each
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user query) but it was only-marginally better thanthe non-VSS searches at two

. other.sites using a parallelmethodology (two search intermediaries for each

user quer). The parallel methodology seemed to Uethe' least 'pliable of the

two methodologies becaUse search intermediaries 'tended to interprit the end

user query.differently. 41.*
Some (15 *professional search intermediaries also evaluated VSS

independently of eng users.%The participants thought VSS was easy to learn,

use and understand and, quite naturally, rated the'system's performance in

direct proportion to the amount of usable output it generated for theit( query..

Ratings of 3.5 to 4.1 on a 5joint scale were achieved' when the* amount of

Usable output reached 6 or more terms.

About 4 1/2 times as manyirparticipants thought* US would make their

jobs easier as thought VSS would make their jobs harder. About 3/4 of all

participants thought highly of the contept,of subject switching as a search

) tool, and about 1/2 of ali participants thought VSS was very valuable,

Valuable, Qr "interesting' but needi more work". It was concluded that subject

switching has a potentially wide' appearto 'information professionals but VSS

itself heeds more work to address their needs and concerns.

The online user's survey confirmed reported growth figures for the

online ,ndustty, that is, gt'owth at a 30. to 40 percent rate. compounded

annuilly. Also, end users are payihg .fOr a greater' percentage of their' Oith-

seardies in 1983 compared to 1979. The usage pattern of seven major retrieval

sere Ices 'showed little change over the four year period, X979 to 1983 and he

survey showed that multiple database searching is increasing with time in the
1

direction of 4 or more dita bases per search reqUest. Regalts suggested that a

user's need.for VS5 Increased as their need for multiple data-base searches

increased.. 4

It seems certain that user acceptance of VSS will be quite high if

..the' system contains (1) more vocabularies (2) more of the syndetic relation-

thips available in the host irodabulariisi. (3) a means of attaining and

maintaining the most Current versions of host- vOcabularies, and (4) a more

direct approach to sear thing VS'5:.,% These Improyements are all'well- wjthin the

state -of -the art of data base and thesaurus technology. .

4
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report describes recentefforts to modify, test and evaluate an

experimental online data base consisting. of 15 ven4or -supplied, controlled

subject vocabularies or thesauri. The experimental data base, is. called the

Vocabulary Switching System (YSS).

The work described herein includes:

Evaluation of numerous switching strategies against the
15 resident vocabularies in YSS

Controlled experiments involving' end-users and inter-
mediaries

System redesign and current status

System testing and evaluation

Results of a.1983 survey of onlinp users and comparison
* with 1979 data

.e Conceptual desiins for a future switching. system.

rta
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2.0 BACKGR011e

Ntr.

MAn't stored base of computer searchable bibliographic records has .

reached enormous size. Atcording to euidra (1) there are over !.,ODDonline

data: bases worldwide, about half of which are bibliographic or textual, tlhe. .

bibliographic data bases 'alone contain hundreds, of millions of citations.-

DIALOG, on of the largest online services for bibliographic data bases,

contains more than 170 data` bases and over 75 million recordsas.of January,

1983. Their largest database contains over 7 'million citations; the smallest,

about 4 thousand (2)..

Other large online services include BRS lover 70e data basesh .-

Pergamon Infoline (over .28 data bases and.rer 22 million records); SDC's

ORBIT (over 70 data bases and: over 55 milliob citations); and ESA/IRS (over.,50

. data bases -.arkii,over 25 million citations) All totalled, oier ,250,,online

services are available worldwide.

_4

With this scaleas-a reference, several observations can be made:

(1) Relevant information probably exists in some online

data base somewhere on virtually any topic known-to

man'

(2) Locating the relevant information on-arty .particular

topic may ,vary. from extremely easy to virtually
impossible and could be 'very costly depending on a
number of Yactort: the user, the topic, the

intermediary (if used), the online service, the data

base, the index, the nature of the data bast records,

the language of the source docbments, how the.
retrieval records are displayed (online or offlineL.

e. data base and teledommuntpatinn'charges,.time of day

spent.maggping, and modem baud rate, just to mention

a few-

(3)
O

The- replacement of existing information retrieval

technology (i.e., inverted files, free-text and con-

trolled-descriptor indexi 9 Boolean query formula-

tion) with newer...concept and technology is likely_to

be evolutionary for years ahead simply-because-

of the Scale and investment in these &sting
systems.

_

11.1
?.
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Bradford's Law of Scatter* is easily understood and accepted by

virtuall, everybody, In many cases intuitively. If a comprehensive online

search can be defined as locating a significant percentage of the relevant

inforimation on a particular topic, then, depending on how one defines

significant, such a search usually translates into a search of more -than one

''data base. In addition,' if the search is a subject' search, then a.multi-field

. search is usually specified, including: (1) titles, (b) abstracts, (c)

descriptors, (d)identifiers, and(e) sub3ect' classifications, if they exist.

Thise -fields dre usually searched with a combination of .free-text and

control led descriptor terms although .some searches use one or the other

"4- approach exclusively'.

When more thin one data base is involved in a comprehensive online

subject search, diffefind'indexing policiis and,,approaches must be recognized

if the search is 'to be optimize, for each data base. This is %specially true

if the saelicEh strategy involves .controlled descriptors. Several aids and 4

t4approaches a available, either commercially or experimentall f to improve

subject retrieval from online bibliographic data bases.

The most common search aid is the master index data base, a, file

containing combined inverted indexes of several data bases. The primary

4 ,function of a master index data base is to guide the user to appropriate

specific data base(s) baied on pasting frequencies for a stated topic.
0

Several major retrieval services.have master indexes;
4

Retrieval Mister
Service Index

Dialog Dialindex
ASRS Cross

SDC Data Base Index

t' ESA/IRS Questindex

.e
.2?

*Relevant information willbbe scattered over many sources, although a high

percentage will besoncentrated'in just a few sources.

a

S
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Thms, while the master ,index directs at.user to certain data bases,
4

such an index does little. to' help the user state the .query c in "the most

*appropriate system or indexitig language for' optimal" retrieval under that

topic. "

A second aid is the online thesaurus. Some retrieval services permit

.a browse of the technical thesaurus but only for the data brie being searched.

If multiple data bars'are to be searched, each thesaurus must be searched

-separately, if one exists. Horiever, BRS now Offers. an integrated, controlled.

vocabulary data base :_containing.subject headings. from five social science

vocabularies. This service, called TERMS by BRS, if similar to YSS.

A.third approach for improved retrieval is to rill( order the

retrieved citations according to some* internally stored algorithm (e.g.,

combinatorial term weighting or `probability estimation). The user is given a

list pf cltationseAn vomited order where the highest weighted or most probably

useful citations are presented first. The work of Doszkocs and Cooper, are

examples. of term weighting and probabilistic approaches to information

retrieval, respectfully.

Dosikocs (s3) has built a front end to MEOLINE, TOXLINE and other NLM

data bases. This front end; called Current Information Transfer in English

(CITE), 'permits queries. in nature"( language,. ranked, output based :on

ocombinatorial tern weights, an4 relevance feedbatk includiig automatic query

modification... Terms in tSe user's query are weighted automatically by the

system based on inverse ollection frequencies of such 'terms.fr Output is

ranked according to the' sum of the weights of the query, terms contained in 'a

givendocument. f

On the other hand, Cooper (4) s pursued probability theory in

information r rieval and presently bases his probability computation on the

entropy of OistribUti This approach is called. the maximum entropy principle

sand claims that It overcomes the difficulties of other probability approaches

because. it 'avoids certain simplifying assumptions concerning statistical

independence. However,. he admits that Boolean retrieval is so firstly

entrenched in the retrieval world that even "front -ending° a maximum entropy

system onto aril existing Boolean system would take "so ne time" to undo the

entrenchment. Thus, non-Boolean systems, although theoretically sound, are

largely experiMental and their acceptance seems to be some time off.



In yet another. approach,' already retrieved document. sets can hew

further analyzed for word frequency .patterns on any fled specified by the

user. The result is a, list of words (occurring in the field specified) in

decreasing-order, According to their frequency. Such-lists-provide additional

cluei to the user :for fine tuning 4 search: The European Retrieval Service,

pESR/IRS, Offers such as search feature; called ZOOM.

The ZOOM feature is useful.for identifyinglirms which co-occur with

those used in the original search strategy. It frees f user from the task of

actually reading. abstracts, titles, descriptOrs and ',the fields for

additional clues with which to fine time searcb. However, ZOOM cannot

identify co-occuring' words as synonyms of generic terms and the results'are

dependent on the quality of certain. critical fields (abstracts, titles,

descriptors) and the nUmbei of Citations.being analyzed

Other transparent interfaces and linked systems provide partial

solutions to the problem of accessing dissimilar files for similar.,

information. The COAT System by Marcus (5) provides only truncated keyword

dad 'full-phrase searching. The NIH-EPA linked chemical data base lystem (6) is

keyed exclusively to substances and chemical registry numbers (CRN). That'is4

once the CRN is known, several different files can be accessed Once they all

use the CRN as access key. The Chemicai Substances Information Network, like

the NIH-EPA system is keyed to chemical sribstanCe,linkages (7). Again, this

system operates in a limited domain.

In the final analysis,-linkage to disstmilar and heterogeneous data

bases is an important endeavor if we are to fully utilize our national

information resource,. and take full advantage of the potential that the

computer offers. Bates (8) describes no liis thap 29 useful search tactics for

improving the query process. She pleads for searching decision rules that will

minimize cognitive.sirikin and begs.for anything that will help searchers work

faster [and better). The existence of stress and strain in this process is

confirmed by Standard (9) who found.the.Oresence of speak leiels of pressure'

in three critical sub-stages of the search process.: (1) the selection of

systems, data bases and 'search strategies, (2) evaluating interim results

(while connect time is.still running), and (3) presenting results and costs to

the user. This finding reportedly was based on the opinion of searchers wirer

collectively had performed 10,000 searches.-

14
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3.0 PURPOSE

A major parpose of this. research was to investigate a. particular

approach, .for search strategy pktparaiion, and ultimately reteieval

.performaaces.for.those .qn -line searches involving lee than .one. data bast. The

approach was to. Integrate existing controlled vocabularies intooneaatv.base

and to exploit the ensrmous intellectual *effort represented r--by such a

composite f4lefor the purpose of imOvving tearch *strategies.'

.1
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4.0 OBJECTIVES ill SCOPE

-The dembinedkobjectiv.e;o# the two research grants'were to:

LmOrove and expand earlier subject switching concepts

and designs

(2) Test and evaluate VSS. in cc trolled and uniOntrolled

environments

(3) Determine the ,influence of certain'iechnical factors'

on YSS performance, including: vocabulary size;

number of vocabularies, vocabulary stimi 1 ar ity/d s

similarity, and type of switching.stratebies employed

(4) Determtnelhe influence of certaili human factors on
VSS,performance, includin9: education and experience

of participants, their search proficiencies in

various_ subject areas, and. end user and intermediary

evalOations of. YSS 44

(5) Determine the extent of user satisfaction for

searches performed with and without YSS enhancement

(6) Characterize a futuristic intermediary-free search

environment. involving YSS.

Or

The scope of work was limited to a system consis of 10 to 15

controlled vocabulariesavail6Wit(mmchine-readable form-and at a reasonable

cost to the project. Formal testing was limited to 7 field sites: .

.A few scope modifications were made to the original objectives and

scope during the actual course of the research. First, a futuristic,

intermediary -free search scenario was not performed because the hours budgeted

for this effort were actually: needed in bringing up a revised and modified

VSS However, one idditional'actiyitiwai undertaken that was not originally

planned. An update of the previous lier survey of online searching behavior

And patterns was conducted. This update was considered important from the

standpoint of determining the shift, if any, in users ,on-line searching

patterns and preferences with time.

The scope of field testing was modified for one .primary reason: it

was decided to acquire data from a larger segient of;online users than was

.possible under the limitation of 7 field sites. To accommodate this scope



.

,

modificitioti,' 5" out of the 7 field sites where
.

occurred were drqpped tn-favor,of less formal' involving a much

bObader audience,- This modification resulted in an evipluglon of'IMS- by 65

4 intermediaries instead of an estimated 14.. The larger: augence also provided

more insight into the problem than would haile heen,ilossible with a 'smaller

Iting was to have

-audience.

O

.04

4
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5.0 aminEw aF.rsi (PREsENT VERSION) -

VSS is a stand-alone, on-line, experimental data base containing the

subjeti descriptors or main entries and all the -syndetic,relationships found

iinUtrolled vocabularies. Therefore, actual postings or frequency totals are

not included fin this data bate bcatiseits origin is not the bibliographic

0 record or.conventional inverted file. ,

.

Currintly, VSS resides o* Battelle's CDC computer and uses a

combination of Fortran and BASIS-IR'software (Virsion 4.0) for data management

and retrieval. Access to the data bate, is via the TYNNET telecommunicationt

network or direct dial service.

In this experimental mode, the on-line user wishimto enhance a

'search strategy via YSS must firs" log onto the Battelle's 'computer, then

interrogate the YSS database and examind the outputs.and finally log off.

Any resultant' search strategy, enhanced or not, artist be 're-eniered 'in the

usual fashion' by dialing up a .retrieval service and data base combination

appropriate for the search. In a production mode-, the VSS data base would

simply reside as another data base within each retrieval services' .host

computer..and vould%run with.their software. This old eliminate theextra

login step now.required in the' experimental model.

Like most other on-line data bases, VS5 contains inverted ores,

data base records (forAisplay or printing), and system commands. Unlike most

other' data VSS 'contains .only search terms or keywords useful for

Performing on-line searches in other data bases.

Since the. inverted. files ,air0: data base records are created from

existing, machine-readable controlled vocabularies, these vocabularies are

described first, followed by the inverted files, the concept file (data base

records), systempcommands, and the switching options.

,,.

5.1 YSS vocabularies

contains all of the lead -term entries and syndetic relationships

found. in 15 controlled vocabOaries. These vocabularies (see Table 1) are

organi;ed.into four major categories, and they are called modules, accessible

only by module. No inter-module access is permitte&
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The .physical sciences vocabularies, with the exception of the.130C

Thesaurus, were acquired under an ,earlier NSF grant and repreient late 1978

acquisitions. The IRON The;aurus and all other vocabularies shown ¶n Table 1

were acquired in late ,1979 and eirly 1980 under a separate NSF grant. For the

most part, these vocabularies were dodated to the project or acquired for a

'fiaminal fee due to the research nature of the work. .

All vocabularies were acquired-tn machine' readable form-via 'magnetic

'tape. However, An order to minimize the actual cost to each' supplier, no

format restrictions were imposed upon them. This, Of course, placed a burden

on the VSSstaff to' handle and process,12-different '"as supplied' vocabulary

formats. *
. ,

As shown in 'Table 1, the smallest Vocabulary included in'VSS is

tihnesiment ,Contents--the'largest is Me$11.(Medical Subject. Headings)' _from ghe

National Library of; Medicine. This mix of vocabularies was assembled to study .

46itching in.varsious fields of endeavor raper thin% lookinpesClusively at any

one:subject -akia as was the case in previous reseafth/The actual acquisi- %

tions. represent the most readily available machine-readable vocabularies of

.

the time.
"01

The Chemical Abstracts. Concept Edit filia4CA) was !Placed in both the

life and physical science categories' because of its scope and impact with

other ; vocabularles In these categories.. Also; previous survey results: .

indiEated that ktpuler multi-data pase searches frequently involved CA In

combination with those data.bases in the life and physical sciences areas of

VSS.

The INSPEC Thesaurus was an important acquisition'because of the

links (uie/used.for cross references) it had established between British.anl:

American spellings. Thus colour and color, centre atd center were useful

synonym linkages available 'only in the INSPEC; Thesaurus. The IRON 'Thesaurus;

-developed by Battelle for the /RM. Information Center was useful becuse it

was trilingual, English, Spanish and Portuguese7. s

Although the Biosciences Information Service 'provided onlrone file,
s.

the MAIF, their concept code (CC) seemed to be an important synonym -type'

structure in which certain biological Goncepts were also given systematic

numeric codes. Therefore, Ahe YSS staff. created a second BIOSIS vocabulary,.

BIOSIS-C, which was an' inierse of the main-entry concept-code relationship.

1'9
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found in the BIOSIS file. In other words, in YSS the main headingi in 1BIOSIS

.Were'ltalid,and the concept codes were. invalid, while tn-the BIOSIS-C file the

inverse was true. The decision to create 'a second file to mirror this

important relationship made it; possible to access VSS with neither the concept

or the concept code to perform switching.

:Ina similar fashion, the fiTtfonal Library of Medicine furnished one

tape but a special/ segment on this tape contained MeSH headings mapped to

Chemical Abstracts Registry'NUmbers, Thisiape was used to create three.files,

one for regular MeSH headings, one .inikshich CA RIVistry NUmberi were valid

(substances invalid), and onirin which substances were valid (Registry Numbers

; % 'Or
1. '

a 4 It can also be seen from Table 1 that some vocabularies contain

c44ain syndetic relationships ,which others . do not. Thus, there were no .N.
.

4-=:
,,,e

broader/narrow term relationships in the life sciences area. Likewise, there . A..-

specialwere no.special scope notes in the
J

business and social science areas. ,.,,

A

Finalfy, it should be pointed out, although it is not parent from

Table 1, that the vocabula

4
ies themselves represent r mikture of 'subject,

theading schemes and author lists. Thbs, .ithey all represent some form of a ,'

controlled.vocabulary hut they are not ill exclusively of one type: This is
k

why the system is referred to as the .Vocabulary S;jtching System and why. we

refer to them as vocabularies rather than thesauri. ,'

A new feature added to YSS during., this grant period (1982-83).was

the related term. This relationship .was ignored in earlier versions of the

system because the .browse aspect, which a related term provides, was

considered much less important than the synonym, generic term (BT/NT), and

scope note features. Since'those early days,'ie-have changed our opinion

about the value, and indeed the purpose, of VSS. The related term is now

considered to be an important dimension and potentially useful search term. In

addition, YSS is now considered a tool to enhance search strategies not .merely

a ;nal to identify synonyms and generically related terms. The usefulness of

VSS as a tool for enhancing searches is increased by providing all the

syndetic rela-tionships available in the original vocabularies. AstFah be.seen

from Tattle 1, the inclusion of related terms added a considerable dimension o

VSS, about 193 thousand new terns altogether.
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Battelle ,processed each acquired vocabulary so as to preserie the

syndetic relationships wheneyer and wherever possible. The syndetic. relation-

. 'ships- captured by VSS are: main, - heading (lead term) entries, conventional

scope notes, special scope notes, use (and -stil) cross references, use for:

cross references, bioade; and narrower terms, and related term.

Special scwe ores were created for VSS .too handle certain types. of

synedetic relationships found in the acquired,iocabulariet which could not -be

easily handled any*other way by our thesaurus software t '-

The two specific relationships handled by A speci scope note In

'VSS were:

II
Term A
use either term B or term C or ....

*

Term-A
use Term B,Jetm C, Term ... all OR'ed

Each vocabulary included in VSS is 'ssigned a uniqge, letter.ucode.

This code' is mapped to a bit table consistlng of-24positidnsjonleposiOon'fs

designated fOr. each .assiigned code). Therefore, the ,axiium number: of

.vocabulailes that can be handle0 .in any: one version of VSS The

vocabulary code preserves the.orfginal source of each mai4.-entry or syndetic,

relationship stored and retrieved by VSS. The code is always` displayed with
. a .

all VSS output so that the user khows-ivhat4,controlled-vocabulary search terms
.-

.

ire available for each database. .
. .

. Each acquired vocabulary was processed via a speci 11Y written

prOgram into a common VSS input format. (Ap dix A shows the. cu nt format).

It was from this common format that all S inverted files and data base

records were eventually created.

5.2 Inverted Files

VSS inverted files.are of four types:

.e term file
word

e- stem file
e stem phrase file

22

A



These -files are created from the temporary file by executing a

series of computer programs and a steWsing algorithm-..See Appendix B.

The term file- is an inverted file containing, every valid and invalid.

main entry term listed in-each vocabulary. These terms can be single or multi-

word terms or phrases. This file is created by a piece of software which
t

"sanitizes* each terti.and assigns a pointer (concept number for, use 1.11

retrieval of the data. The tehm file is .keyed by `term and uses its pointer as

a key to retrieval of actual vocabulary records from the concept file, a

sequential file keyed by pointer tconcept .number parcel). The pointer
. -

functions like an accession number -- it is the key to retrieval of vocabulary

records from the concept file (in essence the data base records).

The sanitiiation algorithm squeezes all special characters from.main

entries, such as,' hyphens, parentheset; semicolons, commas, etc. This same

algorithm is invokedwhen fusers enter terms at the terminal. Thus, a !thole

class 'of morphologic problems dialing with.Ounctuation are eliminated as a

barHer.to retrieval. Users need not riVember tf or h er to punctuate) term to

Use VSS. .4r

Only rarely' was it necesoiry. to subject a term to additiinal

sitnittptfon to improve retrieval.. The most cc case was the use of special

codes by vOcabulary suppliers (64. COSATI category codes). If retained as

part of the main,entry, special codes would rel!Ittedie;i to remeMber them 'to

retrieve the term or to 'witch on it, or the user would have to truncate every

term he/she was unsure, of in order to succeed. Therefore, these types of '%

'strings, itbough uncommon, were removed from main entries before their

insertion into the term file.

The word file is an inverted file of individual words created by

disassembling every leid.termoin the temporary file into its, component words.

It is like the term in every other respect.

A major utility of this file is to provide the capability fort

retrieving portions of multi-word terat or phrases. In other words, if a VSS

user starts with a 3-word phrase, be/she can request retrieval of all other

phrases which contain any two words used in the original phrase, or any single

word used in the original phrase. The systeM, using an internal scgring

algorithm, retrieves all %phrases which satisfy the user's requirements.

Default is 10Q percent.

23
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me.

The stem file is .similar to the word file except that all` individual

words are processed by a stemming algorithm to create roots or stems of the

words. This same stemming algorithm is invoked when users specify a stem file

search, it the terminal. It stemt their input the same way it stems the

Inverted file entries. VSS produces output when matches between a user's

stemmed.input.and a stem file entry,are found.'

A major use for the stem file is to locate all vocabulaiy entries

with the 'same root. Thus, computers, cooputer, commuting, computation,

.
computational, all contain the same Stem, compu, and all would be considered N.

valid output lf)the user specified i stem file search° on any one of these

words.

The stem phrase file is an inverted file created by disassembling

each main entry term in the temporary file into ,its component words, applying

the.stamting algorithm to each word, and concatenating the resulting items.

The result is an inverted file of stem strings were the string is composed) of

the stems of each unique word in the original rm. Obviously, a stem phrase

file entry is only created for terms or phrase containing two or more words.

For example, electrIcal-omchining would be resented as ELECTRMACH-in the

stem phrase file.,

THWOurpose of this file is toretr eve a variety of terms where the

individual words within the term differ o ly by ending. Thus, electrical

rmaichines, electric machining, etc., all prod ce the same concatenated stem .and

would be considered valid output.

S. .4:accept File

.

The4'pet,f.t:le is.i symbol

number parjal..;i4i. file contains ('

records, albeit the records are vocabu

An individual record in' th

thi lead term,.the vocabulary bit

and pointers to other terms in c

related terms, narrower/broader

`VSS output-originates from the c ncept

i keye0 file, accessed by thi concept

1). can 16-, considered the ..data base

ry records rather than references.

file contains the unsanitized text of

le, indicating thi,source(s) of the term,

ept filer The other terns include: co-
,
e terms, and the USE terms. All

tile. The four inverted files merely

24
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provide. the means of gaining access to the concept fi)e: 45f'course, this is

all transparent ,to the'VSS user.

The-use of unsanitized terms was a new feature added to ,VSS dtiring °

this grant period. It adds an important dimension to this system because ,the,

VSS user can enter a term incorrectly puntultted- and retrieve a correctly

punctuated term

Table 2 shows- the relative sizes of inverted -and- concept'lles for

the four major search noddles -in VSS..As can be seen, the .final file size for

all' foui modules was about .89 million characters. The largest VSS file, is the

term file' with the exception of ..theiocial sciences module, where the concept

was 'slightly larger. The smallest VSS' file . is the stem file. The largesf

module. was Life Sciences, the smallest was the. Business Nodule. On the

average, about 97 characters of storage are required to iwleMelf* one

thesaurus entry. with all its,. relationships according to the specifications of
thii version of VSS. .

TABLE 2 VSS FILE SIZE BY VOCABIKARY SET
'

File t
Type Business

Concept 0.76
Term 1.12
Stem 0.59
Word 0.73
Phrase 0.93 .

Total 4.13

Oki. characters x 106)

Life Social Physical

Sciences Sciences Sciences Total

9.76 '11.39 ' 7.54 19....45

10.99 , .33 7.79 21.23

8.35 - 0.66 4.23- 13.83.

9.14 : 0.80 ,4.88 15.55

9.65 1.24 6.99 18.81

47.89 5.42 31.43. 87
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.

There have been no chutes to the YSS system commands since.the last

report (10). Table 3 summarizes the hvailable cmmmanas. During this reporting

period, the system commands were ,used almost exclusively by the: VSS staff .to

study the performance of .YSS prior. to the fiild evaluation. However, during

the field' evtluation.VSS intent commands were made transparent to the user..
This was-done'to relieve the burden dot the User: of becoming h--..VSS systems

expert before evaluatingeits usefulneis.

5.5 switching OPtion
4

t.

Switching options are logical instructions which tell YS$ what-to do

with the user query term and what files to access lin essencewhaf-type of

switching to perfonm)..They also define the types of records be retrieved ind

displayed from the YSS concept file. These opt* (Table 4) are used in

cdnjunction with the system. cominds to effect a retrieval in VSS.-

Option 21 was added to VSS during the reporting 'period (See 'Table

4). This option produces relatbd terms, if any exist, to the term entered by

the YSS User. It differs 'from option 9 whid *prodArces co-related terms.

Related and co- related terms are different relationships in YSS. See Appendix

C for a more, detailed discuss4on of the available switchingoptions..A.

Switching options, like System commands, viere used by the VSS staff

prior to the field evaluation to ,study various switching scenarios. - .During the

field evaluation these options were. made transparent to the user by designing

a menu containing six twitching. strategies, 'five of which werepre-defined.

When a user selected one of 'five pre-defined strategies, YSS. automatically

invoked, the switching options defined for that choice. The Nsixth strategy,

user-defined, required the VSS-user to supply his/her own options.

. 5.6 Using, YSS .

VSS can be used in one of two modes, command or menu-driven. The

command mode requires user specification of wtiat VSS mist do, while the menu-
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TABLE 3 AVAILABLE MINN CONNANDS

4 .. .

FUNCTION PERFORMED
41

QUIT Terminates the V!88 session

'UMW Waves :ill-previous commends except QUIT 'and STORE

STORE Catalogs a` Snitching stintegy.

DOPLIC ts duplicate.terms in the .o0tput

EXPAND Output from all preceding operations becomes input

IV
fdr next operation within a switching strategy

Disp validitybf a term across all vocabularies
ess of VOCCNT parameter EA. .

suPpiAliises lead terms with isiveddedAcllean .

connectors (e.g. .AND. ?_

Output from preceding .dperation becomes input for
next operation. within a suaLtching strategy

Plaits display.cif 'cope notes
.

Dofinerthe number of adjacent terms to be .

6411,34FITed 1110 .-

els

SETPCT

.,SZTVOC

VOCCNT

SMUT

MIST

SE tl=

ir SWRIF

=RUG

*A.

Wisesothe Previous switching strategy

DeterMines how-much of an input 'phrase mast be present
in an output phrase, if not 100%"

Wailes the previously selected vocabclaries

Defines the maximum number of terms desired from
each vocabulary

Activates a trace lunctica for syskem debuggod

All switching to comment* at some use/ designated
poidt within a switching strategy

4.
'Allows switching to terminate a poem user deeigna-
ted.end point other than the t option, in the
Strategy .

.

../
.

Allows alteration otbe array ISPRM

Allows premature termination of a strategy if one or
more terms are producid

Deactivates the trace function
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driven mode requires only a, few simple choices. The menu-driven mode wes.a

41 newly Implemented feature during this reporting period.

The menu-driven mode is she in Figure 1. It involves only a few

menus plus specification of the number of terms to be displayed. From then on,

the user simply enters terms to' be *itched, one. at a time. The *SS ,system,

responds to each term entered with .a result or a message that switching was

unsuccessful. Users An change their menu choices or specification. statement

at shy time. '

f

Figure 2. is an example of a typical terminal session using the menu-

driven mode. In this example,i4 user selected all six vocabularies available

in the life sciences module, the browse mode of 'switching and 6 terms per

Vocatoulary. Then the user entered a Chemical Abstracts Service .Registry

'Number, 9005 -97-4 for switching. The system was able to 'execute the browse

option and produced a table of results. The stab le shows the type of switching

performed under ithe column TERN TYRE, the vocabulary containing the term found.

under the column heading VOC1, and the term found under the column* TERM.

Appendix C .contains a more detailed explanation of the results and also how $0.

operate VSS in the comband mode.

If switching is unsuccessol, the system simply issued a message to

that effect. The user is free to enter another term or change the menu choices

and re-enter the same term.



TABLE 4 AVAILABLE SWITCHING OPTIONS

- Aq

vo

Option
'Code

e
Switching Option Option Nickname

3 TERM FILE ACCESS - ACCEPT LEAQ TERPV3-ONLY Exact Matching

4 TERM FILE ACCESS w ACCEPT SNWHABIX TERMS ONLY Paxtial Synonym SwitChift

TEM FILE wows - ACCEPT LEAD + SWITCHABIZ TERM IMIM

6. STEM PHRASE FILE - ACCEPT LEAD + SWITCHABLE TERNS Stem Phrase switching

Type of Output Produced

7'

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

,15

16

17

18

19

20

21

NORD FILE Amass - OUtTPC19-MATCH REQUIRED

,STEM FILE ACCESS -. (SETPCT) MATCH REQUIRED

CONCEPT FILE'ACCESS - ACCEPT RILMATED TERNS ONLY

CONCEPT FILE ACCESS - ACCEPT NARROW TERNS ONLY

CONCEPT FILE ACCESS - ACCEPT BROAD TERNS ONLY

TERM FILE4CESS - LIST (2*SETADJ) ADJACENT TERNS

NORD FILE ACCESS - LIST (2*SIMMUM3) AIWUMMOff WORDS

STEM FILE ACCESS - LIST (2*SETADJ) ADJACkiT PHRASES

STEM PHRASE FILE - LIST*(2*SETAW) ADJACENT PHRASES

ACCEPT LEAD + USE + DOUBLE USE TES

ACCEPT LEAD + USE + DOUBLE USE + USE -FOR TERMS

ACCEPT LEAD + USE + DOUBLE USE + ESE FOR +
DOUBLE IZED-M3R TERN.

ACCEPPT LEAD + MULTIPLE USE + MULTIPLE USED -FOR

ACCEPT LEAD + MULTIPLE USE +-MULTIPLE USED-FOR +'
RELATED TERMS

CONCEPT FILE ACCESS - ACCEPT RELATED TERMS ONLY

Ord File iwitching

Nord Stemming

Co-Related Term Switching
.

Narrower Timm Stching"..

Broader Term Switching

Adjacency' SWItching

1.waNt

1=.1!

.
ilmM

11,

Exhaustive Sys. Switching

Related Term Switching

Exact 'Matching

Synonyms

ExactMlitchel Plus Synonyms

. Ohms* variants Based on
Stamaii*"

Phrase'Variants Based on Wirt

Word Variants

Co- Related Terms

Generic Terms

Gener*c Terms

Adjacent Terms

Adjacent limas

Adjacent Stems.

Adjacent Phrpses

SYnowAragi

Synonyms'',

Syncinifi

Av.

sYnonYms

lq%ccvms Plus Cp-ielated
Terms

Related.Terms

29



FIGURE 1 1,44

CilOOSE-
VOCABULARY

SET

CHOOSE
/SWITCHING
STRATEGY

!tuskless
'Soot Science .

Li' Science
Physical Schmce

\
--Sons

2Browse
3Narrowly
4Sroider
II-43 Jim 4)
6--User Defied

SPECIFY THE MAXIMUM NUMBER
TO RE DISPLAYED PER

ENTER A NUMBER.
IL /I

s 0

YOUR TERM
OR

STRATEGY

RESULTS"
OR a

SWITCH NOT
SUCCESSFUL

F TERMS
LARY.

1

34

A,
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WELCUSE TO *VSS* - VOcABUEARY SWITCHING SYSTEM
USINC BATTELLE'S DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM9,BASIS

,

VSS CONTAIISFOOR VOCABULARY SETS
1- BUSIMESS

A. AO B. MANAGEMENT CONTENTS
26. SOCIAL SCIENCE

A. ERIC B. PSYCH ABSTRACTS
3- LIFE SCIENCE

A. BIOSIS B. CA'
C. MESH

4- PHYSICAL SCIENCE'
A. DOE S. CA
C. EI D. INSPeC
E. IROtI F. NASA

FIGURE. 2 %SS TERRIS& SESSION IN NOW

PLEASE,SELECT31 OF THE 4.VOCABULARY-SETS
BY ENTERING EITHER-19 24 3, OR 4

73

REQUESTED FILE SET IS ONLINE - CONTINUE ,

PLEASE SELECT. THE VOCABULARIES OF INTEREST
BY ENTERING THE LETTER(S) SEPARATED BY COMMAS;
FOR EXAMPLE: A9B9C
'3-1.1FE SCIENCE

A. MOM BIOSIS-C
C. CA
Eb Fr MESH-S

7119boc9doeof

VSS PROVIDES FOR s SUTTCHING FEATURES:
. 1- siuotrots
2- BRUISE
3- NARROWER TERNS
4- BROADER TERMS -

5. NARROWER/BROADER TERMS
6- OTHER(USER-(FIIED)

PLEASE SELECT 1 OF THE 6 OPTION;
BY EuTpus EITHER 1 .29.39 4, 5, OR 5

72
.;

SPECIFY. THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TERMS
TO BE DISPLAYED PER VOCABULARY.
ENTER A RIMER.

?6

PLEASE ENTER SEARCH TERM OR VSS COMMAND
,?9005.97.4

SWITCH SUCCESSFUL

TERM TYPE VOCAB TERM

OF d.

4 $

YOUR MSH-R 9006-97-4
SYNONYM + MESH USE 0DOPROTEINS WEIN/I:ANALOGS- MED
SYNONYM + MESH -S PROTAMME
ADJ-LEAD MESH-R 9004-94-8
ADJ-LEAD rzsm-R 9004-99-3
ADJ-LEAD MESH-R 9005-32-7
ADJ-LEAD if.SH-R 9006-66-7 32
ADJ-LEAD ifESH-R XXS-67-8

I.



BA _VW RESEARCH ACTIVItIES

Research. proceeded alcing two fronts; software development and system

evaluation.`

6.1 Software Develqpment

Our4ng the course of work pn NSF Grant ler-7911190. (1979-81), 'VSS

software was converted over to a new release of the data management software.

sand now runs under BASIS 4.0. Also, ten new .vocabularies were acquired for

YSS, IvecessitatIng the rebuilding of all VSS filOs.

Buying Grant 1ST-8111497 (198243), a completely new user interface

'was written for VSS -to make( it easier to ,use, the.systee and interpret odtput7

This was done in anticipation of 'a large-scale field test with no user

itraning. Also, the related term. relationship found in many of: the .15

vocabularies was added to the YSS Vies, and the, concept file was redesigned

to handle,this mea.relationship. Finally, all sanitized terms in the concept

firms without. special charaiter0 were rep-Iliad with ufisanitized terms

to More accurately represent the search terms-actually used by they data. base's

.
e

accessible via YSS Vocabularies.

6.2 System Evaluation

Several type, of.evaluitions*Weivconducted with VSS :.

.1°010 evaluation- of selected switching Strategies

a' formal evaluation involving end users, intermediaries,

YSS* and publicly available, dat bases

informal evaluation involving information brokers,

librarians, information science and library school

graduate students, and ,data base vendor staff

In- addition,' the 1979 On-line Users Survey was updated. Each of

these evaluation efforts and the on-line survey is described separately in ,

subsequent sections of this report. Each section contains a aescriptid; of the

test methodology and the results'obtain;14.
a
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Y.0 pomace', OF SiIrraup snuritinEs

With, the addition of ten new vocabularies (a total- of 15 unique

vocabularies altogether) and with the clustering of all vocabularies into one

of.fOur.asjor modules by subject litter, it was felt-thit a new set of term-

level analyses, .similar" to those conducted earlier (10), was needed. These

analises help determine the performance of-variousimitching strategies. /...;

. The objective of this evaluation was to deteraine the performance of

several switch* strategies with the goal df utilizing only the best ones in

!creel and informal field evaluations of the A further bjective was

to compare the performance-of each for module-to determine the effects, if

any, of subject area, vocabulary size, and number of vocabularies on switching

perf;riance. .

7.1 Pieth.cdology

a ;

144sWitching strategy consists of one or more switch4ng options (see

Table 4) and zero to several'systme 'commends (Table 3). These options and.

commands ireiset-up by the user in a specified sequential order for execution

by YSS. Each strategy to be. analyzed was numbered to facilitate reporting.

Seven switching strategies were defined and evalpated within each of

the'.four YSS modules.Nbiever, the life sciences module was broken down-into

?three moduli's, small, medium .and large, in order to stgOehe effect of module

size on switching performance. Therefore, 42 unique analyses wereperformed (7

strategies x4modules).

The seven switching strategies consisted of the following switching

-.

options and system commands:

Strategy Type of Switching Options

Rather Stratton, fin ostler of executip)

I browse 3,4,1999,6,100,8;*
2 browse 394,697,8,20 .

3 broader 3,4,19,11

4 "narrower 3,4,10,19.
5 synod 3%449,6,9
6 browse 3,4,6,7,8,19,9
7 browse 8,19

System Comeands

scope, setptt=60, fully
same ash].) . k

scope, fullu
scope, expand, fully
same as
same as 4).

same as 4)
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Each strategy_ was designed to test different combinations of switching*

options. t
Some strategies invoked relatively simple* switching. Sor example,

strategy 7 involved. only word stems and synonyms. Other strategies. re ;bather,

complex and included many features available. in_YSS.. ,

The analyses were .perforied by passing a selected set of search
.

terms through each of the seven pre -defined strategies and coiiplring YSS

.,
output to the input. Four. different sets of search terms were used as input,

one tailored for each of the four minor modules in YSS: -business, social

'. sciencos; life sciences, and physical sciences.

These term sets were derived from actual queries submitted to

searchers who routinely provide online retrieval services. The business terms

were provided by' the Public Library of Columbus and Franklin County (PLCFC);

social 'science terms were obtained from the Mechanized Information Center (The

Ohio State University) and PLCFC;; life science terms were provided by the

Health Sciences Library (The Ohio State (hiiversity); *and physical' science

terms were acquired from the Battelle .Library. Appendix 0 shows each of the

four term sets used for the analyses. .Since output was voluminous,- the term

sets were randomly sat/pled to estimate performance for each of the 42 unique

ccxabinations Mentioned earlier. These randomly selected terms are identified

in the term sets shown in Appendix D.

Switching strategy performance was estimated by -determining the

amount of relevant YSS output compared to the input search term and the amount

of CPU time necessary to perform a particular, switching strategy.

The analyses were Stonducted in the following manner:

(I) An entire .ter'm set was used as input for each Of the

seven strategies, for the appropriate YSS module

(e.g.. business terms were used as _input to seven

switching strafnies' in the business module, life

science terms became input to the .i'same seven

strategies for three'life science Modules, etc).

(2) All YSS output was 'saved for subSequwet, analysis.

Each of the four input -term sets was rafdomly sampled

to estimate switching performance for each set. A 10

percent sample was taken from the physical science
term set and a 20 percent simple was taken from each

of the three remaining sets.
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(3) Relevance judgements were made bye the project staff

forall VSS output relative to the-input terms in the

respective samples. This'provided an estimate Of the

quality of- each switching strategy. Quantity of

output for each 'strategy vas also compiled. An

overall performance value was the product of quality

and quantit.Y.

(41,CPU time was compiled for each analysis and included
as a performance measure.

\.
4

A typical exampli of the type of analysis performed is shown in the

example below:

ample
TERN -LEVEL 'MALYSIS

INPUT VSS RELEVANCE

TERN OUTPUT DECISIONS.

DIALYSIS. 'DIALYSIS relevant,
CC 64712 relevant
DIALYSANCE non-relevant,
DIALYSATE non-relevant

NEXT TERM NEXT OUTPUT. more iecisicil

TOTAL OUTPUT TOTAL RELEVANCE

f

PERFORM=

tO% relevant
output

XS levant
outpu

overall
$ relevant

. It must be pointed out that q*e an output result was judged

'relevant or non-relevant, that decision was consistently applied across` all

seven sWitchIng strategies. Which produced that 'identical output. In othOP

4wordse if DIALYSATE was-judged irrelevant for *switching strategy 1 in the lite

science module, then by convention It was irrelevant if strategies 2 through 7

also produced this output where DIALYSIS was the input term.

7.2 Results
.

A composite of all'42 analyses is shown in Table 5. This table list&

the overall performance value determined for each individual analysis as wefl

1111

A
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.

el

as .the overall ranking of strategies and VSS modules. The overall performance

value was the product of output quantity and estimated quality based on

relevance. For example, the performance value of 75 for switching strategy 1

within the VSS business module represents the product of an. output calculated

at 89% and a relevance estimate of 8V4% (89 x 84.= 75).:1

It can be seen from this table that switching strategies 1,2, and 6

produced- consistently higher perf6rmance scores across the board than any of

the other four strategies. Thepe three strategies scored particularly high., in

the. business and social sciences modules which can be explained by the fact

that these strategies were among the most roildit. The fact that strategy 2

performed 'slightly better than strategy 1 in each module is undoubtedly due to

the-fact that it excluded some features which tend \to produce non-rele4ant

output, including such features'as stemming and adjacency options.

Several factors contributed to tie low ranking 6t strategies 3 And

4. First, .broader/narrower .terms were not available An .business or life

sciences modules, hence, figures in Table 5 for these modules .reflect only the

synonym switching taking place. However, 'in both the social' sciences and

physical sciences modules where broader / narrower terms were available,

performance values were still the lowest of all .seven strategies. This can

partially be explained by a second factor, the difficulty of making a

relevance decision for broader and narrower terms in the absence of the end

user..0t.all-the syndetic relationships available, the hierarchicalone is the

most dependent on an end -user judgement. In-.this- study, we erred on the side

of non-relevance when there was any doubt.

Looking at VSS modules, it can be seen . that the social science

module produced consistently higher scores than all other VSS modules for all

but two switching strategies (1 and 2). Only the business module outperformed

the social science ndiules for strategies I and 2. Likewise, the business

4
module pfoduced consistently higher scores than either the life sc nce or

physical science modules.

I

37
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TALE S FERFONMANCE CF VSS MODULES

Life Sciences*-

. 11 I'
.1 75** 68 28 23 23 39 2-

2 ." 76 68 36 25 25 40 1.

3 40 60 15 14. 10 29 6

4 :40 57 15 14 10 24 7

S'. 67 30 1.8 19) 35 4.

6 t54 73 31 23 23 36 3

1 44 65 ,25 18 '19 28 5

Module Ranking 2 1. 4 . 5 6 3

a *small module - BIOSIS, BIOSIS -C, NeSH

medium module - BIOSIS, BIOSIS-C, MOH, NeSH-R NeSH-S

.large module - BIOSIS, BIOSIS.C, NeSH NeSH-R, NeSH-S, CA

**the performance measure is the product of VSS output (in t%) and,

44tilmit4mt relevance* of output (in %)

These results suggest that the more similar the vocabularies with

respect to subject matter And syndetic Constructs, the better, they 'will

function as switching vocabularies. This result 'is what one would expect,/ In

this research, the two social science vocabularies were similar In subJectt

matter and syndetic constructs; the business vocabularies were very similar in

1mbject matter but differed considerably in syndetic structure. Both the life
L

science and physical science Vocabularies differed in subject matter and

structure.

An unexpected: result was the inverse relationshjp between module

size and perforaance. In this particular case, the "small, fife science module

performed consistently higher than the 'large life Icienckaidule across the

seven switching strategies. We suspect that at least two factors contributed

to this anomalous result: (1) the vocabularies became.increasingly difffcujt

to evaluate with increasing module size because of the abstract nature of

BIOSIS concept codes and CA registry numbers (we errmt conservatively when

unsure about a code or registry number), and (2) an apparently higher degree

38
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of incompatibility among these vocabularies, than originally thought, both

from content and syndetic viewpoints..

Tables 6 though 11 summarize the performances foe each of the VSS

modules studied. Column S in each table shows.the maximum possible coverage.

This /lumber represents the number of terms submitted for postible switching

multiplied by the number of target-vocabularies specified multipliePby the

.vocabulary count specified. In other -words, ,if two term. .A andl:,89 are

submitted for switching across two vocabularies, VI and V2, and .a:vocabulary

count of two is specified (meaning the user will accept up to two switched

outputs per vocabulary), the maximum possible coverage, if switching were 100

percent efficient, is 8 (2x2x2).

For this analysis, the maximum possible coverage was different for

each module9'according to the schedule below:

Number of Number of Vocabulary

Node Term Vocabularies Count '. Coverage

.

Business 143 2 1 286

Social Science 113 2 1 226

Life Science 222 3-6 1 666-1332

Physical Science 666 6 P 1 .3996

Column B, in Tables 6 to 11, records actual coverage, ,that -is the

actual amount of output generated by VSS for a particular strategy..Column C

shows the percent coverage [(A a B) X 106 achieved by a particular switchini!

Coverage ranged from 98 'percent to 19 percent, with the 'social science module

exhibiting the best coverage percentages mug the four modules.

Columns D and E record the results of relevance assessments made on

all the VSS output generated by the sampled input. Sample size was 20 percent

of the input term sets for business, social and life sciences, or 28, 22, and

44 terms respectively. For physical sciences,, the sample size was 10 percent,

or 66 terms..Relevant output from these sampled input terms was recorded in

column D, non-relevant terms in colume,E.

39 '1



Column F shows the estimated percentage of relevant output for each

strategy /nodule combination. The range was 100 to 40 percenerelevance.

Adjusted cov..erage, columm -60 is the product of percent coverage

(column C) and percent reliance (colion F) and was used as-the benchmark for

comparing strategies and modules (Table 5):

The final column, N, shows the cuiulattirle CPU. time to execute a

complete set of terms through the modules. In other words, it took 20.5 CPU

seconds to perform' switching. on 143 business terms in the business module for

strategy 1, or an-averlige.of 0.14 CPU secon4.per input term. It can be seen

that broader/narrower term -switching (strategies 3 and 4), were -the most

efficient while browse switching with stemming and -phrase.parsing occurring

yearly in the strategy was roughly 106 Mmes slower, and therefore, extremely

inefficient.

Table 12 iummarizer the detailed performance of each switching

strategy by YSS vocabulary module. In these tables the progressive effect of

each switching option can be observed for each strategy, and comparisons of

individual options across the:Various ,modules are readily mode.

It can be seen that exact, .matchipg. that is, a character-by-

character 'comparison of users' terms with inArted file terms contributed a

significant portion of the actual output .produced by YSS. Of course, exact

matching is nothing more than an indication of the subject overlap among

controlled vocabdlaries, ignoring homogiphy. Naturally this result ,Is a

constant across all switching'strategies becuse the vocabularies remained.

constant throughout-the reporting period. e

In the case of the business and social sciences modules, 'exact

matching prodIcel the greatest output, 37 and 49 percent respectively, in all

strategies tested except for strategy 7-which did not incorporate this option.,

This result indicates the degree .to which these vocabularies are compatible

compared to life and physical sciences.

Both life and physical science modules produced considerably less

cutout with the exact matching option than either the business or' social

science modules, indicating a tendency toward subject dissimilarity.

The word" option in YSS was the next best producer of VSS;output in

strategies where it was used with the exception of strategy 6. This, of

course, says nothing about the quality (relevance) of output produced by this

No
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TABLE 6 PERF'ORNANCE OF BUSINESS MULE

(A)
TotalI 4IT toCaverege

Possible

(C), (D) 1E) (F) (G)
Adjusted

1g 11' Coverage
Coverage R NR R

(H
Cum

)

Time
(Sec)

BWDS 1

BWDS

BWDS 3-

-BWDS 4

INDS 5

BWDS' 6

BWDS 7

286

284

286

286

28e,

286

286

254

241

115.

115.

146

169

167

89 47

84 45

40 30

40 30

_ 51

59 30

5,9 24

9

5.

0

0

3.

84 75 - 20.5 ,

'90 76 19.2

100. 40..

100 40 0:9'

log 51 3.7

91: 54 99.3
L

.75 44 13.7

TABLE 7 piRFpRmmicE OF SOCIAL SCIENCE NODULE

--., .

jo (A) (B) .1 .(e) CO) (E). (F) (G)

lit Total Adjusted
Actual S No. No. S Coverage

oyle PovssTrel Coverage Coverage R NR R Or!
op

(H)
Cum
Time
(Sec) -

PWDS 1. 22.6 221 98 15 69. 68

PADS 2 226 2,16 96 32 13 71' 68

PWDS 3 226 .135 \60 26 .0, 106 60

PWDS 4. 226 127 57 25 0 100 57

PWDS 5 226 *142 67 '24 0 100 67

PWDS.6 \\226 168 75, '30 1 97 73

PWDS 7 226 167 74. 21 3 '88 65

19.3

18.0

1.5

4.1

P'8
144.1

42.0

O

R se amount of relevant output .based on random sarrcling
NR 1111 amount of non-relevant output based on random sapling
Cum time us cumulative 'CPU time for entire strategy
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TABLE 8 FERFORNIVICE OF SWLL LIFE SCIENCE NODULE

4

yA)1 (B) (C) (0) (E) (F)

Goer
.Possible Coverage.Actimil. CelieSrage. R RR R

16)
Adjusted
Coverage

MUDS

INDS 2

, ?WS 3
4

.NWDS -5

IOW 6

NWDS 7

t.

. 666 451

666 415 J
666 173

666 173

666 --'221

666 255

666 251

68

62

26

26

3

. 38

38

69 101 41 .28

44"' ..32 58 36 64

29. .22 57 15 2.7

29 22 57 15 3.1:

39 4 91 ',30 9.8

41 .9 82 31 217.

33 c6 .67 25 57

TABLE 9 PENCE OF mom BLIFE SCIENCE NOBLE

(
TotaA)l

ital A Coverage
ci Possible Coverage Coverage R NR R

(B) (C) (0) (E) (F)-
Adj

(6) (11)
usted O.

11 Coverage Time
INF (Sec)

01;10S. 1 1110 623 56 65 93 41 23 203

OWDS 2 1110 546 49 54 49 52 25 199

. OWDS 3 1110 207 19 35 11 76 .14 6

OWDS 4 1110 207 19 35 11 76 14 6

OWDS 5 1110 275 25 44 16 73 18 16

OWDS 6 1110 368 33 50 21 70 23 492.

OWDS 1110 341 30 37 29 I 59 4 18 83
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TAM* 10 PERFaCRMANE OF LARGE LIFE SCIENCE MODULE

(A) (B) (C) AD) (E) (F)
Total

p Coverage Actual S
414-1 Possible Covetage Coverage R NR R

144DS 1 1332

MWDS 2 1332

MWDS 3 -1332

MWDS 4 1332

MWDS 5 1332

MODS 6 1332

MWDS 7 ,) 1332

7d7

669

253

253

339

4. 439

403

58

50

19

19

25

33

30

66

56

34

34

45

52

43

98

56

32

.32

14

22

.26

40

50

52

52

76

70

62

(G)
Adjusted
Coverage

CO

(H)Q.
Time
(Sec)

23 91

25 89

10 11
.1

10 11

19 15

23 517

19 86

TABLE 11 PERFORMANCE OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE MODULE

,

lit,
(0)

(A) (B)
Total

Coverage- Actual
Possible Covvrage Comae!

(D) (E) *IF)

%

latt R

(G)
Adjusted
Coverage

CxF

(H)
E.
Time
(Sec)

SIDS 1 te 3996 3318 .83 123 139 47 39 203

SWDS 2 3996 3073 78 .105. 102 51 40 450

SWDS 3 3996 1157 30 66 3 96 29 20

SWDS 4 3996 1075 28 52 8 87 24 33

SWDS 5 3996 1944 49 35 72 35 39

SWDS 3996 2645 66 99 82 55 36 5140

`SWDS 7 3996 2525 63 70 a 85 45 28 306
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option. However, it can be observed that the woril option produced consistently

high amounts,of'ciutputacross all YSS modules.(Table 12). To fully understand

this resultt is impokant to-understand the word option in VSS.

The Lord option.breaks. down' a user's term into its component words

and searches the:inverted word file with them. A scoring algorithm internal to

VSS applies a user-supplied threshold value to Iword file hits before

displaying ,any VSS. outwit. The default threshold is 100 percent. For example,

if the input term is NUCLEAR POWER; and thi default of 100 is acceptable, then

all YSS outplit must have 100 percent .of the input terms) present. Thus,

NUCLEAR POW PLANT SITINGS *satisfies' the ault. Similarly, if a Synonym

reiattonshivexists, where the invalid-entry AI tains 100 percent of the input

term, then the .word option in VSS,is Itisfieland the valid term is displayed

as .output. The word option in VS.S can be a source 'of prolific output

because.the threshold can be set lower than 100 percent by the, user. Also,

terms longer than the \input term will satisfy a 'default of 100 percent

provided the YSS term contains all of.the Input

For example, if a user enters ESTROGEWin the life science module,

there are many terms within the Me$H, OiSH-R and ileSH-S vocabularies

containing this term .(ESTROGEN SULFOTRANSFERASE, ESTROGEN 2-HYDROXYLASE

ESTROGEN ANALOGS to mention a.few) which could satisfy the word option. Thus,

the word option'tends to produce volumn.outputo-especially.atlower threshold

valdes and in-cases where si "rd terms are entered. Thresholds of 50 and

100 percent were used for st tegie '1. and 6, respectively.

Vocabulary switching beha et in a' manner virtually identical to data

base retrieval the&y, that i the higher the recall, the lower, the

precision. The principle differen between YSS strategies 2 and 6 is the

output produced) via the word opti (option 20 is in, reality options 19

combjnedl.' .
4

Strategy 2 represent high coverage (recall) beCause a low threshold

(50%) for word and stem options was specified while strategy 6 represents high

relevance (precision) because a high threshold (100%) for word and stem

options was employed. These two strategies behave as one would expect --high

recall, low ptecilion and vice versa.

.The related phrase .option produced outpdt equal to or exceeding the

various YSS synonym options. Also, it is observed that this option produced a
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TABLE 12 DETAILED PERFOIDINCE OF INTITIODAL WITCHING STRATEGIES

Switching
1)
Strategy

(

_.,..Tr. w

Options i 'Witching i imp 4,
k gri

15,

11 Medium

3 exact match 37 49 19 12 13 19

4 synonym ,
19 synonym

2
1

4
3

6
1

4
3

3
3

5
1

- 9 co-related 0 0 0 -1 1 0

. 6 related phrase .11 11 7 4 & 5 23

10 n a r r o w e r 0 0 0 : 0 . 0 1 ..,

7 word 28 27 27 22 23 24.

8 s t e m 5 . 2 2 . 4 3 5

. 12 adjacency 5 . 2 6 6 7 5

.

Total Output (in %) 89 .98. 68
,

56 58 83 .

Estimated Relevance (in %) ..4 84 69 41 41 40 47

OVerall Strategy Performatce 75 68 28 23 23 39' (in %)
..

S .

Switching Strategy
. .

.

(2)
.

s ,

q

3''' exact match 37 49 19 12 . 13 19

4. synonyx 2 94 6 ) 4 3 5 %----

6 related phrase 11 12 7 . 5 ' 5 23

7 word 29 29 27 23 25 26

8 stem -5 2 2 4 '4 5

20 synonyms &
. co,-related

dp

0 0 1, ., -1

,

1 0
.

.

Total Mitput (in. %) 84 9§- 62 49 50. 78

Estimated Relevance (in %) 90 71. 58 52. , 50 61

Overall Strategy Performance
(in %)

76
,

68 36
.
25

.
25 .40

.

e
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TAKE 2 (Continued)

Switchi S
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consistent amount of output regardless of its position in a strategy (Table

12, Strategies 19 29 5 nd 6). Strategy 7 (Table,12) featured the related

phrase option by positioning it first and excluding virtually all Other

options, except a synonym option. Strategy 7- confirms what one would expect of

the related phrase option, namely high relevance.

Synonyms proved to be less significant than originally thought.

Although VSS has a powerful synonym switching capability, less than 8 percent

of all switched output can be attributed to these options. Option 4, a synonym

option, accounted for 2 to 6 percent while option 19,contributed another 0 to

3 percent.

One 'explanation for the ldwer4han-expected performance of the

synonym option is the specificity of synonym terms themselves within

individual vocabularieid The more -unique a 'USE' or "USED FOR". cross

reference, the less likely it will be found elsewhere hence, no switching.

'For example, consider the entry:

Cosmic ray showers and bursts*

OF Auger showers

cascade showers

cosmic ray jets 4

EAS

extensive air showers

showers, cosmic ray

Even though six synonyms or quasi-synonyms are given for the entry, "comic

ray showers and bursts", the probability that any one of them will be found in

another vocabulary in VSS is very small. .

Another explanation for lower than expected. synonym switching is the

fewer number of. vocabularies per module in this vac!ion of VSS. Our earlier

work with ten integrated energy vocabularies indicated that Option 4 alone was

capable of switching at the rate of about 10 percent (11). Options 9 and 20,

which also produce .synonyms, were not available back then. Therefore, we_

conclude that the synergy observed earlier was due to the large number of

*Entry taken from INSPEC Thesaurus

a

48
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vocabularies per module, and that a similar synergy would be observed in the

current version of YSS if it too had 10 or more vocabularies per module.

Also, in this analysis a vocabulary count of one was specified for

the seven strategies evaluated. This set-up limited output to one.term per

vocabulary. Had a-higher vocabulary count been specified, more synonyms would

have been produced.

Nelther-broader---nor narrower term options produced much YSS output

(Table 12, Strategy 1, 3 .and 4) in the modules which contained such

relationships (social And.,physical sciences). However,- considering ..the

conditions under Which these options were analyzed, the,' result was not too

surprising. The conditions were as follows:

.

(1) The vocabulary count was set at one (1).

(2) If an exact match. or synonym was identified in a

particular vocabulary, the vocabulary count for that

vocabulary was already'satisfied, by definition

(3) Only if entered terms had broader or'narroWer terms

could YSS attempt to locate such terms (switch) fn

other vocabularies where. exact match or synonym'

options had failed.
er,

The adjacency option (strategy .1) contributed moderately toward the ),

overall coverage in various modules; however, the relevance of adjacent ttnns

was low.'
46.

In summary, the term-level analyses suggested that strategies 1 and

2 would perform better than anti of the others tested for this particulat

version of YSS. Performance also was noticeably -better in the business and

social science modules than in life or physical science modules, due primarily

to a higher degree of subject overlap among the business and sociil ,science

vocabularies.

As a result.. of this analysis, *a *browse stratege.was designed for

eventual use in the field evaluation.of YSS. That brOwse strategy combined

most of the options usedA\strategies 1 and 2, but it excluded broader and
0

narrower term opts and in luded our new option, related terms. The browse

strategy that was eventually field tested is shown in Appendix C. Users were

encouraged to set the vocabulary count to a high number (5 tb 10) to produce

0

49



maxtmma output for each option within the strategy. In a sense, high-recall

- switching was encouraged because experience showed that the best use of VSS is

4

as a *shopping lists. Users can relatively long lists of terms and

quickly decide which ones are valuable for eventual "search strategy enhance-

ments or modifications. 41

rr
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8.0 END. USER EXPERDENTS

Several end user tests ;were conducted order to evaluate' YSS in

actual on -fide reference retrieval situations. purpose of the tests was to

compare bibliographic citations produced by VSS-modified searches with those

produced under normal Conditions.

Oneseries-e tests utilizid a-tatidem or iterative design, that" is,

the original search strategy was modified only.after.the original query had

been negotiated, and the on-line search. performed. The test involved one. end

user and one intermediary. . .

A second series of tests involved a parallel or simultaneous design.-

Here, VSS .was introduced at the. start of the user-query and involved two

intermediaries for each end user. Each intermediary performed It separate

seirch for the same end user, howlFer,.one search involved VSS while the other

was conducted in the usual manner.

*.%

8.1 Methodology
.w.

1*.

The tandem. or -iteilitive test was conducted at a site designated as
.

Test Site 1. It was set up in the following way:

Subsequent to an endLuser query and successful completion

of an off-line search session, the intermediary involved

noted whether the search just completed was -a possi6le

candidate for the VSS test. To be a candidate, the

completed search had to involve datalmses which. VSS could

handle via one of its 14 vocabularies. mien a candidate-

search was identified,' the end user was contacted and

asked to participate in the test.. Participation meant that

the user's original query would be modified and

resubmitted. The user was asked to evaluate all output

from both searches for relevance. The second search was
donevat no cost to the end user. Search terms used in the

original on-line search strategy were entered into YSS for

possible switching.' Then the intermediary evaluated YSS

output and modified the original search strategy if deemed
appropriate to do so., Next, the modified search was rerun
against those data bases named in the original search

which matched up with VSS vocabulafies. Duplicate

citation, were eliminated between the two searches within



each unique file (data base). Users received two leparate

outputs for evaluation: citations produced by the original :k

search and those produced by a VSS-modified search.'.

The parallel or.simultaneous test was conducted at two different

sites at two different times (abouN2 years apart) using two similar but' not

identical procedures. Consequently, the results are reported separately for

each test snit, which ire referred to as Test Site 2 and Test Site 3. The test

WS set up in the following way:

Both parallel. 'tests emploYed.the same basic experimental
design as. Shown in Table 13. TWO intermediaries were

involved in each search .beginning with the 'end-uier

presearch interview.- the.the odd numbered.. searches,

intermediary. A used YSS to develop the search strategy,:
while intermediary B conducted the same search in his/her

.usual Manner unassisted by YSS. On even.-numbered searches,

the intenseditries reversed :their roles. This detign was
employed' to neutralize any skill differences among the

intermediaries so that aggregate results for a test site
would represent an objective-comparison of YSS versus non-

VSS searches.

r
Le

TOLE 13 EVERIMENTIL BES1611 FOR TIE
!WAIL TEST 111,01.1111111 YSS

End Nor Search Intemmediarykletenmediary B

As

1 1' VSS non-VSS

.2 2 sun -VSS YSS

3 3 VSS non-VSS

4 4 - non -VSS VSS

4

The manner in which this design .was _implemented varied at

each site because an attempt was made to improve the
proceduret for the third site based on the feedback from

the second site.

Appendix E contains copies' of the firms and procedures

used at each site. Separate evaluation forms were designed

for the intermediary and the end user.'Both sites used a

written set of procedures. Intermediaries at both sites

were given 1 to 2 hour training sessions in the use of

YSS. Procedures were carefully explained and reviewed.

52
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Intermediaries were encouraged to practice with the YSS

system for some time before commencing the experiment lip

users.

The isaier differences in experimental, methodology between

*- .the.two sites were as follbws:
e

Procedures

C

Greater intiraition between intermediary and.emd`uter.

was permitted for Test Site 3 experiments than for Test:-

Site 2 experiments. This change, ,was in se to

compjaints raised by Test Site 2 participants(See Step-

5 of" procure in Appendix E).

Different procedures were outlined for Test Site.. 3 to

isolate YSS citations from non-VSS citations and

citations common to both (compare steps 8 and 9 in Test

Site 2 with the same steps in Test Site 3).

Forms

A different end user evaluation form was designed. for

Jest Site 3 to match the modified procedures used.at
Test Site 3 for identifying citation sets. Also, by

having the end user complete a performance table on

his/her worksheet it was felt that the. participant

would have an appreciation for. questions 'Questions 7

and 8) dealing with satisfaction of various sets of-

citations.:

Finally, different versions of, YSS were used at each test

site. Test Site 2 used an earlier, more cumbersome version

of YSS, *rich required the.intermediary to sot Op .his/her

own switching strategy and to deal with somewhat cryptic.

YSS output. Related term were not available with this

earlier version. .

All of these conditions were. different for Test Site 3,

that is, switching strategies were predefined, YSS output

avoided cryptic coding, and related terms-were available.

V
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,8.2 Results

A total of eight searchei was conducted'af.three test sites over the

course of the two grants. Table 14 summarizes the rest lts for all test sites.

Two searches were conducted at Test Site 1. Che search involved the

*extraction of flavor from fru1 juices", the other was a* search for *two-,

component acrylic ativesives6. l*les 15 and '15 dhow thelnon4SS and YSS search

strategies aid results for thele two queries.

The searches 'difiefed greatly in subject setter, '-cdmpletity'snd

''number cititions:prikea of i fine. Hirer, the data bases searched were

6 -i0imi:lar both cites" inCI user satisfaction with:the 'VSS Oertion

output mut -verAfavorablelh bRth. cases. In fact, thc.user who requested

.informaiion on Adheeivq.thntOitheirSS'portion of the*outputrips better than

the non-VSS portion, althilug a Oefie444me reason could not be given for the

perceived difference in quality4-The. person requesting- Information on fruit. ,..,

juices was simply happy- to have the extra reliqint citations that a YSS -..

iiidiffed search.was able to produpd. It can be obsirved -that precision

stiff** On virtually all the V14.searchei; however thisiperforianCe factor

did not seem to affect Eli:fuser satisfaction with the final rAWIts.

As would be lapected, MSS produced ..fewer relevant citations In

nearly all searches exciPt the CA search for adhesives. (At this' point no

explanation can be'offerid.for the extraordinary performance of/VSS on the

search for ,acrylic adhesives in the CA file.) The- reason that VSS produced

fewer relevant cititioits is that it represented the new citations which the

non -YSS searches fail to produce.. In a sense, what YSS accomplished ln this

test was-to idprove.the recall of the not-VSS search.

parallel simultaneous test was conducted at Test Sites 2 and

3. A 1 of six seeches was conducted, two at Test Site 2 and four it Test.

Site 3. Tables 17 and i8 show the detailed results of searches conducted at

Site 2 and Tables 19 thrdugh 22 show the results of searches at Site 3.

It can, be seek that VSS's performance at Test Site 2' was lower

compared to Non-VSS performance for search quest #ori y,on-n l

existent' for search question (A). However, end user satisfaction was

somewhatsurprising." Firtt of 'all, the end user associated with question (A),

Table.17, gave four evaluations as expected, one for4each search combination
4.



oei-formed (ERIC-Non-YSS', ERIC-0.59 PSYCH - Mon. -VSS, PSYCH-VSS). The end user who

submitted question (B), Table 1B9.evaluated only on t!ie basis of VSS and Non-

VSS--an obvious communication breakdown.somewhere.

Second, Inid'User who submitted question (A) gave ratings which,

in effect, a;teraged.,245 on a* 4 pea scale for both Non-VSS and VSS searcirs.

:Across the .data bases. In other words, there was little difference in ihe.

user's mind between these two approaches; yet the ratings given by this end

user 'seem to belie the relevance decisions made. With so 'few relevant.

documents in, either the Non-VSS set or the YSS set, it seems that the rating

As higher than deserved,

This is contrasted 1t.h search question 01, Site 2 where. the uier

gave non -YSS searches 1; irtittni.pf-3,and YSS searches a rating of 2 on the-same

4-point scale. Here, Aheeratings 'seem lew in relatidn to the relevance,

decisions made, ;specially for the.VSS citation sett

The net result is :that one end-user. (Site 29 search A) gave YSS ,a

2.5 rating based on a performance of one televant document' out of 295 while

another end user (Site 2 parch B) gave VSS a rating of 2.0 en a performance
.

of 14 relevant docdmints out of '02.

The intermediarieiin this test remarked that YSS took too long and

needed more data bases. Also, fey felt that test procedures were too

structured and the test triliinated their intenactieil with the end user. They

admitted-that these queries were coaiplex, lhat they do net normally conduct

multiple data base searches, and that free -text searching was relied on

heavily (maximum recall -- reduced precision). Based on these comments, test

procedures and system features were modified prior to the commericement of

testing at Site 3. r

At Test Site 3, 'the 'relevance decisipni made. Yet. the retrieval set-

labeled "common° must be, aaded to both the non-VSS and VSS retrieval sets to

arrive at compatible results reported for Sites 11. and 2 because "common"

represented *ithose citationsiithat would have appeared in either set under

normalPsearch conditions.

It appears that 'users at this site were. no more consistent 'at rating'

satisfaction relative to the relevance.decision than the users at Site 2. For

example, the user who submitted question 8301 rated Non-VSS and YSS searches
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the same, 3 (xi al 5 .poiqt scale, even though the YSS set contained more

d)irrelevant citations than the Abna.VSS search (adding the common ietato both).

In'search 8302, YSS received a higher rating than the Non-YSS search forsno

apparent reason. Searches 8303 and 8304 seemed to represent a good match

between a user's, rating and the 'relevance detisions; however;-.intermediary

performance was inconsistent, paisticularly in:search 8304.

,
Although 'minor search strategy differences were expected in the

parallel desiOn, search 8304 represents case where the VS5 and Non -YSS

strategiei differed greatly. Both strategies addrelsed the concept of

tackifiers in a similar fashion but tNe'concept of idhesives wm treated quite

differently (see Table 22). The result/ was three. very diffetenititation sets.

The Non-VSS search achieved a higher performance than the YSS search-because

the concept eadhesives was treated comprehensively in theAfon-VSS search but

was virtually ignored in the YSS search. In a sense,' this march was a

comparison ofintermediaries rather than tke system:

When end users at' Test 'Site 3 were 'asked to' select only (me

combination of citation sets, either sets A 1,11!s B or sets B plus C, where A

was the YSS. citations, 41 was the common, citations, and C was the Non -YSS

citations, the A plus B combination was chosenbin't out of 4-searches (8301,

8302, and 8303) while the B plus C combination newas chosen in only'oneesearch

- (8304). Again, end user evaluations ,were not:alwais consistent with the

results. For example, the correct response in search .8301 should have been B

plus C. 2.

Finially, end lasers in ,searches 8301, 8302, and e301 indicated that

they would Pay nothing extra for the combination selected, while the end user

in 8304 indicated that the combination selected would have been worth an

additional $15. It so happens that the comblhation chosen in 8304 was the Non-

VSS search. This combination, lion -YSS plus common, yielded 82 percent relevant

output (42 t 52 x 100) while the YSS plus common,combination yielded only 67

percent relevant output (38 57 x 100). The 'difference in this case was worth

ire to this end user.

II I



On the other hank the end user in search 8303 indicated that the

combination chosen, a YSS search with 5 relevant citations, was worth no

additional money, even though the Non-YSS search yielded 0 relevant citations.

We can only conclude that valueply is in the eye of the beholder.

On balance, YSS held its own in these -experiments: At Test Site 1,

user satisfaction with VSS was high; at Site 2, Non -VSS searches came.out

slightly ahead of VSS on the user satisfaction scale; and, at Site 3,. YSS

searches came out slightly ahead.

4

a

.e

4t

57

k
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TAILE 14 =WAY 111, EIDUS ER TUTS AT MOE TEST SITES
f

4..

TerOite 1

. . . .

listsLiiiki
.

.

, (A) Flaver.fren trait jrices
,.

t t

i

(1) Acrylic adhesives

,

. '..

ill

.

El
F7S4
CA %

NT1S

Et -

CA
NT1S

10:12:::Di

aims vss

181 Noll
1.125 14"

1.141 ' 4488
1442 1o443

iimelinsfRaft .

9

. , 11*118 1SS

No

.
consent sl;!Sed

.

....,
Less Nbre '.

satisfied .satisfied

Testliti2 ,

.0-

, ..

..,

(A) ifbrery

- 11:111::::Ing
.

ill) Counseling, psychpthere0y
. etc.. .

211C
PSYCh

ERIC

1.8
1.65

148 -.

1482

Nol
1414

-1-14
14316 .

1 (ERIC)(1) 1 (ERIC)

.3 . .2

..4,

ferklito 3

.

-.L.

(8301) Chlero-substitutird analines

(8302) Detsrgents and herd surface
cleanars

.(8303) Acrylate and wathicrylate

pelparizatiens

(1304) Tackifisrs in adhesives

Peeing
BIOSIX

CA .

CA
II

CA
11

10418

14
Io1 ,

1.0
1-0

N4
1-2

Noll
14

188

No0
1011

100
Del

1.5
1040

' 1.14,

1010

Cunman(1)

14
104

Noll
1.15

1o0

No24
13

.

.

3 (3) 3

3 4

1 3

.

4 . 2

ft-relevant ciistions,A-irrelevaet citations
(1) A 4-point rating scale (1 very dissatisfied,
(2) Common set meet be added to both the Noe-VSS and

enamored in either sore* ender non-experisuntal
(3) A 11-point rating scale (1 0 very dissatisfied,

.
ci

.

highly satisfied)
YSS results since it represents the set of citations that woad have
conditions.
very satisfied) .

5
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TALE 15 SETA= SENCN511ILTS fit TES1:A112 1 .4- wampum

humstaggalggah, Separation of flavor from fruit juices.

hilL.415221

iskEl 141,

EI El .

FSTA CA
CA NTIS
NTIS

horse ilist

The Not-VSS strategy was
*A (and not) 8" where ,

(A ),Set 1 and Set 2
(B) Set 1 and Set 3

Set 1 .

membrane? ? (or)
ultrefiltrat? ? (or)

(F) osmosis (or) Set 4
. filtration (or)

filtering (or)

fruit?

(or)
fruit2? ? (or)* osmosis (or)
food? (or) electroommosis
foods? ? (or) .

juice? ? R
16

Set 3
flavor? ?

The VSS strategy was
r0edact) 0' i here
C) Set 1 (or) Set 4
0) Set 1 (or) Set 4

(and)Set 2

( Set 3

Nom -VSS and VSS strategies were.rve.3 calendar days apart:
.

Reseltsz Number of relevant and irrelevant citations, as determined.by end user.

It
IMAM
I V P II I T.

EI 8 11 19 42 1 10 11 9
FSTA' 4 . 30 34 12.
CA 33 59 92 36 10 39 49' 20
NUS - 6 25 31 19 1 7 8 13
TOTAL 51 125 176 30 12 .56 68 18

R relevant citations, I trrelevant citations, Tstot.61
citations, Psprecision (R T x 100)

User was very satisfied with the extra output produced by the VSS modified search because. 1t
111111,1151,111111tional relevant citations. Rating scale was not used.
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TAW 16 MUM SEAR= RESULTS FOR TEST SITE 1 QUESTION (B)

bar0AgatbsAL State-if-the-art summery on two component acrylic adhesives.

majwiersint -

u BEM
EI EI
CA
NTIS

MIESILIMBUL

Set 1
adhesive? ?

Set 2
61000 (F) acrylic (or
urethane (F) acrylic

Set 3
acrylic (or)
methacrylic (or).
mmthacrylate? ? (or)
acrylate? ?

111153LS312110:

Set 4 Set 7
epoxy 19 vinyl (or) phase (F) separat?
epoxy F vinyl

Set
elat5txmoric (or)
rubbery (or)
*Ioughemed (ar)
reinforced (or)
rest 1 !ant Set ti

.cerable

Set 8
.engineering (or).

strwtoral (qr
cross CM) link AB (or) .
crosslink Pa

Set 6
block (C) copolymer? ? (or) Set 10
.graft (C) cmpolymmr? ? adhesion

:1
a

Set 11
vinyl (F) compound? ? (or
vinyl fF) resin? ?

-.

Set 12
alastemert ar)
rubber? ? (or

(or
:::?77:::e

Set 13
awing

Complex set oflnested state is involvidk the tare sets 1 through 9 above. Remy unique citation sets were

pr off -line.
.

NB. Complex set of nested etatememts Involving all 13 term sets shown above. Several maim citation sets were

Orihted off-line.

Non -VSS and YSS strategies were run 4 calendar ye epart.

Reselts;Jtumberof relevant and irrelevant citations.' as dot ermined by end user.

Ikes-Y55

It I T P R Y

YSS
T U

EI 28 48 76. 37 - 6 38 44 14 4

CA
lifts

TOTAL

106
8

141

176
18
242

281'
26
383

37
31
37

11
-
17

222

228

405

443

627

671

35 ,

34

63

i7

'R- relevant citations, lasirrelevant citations, I -total citations, P- precision
(R f T x 100), U- unable to decide relevance.

Cher Satisfaction: User was more satisfied with the YSS search than the non-VSS search, but unable to articulate why.

Rating scale was not used.
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MS 17 MUM UMW slam mit MU Mt t - (A)

ViMilireatalbj lonAge:Alantol0=1:Wociety, technology, and narking cooditions on the

Mk& lawshMs.

211C, PaynelegicallibeIvem.

INESLIS11.

Set 1
organtaatisiel (adj)

struatera (or)
ergeointin

climate

Set
cataloging (sr)
l or)ibrary (
lararies (or)
catalogs (sr)
haulms

lit 2
Ion (sin romp (adj)
itrairq

gee 15
conpetee MN (or)
antmatien .P14 NI

Sot 15
indiiramal nesa (ar)
individual pagwlefty ter)
group behavior tar)
gran dynamics '-

I

Set /2
library Maritime

additstret
)

library

Set 19
'oceanic llbririas (fr)
public libraries (or)
reasemdbilbrertes

Set 5 (astle

1st'steatite a
amalysiver enrichment)

Sits .

. poritansest

=as
(a

intergarsonal
l

(te)
morale (or)
emaniestion

-Sit
relations

Axial ( ) relat
01

ion fl
grmak relations
19110 relation 01

sets
yr ST 78.

a

Ra4ssi, Came!' series of noted ststanststavelving sets 9 Omagh 19* filleted by 4107 ing* with VSS strong.

nik Conlon swiss st ants statements antra, nail through

Reseltv amber at relevant and *Wenn citations, as detereinel by and sear.

Sit 10
oroantaitite .11101. (or)

argenttatiosal clangs (or)
organizational attactiveness

Sat
adeinistrative change (or)
ointnistrattve organization

Sat 12
task analysis (sr)

analysis (or)
'Mafia:ties (or)
partersence

at 13 ,

library technical program

IA 14
tichnelogical adviiceent

Coq
Maras of society

815
1

811C 4 CO 44
PSYCH 1 45 46
TM. 5 1111 OD

SU
P f R t T P

9 1 32 23 3
I 0 262 282 0
6 1 2a. 286 0

Prolavont citation, Ivi11
100rralevant)

citation, Tstotal
Piprectsion (

User rated the illIC anion (bath ese-VSS andVSS) 3 an a 4-point scale* and Psychological Abstracts

tll: =NJ
seed

tistrostglarfatilsihis m~-..-ions ter tho taient of releviat citations wort mot
uwa.The additional relevant citation prtfaced by Moms

*died-netts* anal. the amount of irrelecaet citations (wise) didn't matter to this nor..

its.awsisis
a

Ifte-SS5

iipl'irgr Tim'
0041to Ties

47
ff
21

*A 4-potot scale Watt dissseisfiPS, 44$2611 satisfling

till
a

7

61



1=1:11: corttaiimi=ltuitY, omesetsal noses, and tool tom

1211.1210.122360.

MC sod fvohslogical Abstracts

MAIM
Sat 1
istelligence

Set
capitive reconplesity (er)

l
copritive si tor:cartm with 1

cocoptool (sKI) system

Sat
conselies (w)
coseselor (or)
semesters

=sr
r

4 t
MSotario* sedifiestios (w)

.pirseasiee (or)
Parsasseive ossounicotion

Sat U
cognitive promo

(art
j=iveprocseses

oessersient

Sat U
cOpsitive with copUsity

Set I

!at11
selbleiselsreoesses111111olitI
togaithe maw

essionms0)

=SO U.
kr)

al1 with Maas
U or tool S1 or
coopladigd)

Set U
istellieres,12. i
intelligens %al

sr)

set n
conosllos.U.
.Set U
therapist SAIL (er)

kr)
.11Lkor)

Set SS

M114
pima LK. saw.

Aglirtti*.U.1

SO U
11141111111t SAL (ar)
psoteldisrop &IL (or)
consellos.11.

M U
counolieg.22. ter)
Welt conaelin (or)
bohavierel Camel*

1st U
="4411. or)
Peams11.=.114 (or)

an cooseling,

M IS
cognitive with areplosity (or)
onopteal with level
esesitive prowess. (o*
coseitive sessowant (or)
cogoitive style

list
betevior modtficatios (or)
beherier dump

M
social ferlences tar)
social Ow (ob
social bievior

)

set .

Polestive discorso
M 113
intolligence.111

Set V
intorperssol =tows (a')
persenity.111.
persuasive discorso

1/110112M811
andiaallailft Cool= series of emoted ststessets involvine sets 1 Wis. 11.-

figirlift Compiles wiles of sleeted atatesseta loselvise sots-11 Oro, 12, followed by Mfg lir with ase4111

!WM (1111C1031 ONO= series of mee statenauts levelvinp Sat 1. Sat 2 sod Sits 18 thrash 19.
niturt capless soles of nested statommts ievolviso Set 7. Sat 13, and Ms tO three, 17, flab's! by NOT ingisOrem-

Insba *Ow of relays* ardirrelevent citations. as deter sod by ad seer.

_ eASS
f I1S1

liesse
IhllIf T

17 417 413
41 nsel YU

1110
4 10 123

IS 4 129
I 14 30t

133 11

123 3
212 4

ilrelevent ions, le/Irrelevant citations. Totetal
citations. (It T

1w)'
Mist user completed as tow ass tan for" Osgood of one for asch data bees searched, indicates acomnication fiat lurst to fellow instrections. 110 veer rated son-VU resets (both MC and IPS. a 3 andresults (both EEC and M.M a as a 44eint scale.* Nis espostation sere se for the moot of relevant ~isms

produced by the aso.4U seardu lhe additional Palm* citations maned by MSS ore Mold eft leo NOM. Irrolormmcitations (mite) ware sonsidsred teleroble for the 10.01U search but ansoyfse far es NS Issystg.

lefindisivisibnintaukault

neeetlFe.423 VU

Proem* kiwi* Ties MP
Os-1*, V 17

PST= tbline Zion 9.1

'A 4 -psi scale Wm/7 11faisatisfilld 44141611!
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warn 1111141LID SWIM MOLTS lIST SITE 3 WHIN (SACO

kgrialmeltailiaL inhalation apd Orval %Weft, of Cblere-saitatitated Melina&

11411.0g.111

Wilms, Stasis

Set 1

Chlerentalineli (or)
Nth lanai lied/

Set 2

211105-47-8 (or)
51145-51-2 (ar)
1114545-1

.

Sat 3

Malt (or
Canal (ar
Skin ter)
Cetamesee tar).
CYanesis (or)
Cyleetic (or)
Natimeglabinede

t

or)

Ohm

rel.fitratorisis
Set 1 (and) Set 3

Sat 1 (or) Smt 2 (and) Sit 4

logign. limber of relevant and irrelevant citations, as Merida by eel veer.

Oats
Seem

1/.4111N ITP 0 a I T P

A

o 1 1. 0
o

o 1 o

a
0

O 5
0 11
O 15

5 %'0 0
11 0 0
111 0 0

1 2 3 33 0
1 2 33

33
0
02 4 it

Norelevent citation, Istrrelevant citations, *Metal citations. Pafrocision (R T x 100)
Illenabld to decide relevance

ausollgailialuajan VSS: 19.5 minutia Ibs-VSS: 94 Wastes

Inelnagri 3 out of a mete= of 5 far both V and Nen-VSL The YSS was selected over Inims because it as

a

-------- VSS - was pleased that registry unbar! are in VS34 Nan -VI! - moat of the ties was used examining
with which the searchar was enfamdliar.
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ME a emus natai emus ran miT sm QUESTI011 moo
a

Chaska,

ions of as Foromlettass for Oeterpiuts (Manly LemedrY) and Hard Surface Cleaners. Ne

"et 3 Seto
Oatergonts, ,(06ailder? , (or) Detergont, f'sed Revise? 1' (or) Foreulatiod, ? (or)
Detergent? f(C)Formulat (or) (or) . Recipe? (or)

?(C)Reviem, l(C)(sr) Nerd viSurfacel liw)Cloant (or) Wider?
FY )

Oetervett ?(E)Builderf

Set

English or Not a Patont

AiliSLEMMINIL

Se2/11. Set 1 ('and) Set 2

irk Set 2 (and) Set 3 (and). Set 4

*Molts: %ober of relevant and Wilma& citations, as deed by end moor.

V= Comm1 TF5 II Tio M It 1 T F

11 15 26 42 1CA-FILE 311 0 0 0 O 1 "1. 0 0

4

Brataltivilatetat MSS: 30 emotes Meer -MSS: Umlaut,

famjaktafankaa .4 for MSS and 3 for Mon-YSS pet of a mime of 5.

Idiniamandu MSS was of very little help,for this search question.
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TAKE 21 IIETRILED SERUM RESULTS FOR TEST SITE 3 RUESTIOR (8303),

,101rohempotiolit1301): Termination mechanita of acrylate and methacrylate radical polymerizations (information usually

ibteinedintAl c studies of the polyearization reactions).

*mice Ahstruts, !noisieriho

.111EciadaL
Set I

Ethyl (w)acrylate? (or)
. nouepolyothyl(2w)maylate? ? (or)
PAyeAvl(w)acylatat 1(or)
Pleftl Iht late?' ? or)

4) ate? ?tor)
elate? 7(or)

ar)
.11041003.32- (ar) .

1.1710.80-82,6(or). °

4109011.14..1

hishiMgdea
Mei& Set 1 (and) Set 3 (and) Set 4 (ad) Set 5. (and) Set,/

Set ( and) Set 5 !pod) Sat 8

Sft 2

Acrylate? 711.)Polyam

ki71,4i;47 ?/E)Pnlineriatiaill

.Set 3 )

Kinetic? 7 or)
Order? nor)

?(or)

.reclieenn?

Sat 4

Radical?
T
?(er)

Terminat

OP

Set 5 Set 7

Elastics? (or)
Order (0r)
Rate? (°r)

'Theory

,Set

1111_141TISTLVC411141
s140
AMOS= listen(w)born?

Itemalts: lumber of relevant and %Teleran citaions, as deteruneod. by end

CA
FT
TOM

I T P V

r

VSS
to .1 T ,aP 11

Review? ?

Set.'71

Solution (art%
Bulk

Calm
R T P

o 2. 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.
o 2 2 V

$ 40' 45 11 5
0. 0 0 0 0
5 40' 45 11

o 0 0
o 0 0 0
0 I/ 0. '0

0
0

RrelnVant. citations, Isirrelevant citatianr, Ttotal citations, P- precision (R T x 100)

Umnatile to decide releraece.
I

Strateat fprisslatist Timm 75$: 28.5 minutes Non-TSS: 30 %inutile

Incjalinclain 3 for VSS (win= 5); 1 for Non-VSS.
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VALE 2! EETAILD SUMO MOLTS FOR TEST SITE 3 gas= (8304)

porch Onastien 113044 Composition of Tackiness and Their Use in Aiehsives, Especially Mat Melt.

WiLkeLkilaiSt

Chemical Abstracts File ill, Wearing lode

.6110-201.

,Set 1,
I

. Sok 3

Set 2
-

**melt? ? (or)
wisinsitive4. PSatilirTaCkif?

Obt(w)Met? 7 (01)
Tackifier? 7(or) Phenol? (or)

Tackiness .
MEigit (sr)

Tack (or)

. Styrene ? (or)
Alpba(w)nethylskfrane?

Mr

.
MEWMaim"
bedilL se 1 (wed) Set 3

M. Set 2 (and) Set 4

Sift 4

TheorY (or)

Wray? (fir)
Not(w)as

4.

men Member of relevant and irrelevant OtatiOns as didmeahmd.by and our. .

Oda lbs-,56 I'I IRS Common
Bases T P T P I ItITPII
cA 11 2 13 II 1 2 2 4 50 1 19 2 20 115 4
El 7 4 11 64 7 22 14 26 46 7 5 -2 7 71 4
TOTAL 18 6 24 75' 0 14 16 30 47 8 24 3 27-- 99 8

Worelavant citations, Pirrelevent citations, Tutetal citatives, P-precislse (I a T x 180)

Womble to decide releemcs6

4

4

BEMILIMIdatialln M. 19 19 minutes -. ion-VSS: 17 in:it's

or Satisfactiolik 4 for Nan-MSS and 2 for VSS, out of a maxima at 5.

IerNsrr.04ijorgsyw Vocabolargors .ral::: gilLor:::t in this search;"14nitina the terms available was more important.
prov

66
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9.0 EVALUATION_OF MSS BY INTERMEDIARIES

A field evaluation of VSi- was planned and .conducted between Marcir14

and May. 31; 1983 to !licit response to -.the system from the information

community, pnimarily 4formatton=brokers, librarians, information and library

science students, and f: ulty. The evaluation placed few restrictions on

participants other than ing

completing an evaluation fo

The objective was

thit i, their own work

Battellb. The research team

evaluation both at the

transactions, and over4ll.

the system during an assigned period and

obtain user reaction to YSS in 41 fielsi setting,

ronment with little or nilkinteraction from

we in rested in obtaining data and subjective

level, -that is, individual switchingdetailed

I 4

991 Nethodoloor

A list of potential participants was developed from several sources,

including "Fee Based Information. Services' by Neranjian and Boss (12).

Participation was strictly voluntary and all responses were coded to iaintain

individual and corporate Anonymity. Each .organization contacted wits provided

as *any usernames and passwords as desired.

Each participant was given a packet containing an instruction-,

booklet (Appendix C), evaluation form, return envelope,, and time schedule

(usually a one-week test period), plus two free hours of computer connect'time

to participate in the evaluation.

The evaluation form developed by the research team consisted of five

!distinct areas: (1) demographic information; (2) a data base proficiency

scale; (3) questions dealing with individual searches using YSS; (4) questions

dealing with overall reaction to YSS; and (5) open comments. A sample form is

shown in Appendix F.

Questionnaire data were analyzed to obtai4 the following infor-

mation :'

e Characterization of the study participants

Correlations between demographics of the participant
and the YSS overall evaluations

67



Correlations between YSS vocabulary module or switching

strategy used,and the search results

Correlations between YSS performance ratings and such
factors as: (A) proficiency of participant with a,VSS

vocabulary module, and (B) -differences among the

participants themselvesas individuals w

Insights from open-ended questions about the sjstem.

9.2 Results

9.2.1 Characterization of the Stir Participants;

A total of 65 particiOantsAtodX,part in *he evaluation (Table 23),

About 46 percent were employe! in the privatb,iector 28 percent .in the

goerrent sector, 23 percent 4n academia,. and 3 percent in' the "other"

category. About 43 percent of all yarticipints were librarians, '28 pereni

were employed in some capacity for on-line vendors /data base producers, 15

percent were engaged in some aspect of an.informetion/library science school,

and 14 percent were information brokers. t
FortAight of the participants had at least a Masters Degree, and

five had PhD's. Forty -one had at least .ten years experience in

library /information activity while 40 had five or more yeari eipertence with

on-line systems.- The. average.years *of experience in 1Thrary/information.

activities' was 13.09 with a median of 12.3 years while ;the average years'of

experience with on fine systems was 6.27 with a median 0.5.44 years.

Participants in.)ate study were asked to rate their own profiCieOcy

With the.various data bases whose vocabularies were included in -this version

of YSS. Table 24. shows the distribution of these self-assigned proficiency

ratings on a data base bidiia base basis. e 1

It can be seen that pirtiCiriants,% in general, tended, to rate )

themselves as "average" or -as having or .no" proficiency. Participants

rated themselves: highest on social science data bases (ERIC, PSYCH Abstracts)

an0 lowest on NASA and DOE Recon data bases.. The proficiency rating was used

later on to study the effect between this variable and the participant's

.rating of YSS performance on individual search terms/
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ORMOOBIl OF MY PARTICIPAr6

BY EMPIMPIEIrr SECTOR

a,

SeCtOr ;

4 ".
d. Prpote 1_11=301

A. Brikers.
B. Librartans

. C. On-live .Vendor/
. PDatithase Producers=

.2. Geriertines, cttisle)

c. Cibc:arlins. 12
B.' , 6

< DatabaseePeodaftes

Aiaderaic-(145).i 1.

:A,. Librarians . .. 1 5
v B. Library/Information 10

Schools or Depts. -

001)
:

Other - ,. ..
. p = . ,

, A. 'Public Libraries.. 2

*Amber' of Otiv-ticipanti , 1:-

4 1

.. i .
. . g

.

a

,

.

9\2.2 Correlation Between Participant peraographics aipt Overall VSS Evaluation
I

question of 'merest in tho stydy WO' whether the iffectiveneii

of YSS i ,a function of the participant's experience or education. Questions

4 on the evaluation form' dealt.with experience 'and' educatidn leVels of

the participant's while questions. 12,.. thru 14 were concerned with a

pant's subjective percepi;ion Of the perfiinnance 1W, VSS.` Peakon
4

.cotrilations

were computed between edueation or. experience ¶rid thehe perioriance;ratings

given. : .44. II. .4

..

"

Our results indicited that the ease :ce', learning;, using- oi. under-.

standing VSS (Quetien. 12), and a 'participant's confidence (Question ,13) with .

YSS were not dependent an ,heir ttperience or educiation. Howeveri when asked

.
, 4 . ,. .

t

A,

.4
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TJI .E 24 OISTRINUTION-O, PARTICIPAIITS. PROFICIENCY FOR THE YSS OITA OASES

Data 'Bases

ABI NOT ERIC PSYCH LINE NOSH
Prqficientsi Scale . Inform Contents Abstracts.

Little or naii . 24*

Below-average 1

ii Average 24-

.4'0.Above average 6.

5 ExPert.. /
'Nissiqg Value 3

Average ProficielcY 2.53
w

COINTIWIX INSPEC NASA DOE
-Ream Rem;

,

21 18 16' 28 30 30. 23 21 46 43

2 7 4 6 10 a 5 7 3 5

X
e

. 27 . 21 25 t .
11 '11 18. 15 16 4 8

6 .12 10 6 7 2 12 13 2 2

-7 6 6 0 4 4 a 6 5 2. ,

2 1 4 4 3 3 '2 2 5 5'

2.62- 2.70 2.77 2.41. 2.11 2.07 2.64 2.62 1.62 1.50

*frequency distribution

70
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whether VSS would' make their job easier (question 14),the.resulte indicated

that participants with fewer years experience felt that VSS would make their

jobs easier than did more experienced participants (Table 25 A and-B). Thi

result was not surprising since experienced "Participants would have a tendency

to think of themselves as having developed efficientIsearcil methods and world

be lesclIkely too alter them than4essixperienced participants.

interestingly, thoserparticilants.with higher degrees also tended to

indicate that VSOOpuld make Ltheir jobs easier. Perhaps those with higher

degrees also represented less, experienced users, as might be expected, and

true data

were not analyzed for' the effects of two siMultkneous factors.

Tabulation of the individual responses to questions 12 through 14

(Figure 3) indicated the following:

About 90 percent of the participants felt that .YSS was
easy-to-moderately easy to learn (Figure 3 A)

4 About 79 percent felt that VSS was easy-to-moderately

easy to use (Figure 3 B)

s. About 75 percent felt that VSS was easy-to-moderately

easy to understand (Figure 3 C)

Somewhat lower percentages of participants, 56 percerit

and 68 percent felt confident witW'VSS's capabilities'

and output, respectively (Figure 3 D and E)
4 4

About 40 percent felt the use of YSS would make their...

job easier, while only 9 percent felt it would make
their job harder (Figure 3 F)

government sector gave YSS its poorest rating: only 11 percent

felt that. VSS wouldultake their jobs easier (Table* 26). On the other hand,

aboOt 50 percent of all parl4cfpants' from each of the three other sectors

(privte,: academic, and "others) felt that VSS would make their jobs easier.

a
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TABLE 25 USER EXPERIENCE MMUS urAcr
oF MI A SEWER'S JOB

(A) Experience in Library/Information Science
Field

Year
Experience

VSS-would make your jib of
searching multiple data,bases:

ND
ier. Difference Harder

0 -6
7 - 14

. 15- 20
> 20

8 7 1
10 10 3.

5 S . 0

2. . 6

Explrlemce with .enAine Aystens

111

Years
Experience

VSS would make your Job of
searching multiple data bases:

No ;

Easier Difference-, Harder

'0 - 3
4 - 5

. 6 -I
9

8. 7

55,

9 6
1

5, 10
3 '8

1
1

3

o

f

9 w
.
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Scale
IA) VSS Easy to LOOM

Scale for A, 8, C:
1 Easy
5 = Hard

20

74

nrinL
1 2 3 4 5

(D) Confidence With
VSS Caput:Mies

Scale for D. E:
1 = Confident
5 2= No Confidence

40

20 Iw

2 3 4 5
Scale.

(ErConfidente With
VSS Output

FIGURE 3 USER'S RATINGS OF VSS

40

20

Number
of

Responses

4F) -4low Vi3S Would
Affect Present Job

Scale:
1 = Easier
2 = No Difference
3 = Harder

'4.

fr

75

NUmber
of

Respenese

,



would make your job of
searching multiple data bases:

Sector

Private
Government:
Academic
Other

Easier ?id .pulp Harder

AI,

14 11 3,

2 13 3
8. 6 0

-;.

1 '0
I§

-

4 YSS allowed each participant a choice of six switching striiegi;S,

and four vocabulary modules. The objective here was to evaluate VSS strategies

and modules against several performance measures, corresponding to:

Whether the VSS results were usable

How VSS compared to one's own effort without VSS

the number of YSS terms that were usable

The subjective rating of4SS for any given search

Collectively, .the participants attempted switching on 623 search

terms. Usable results were `obtained in 62 percent of the attempts-(353 usable,

It21 unusable, 49 no response) see Figure 4A. In 48 percent of all attempts YSS

was perceived to be not as good" as what a user's own effort wmuld,pave been

for the same search terg; Ai lei about 26 percent thought YSS was "better" than

what their own'effort would haver been (Figure 48). The distribution of usable

. output is shown in Figure 4C. Table 27 presents a breAkdown of the number. of

usable VSS terms by switching strategy. Strategy 6 produced the greatest

percentage of usable.terms (92 percent), followed by Stratey 7 (85 percent)

.and-Strategy 2 (65 pertent).

76



MILE 27. DISTRIBUTION OF SEMMES BY 1 USMLE

YSS OUTPUT BY SNITCHING STNATEiY

Switching
Strategies*

1 synonyms
browse

3 broader
4 marrower
5 BT/NT
6 user-defined
7. multiple

Numb.er of Usable YSS Terns.

-10 >10

-20** 22 2 0
69 103 26 13
.8 1, 0 1
1 '0 0 0
14 14 6 1
2 19 0 5
26 65 30 . 22

*Refer to Appendix C for definition of each

strategy.
**VSS searches

IABLE 28 rat RATIOS BY IIDISER OF
.011PUT URNS BY. NODULE,

VSS
Module

Number of Usable VSS Telms

1 - 5 - 10 . 10

Physical Science 2.9 4.2
Social Science 2.6 N4.1

Business :2.5* 3'

Life Science 2.7 3.1 4.0

All Modules 2.7 3.6 4.1
.

* VSS gating on
VS5 was of no

$ helpful.

a 5-point

help, and

scale where

5 means VSS

1 'means

was very



Numb
of

. Responses

(A) Searcher Able
to Use VSS

Resells

IP

Scale
10) Now Does VSS
Camaro . to `Your

Normal fffort
I Nate As Good
2 Sane
3 u BMWs
N as 593

Cc) Number of Useful Terms From a VSS. Search

FIGURE 4 VSS PERFONIANCE RS MESURER BY 1 SEFUL OUTPUT
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An important performance measure was the user's' subjective rating of

YSS, particularly foi. those searches where= usable YSS output was indicated.

Table 28 show% as would be expected, that. VSS ratings increase with increasing

4

amounts of usable output. Quite respectable ratings are achieved when usable

output reaches 6 -10 terms per search request: The overall ratings for YSS were;.,

3.08 (307 usable searches). 2..35 (593 total searches).

.

9.2.3 Correlations Between' MSS Performance and User Proficiency or User

Individuality

While education and .experience tend to be indicators of one's

evaluation of VS$, other factors were of interest analysis was performed

to identify the iwortance of other factor including:

Participant differenceSt; e.g. differences due to over-

all experience and education level

Participant's proficiency w the particular modules

used in the search

'Module choice for a particular arch

." The computer program BMDP3Y (Dixon, 1981) was. used to perform mixed-

model analysis of covariance on the,data collected on individual searches.

Each-participant was asked to rate YSS's performance for each search attempt-

ed. A five-point rating scale was used With .1 indicating was ,of no help
tit.

and 5 indicating YSS was.` very helpful. The analysis expressed the rating as 'a

function of the factors previously mentioned.
/

The following statistical model was used in the analysis:

Rk km). P /14 Pj + s 'Wu (1)

where Rk(u) denotes the rating given to VSS's'perfonsence

on the kth search perfetued by Participant

' with the 8th Nodule,

P4 denotes the effect due to the use of a par-

ticular module,

Pi denotes the effect due to the unique qualities

of the participant (e.g. general 0hPirinnen,
ego, and education level),

h(is) donates the nee - 'systematic Oinks) effects
due to the unique characteristics of the par-
ticular search,

PROFij denotes the effect of the participant's pro-
ficiency_os the particular module used.

P, 0 constants, to be *Wieland by the statistical

analysis
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This. statistical 'Model assumes that the VSS-rating for each search

is systematically related to several factors, while also being randomly

'affected, by'several others. For example, the effects of vocabulary module and

participant proficiency are ,assumed to systematically affect-the rating. The

model assumes that the average rating assigned to Business-module searches (in

general) may be different from Social.Sciences,' Life .Sciencev or 'Physical

Sciences searches. The model also assumes that VSS ratings chtnge at a linear

rate with participant proficiency with the particular modA.used in_the

search.

The effects due to a participant's or a search's 'ulique

characteteistics are assumed to be random. That is, the participants and

searches are assumed to be randomly selected from a larger 'conceptual

population of possible participants and searches. Thus, thilharacteristics of

.a particular search or participant that cause a rating lo be high or low

cannot' be systematically oeedicted. Rather, their effect is singly to:inCreate

the uncertainty in pfedicting a rating..

The statistical model provides an .approach for estimating the,

magnitude of the effects due to the different. factors. The results' indicatid

that all the factors were 'statistically significant., However, the'estimated'

effects of the factors differed.

The averagi rating for all VSS searches_was 2.25. The effect of a

participant's module choice on the YSS rating is shown-in Table 29. This table

presents the estimated average rating for each. vocabulary module. The table

indicates that the estimated, average rating (over all possible' participants

and searches) for a Physical Science module search is 2.45. However, this

average increases to 3.03 when only the usable searches are considered.

Thus, in general, VtS's performance was best for physical-science,

type searches while buSiness and lif science-type searches, received the lowest

ratings. However, module choice was not a major factor influehcing the outcome

of YSS performance ratings.

A participant's self - assessed. proficiency (with a given module) was

found to be inversely related with YSS ratings. The more proficient the

participant (in .the use of a particular module) the lower the YSS, rating's

tended to be. Participants who claimed to be experts on 4, given module are,

estimated, on the average, to give - ratings 0.65 points lowirloit a five point
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scale) than those participants claiming to have no proficiency. Specifically,

.
participants who rated themselves "experts for a particular modulerated VSS

1.97 on the average, while those who'claimed-to have no proficiency rated VSS

2.62 on the average.

One of the most important factors was differences among individual

participants. In other words, how is the YSS performake rating affeCted by

the uniqueness of an individual? The estimated variability (standard

:deviation) in ratings due to differences among the participants was 0.63.

Thus, a rating is estimated to vary by as much as + 1.25 due to differences in

TABLE 29 ESTIMATED AVERAGiRATINGS FOR
YSS SEARCHES OY NODULE

VSS Module

User Ratings*

All

Searches
Usable

Searches

Physical Science 2.4S 3.03

Sodial Science 2.38 2.90

life Science 2.12 ,2.82

Business 2.05 2.89

*5-Point scale

participants. In other words, if the average )i;ating (firer all hypothetical

-participants) is 2.25, a ranciamly selected participant could .give a rating as

'low ass 1.00,'while another could give a rating as high as 3.50.

These factors idid not explain ail .the variability in ratings; a

considerable damount of ating variationAas unexplained. In other words, a

considerable amount variation was due to uncontrolled factors that differed

from search to search (e.g. difficulty' of search). The size of this variation

could cause the ratings to vary by as much as + 2.00 points on the five point

scale. In summary, the relative: importance of the factors -analyzed (in

decreasing order) are: uncontrolled search -to- search drnerences, differences

among participants, differences in a participant's proficiency, and differ-

ences in the modules.
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9.2.4 Summery of Open-ended bastions"

,

There were four open questions on the YSS evaldation form

(questions 14 through 17). Append G. Usti the verbatim responses of. each.

participant to. each.questiOn. .

A°

. On the question of whether YSS would make a searthee's jobbeasier or

not (Question 14),participants who responded "easier" (about 40 percent) felt _N

that it would save the and money because they would not have tip consult

printed thesauri as much, or at all. Also, they seemed to like the idea of

juxtaposition of terms from 'various thesadri and they felt that they would

have a better idea of what terms to use prior to searching any dati,bate.

Participants who responded "no difference" to question 1 41, (about 51

percent) felt that YSS was time, consuming, of little help with :free text

searches, not 'needed since BR1's CROS and Dialog's File 411 Were sufficient

aids, not useful enough because of too few yocabularieC'and not needed if a

searcher conducts a good presearch.interView,and knows his.vocabuliries.

Those who responded "harder" to .question 14 (about 9 percent) felt

YSS required a sUhstantial amount of time, would add to the cost of the- search

and would, be' another system to learn. Some felt that VIS needed mare of the*

intelligence availabile in printed- thesauri (e.g., scope notes), and4pr felt

the system needed mope work. k

When asked about their overall 'reaction 'to ..YSS (Question 15)

opinionsb varied widely from "very-favorable" to "not at all impressed".

The three most iridely-held opinions were:
a10.

VSS was vii4 valuable to valuable (about 20 percent)

(2) YSS was useful or interesting but ineedemor.e work
(about 25 percent) .

',

N ..

(3), YSS was cumbersome, tedifins or "frustrating' (about 20

pekent)
t

Otheroopinioni lu indifferent or uncommitted, increasingly negative, .not

too useful, and of wor (zleeds

The p ifIcipallun lying cause of74set frutfration wasjhe detision

to provide a riven ipproac to VS§ with no..,option .to,provide*avore

82
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4 7

direct access to the system: This 'was an understandable teaction in View of*
..,

the -rather' surprising fact. that many' participants used a 300 baud terminal..

ttieln:edriii.etr:,;,systems are not well .suited to. .slower : terminals. ,. Also,

Oarticipantslia4- an a4erage of about six years-experience' with on-line systems'
:... .1

. ,and were comfortable with direct-search approaches. ,

; rr
Several causes appear to be*related to the. user perception that the--

. ' ,F'
; ,

system needs more work; (a) voiapuliries must be the latest available. and kept

.up-to-date in such .11 system. (b) iOcabularies .
themselves should have more

, .

. .1

I

r

hierar4hical and /or -synonym relationships to improve performande, and,. (c) YSS

itself needs new menut.-direct search, moved switching algorittins.
On the 'question of 'whether subject 'switching, in general,. is a good

idea (0.1estitin 16), participants responded ,verrposit vely.
Open Oomients (Questiori 1-7) tended toireiter replies to earlier

:,questions; Weever some' were' iiew. One pirson thought there was too 'much noise.

in the outiout,".- vetil.i another thought._ the.: stemming algorithm went loo fir;

Several other points. were -(1) thesauri do not stand -alone vit (2)

title. an4.abstrict. searches with- words, phrases and stoat work well if one has

creative !find, (3).,VSS should have had 'PleSH tree - structures' kr' BT/til terms

( te: .they were not :supplied to Battelle) , .(4) sage notes were not working, c

and (5) VSS1s only ass gad app the yecabulariei that went into' it..

7 :

'S.

0
4.:

.

-.

5.

1

's

'10*
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. 10.0 041411E1ISERS SIBLVEYINIO#TE
Ip. .

413 : 1
.... / %

In 1979, as"part of ir previous -NSF grant on YSS. (10)i. a national

survey was c t r c h t E t e d b y 'determine searching patterns a n d preferences of on-

:line users and to' el icit their reaction V YSS. There Are several key

questions in the survey refitted to thfs research over Ind above those

questions pertaining to YSS. Ones: dealt with the fr my .0f searching forl
information using multiple data bases." Another p ,-, for the reason why

searches were cond4ctekagainst.single data bases. finally, several'questions -

addressed the issue of, searching with controlled, uncontrolled, and a

combination.of controlled,and-uncontrolled'te*. . .

It was felt thit by rerunning- the same Surveylit this time (four

.,

years after .!,.he first one) a unique opportunity was available to observe any

shifts .in user search patterns and/or prefeirencei with time. Very few, if

any, surveys in this field are repeated except for Salary'sprveys. A.benchmark.

question for the 1979 and 1983 surveys was the monthly dollar expendituresby

individual. and organizations fora on-line searches. It 'has been widely

reported acid generally accepted that' the on -line business is growing at the

rate of about 30 percent compounded annually. If our data confirmed this

observation, then any other observable shifts in on-line search patterns would

have added credibility.

10.1 Nithedolou

The survey ated by reissuing the 1979 questiennaire (un- 4

modified). To minimize stribution costs, thesurvey was distributed as the

1'083 National On-line Meeting; held in Nos York. (See Appendix H for sgmple

questionnaire.) Meeting organizeri granted permission for a passive

distribution of the survey near the registration desk. Meeting registrants

simply helped themselves to a blank survey questionnaire. at the time of

. registration or any other time during the meeting. About 325 questionnaires

weiwe distributed. in. this manner; 31 valid questionnairei were retained, for .a

12 percent rate of return. consequentfyi sample sizes for 1979 and 1983

surveys varied considerably, 755 versus 38, respectively...

MI!
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All partiCipation was voluntary and responses were kept coof.idintial. Data

were analyzed via simple descriptive statistics. Finally, the 1979 survey data

were reanalyzed_subsiquent %, our 1980 report -(10) because 66 .additional

returns were received aftercthe publication cutoff date. This report reflects

all the 1979. data, or 755 valid returns,

10.2 Results

Benchmarks for comparing the two' surveys were- the questions about

individual and corporate expenditures for _reline sdarch activity. The data.

for on-lind search expenditures (by :indiv.fduals) confirm. various: open.

litiratire sources that estimate that" on -line. searching 1s growing it. the rate

of 30.peivent compounded annually (Table pc). However, the data 'alio suggest'.

that corporate search activity isftgrowing at an even greit rate, 45 percent.

compounded annually (Table 31c). Of these two benchmarks, indtyidual search

activity is probably the more reliablifbecauswindividuals generally are, in a

better position to, estimate their own search activity than that of their

overall organization. Sole respondents admitted their 'uncertainty, about

omittedaggregrate corporate search activity; others simply omitted a reSponse to the

corporate questions. In any case, there is reason to believe that. 1983 survey

results, albeit a small sample, have some vatidity since they closely Awe-
.

with repoited literature regarding growth.

Connect -hour growth for individuals .increased at a lower tate, 18

percent compounded annually (Table 30b) and the ngmber of searches per month

increased only slightly over the. four year period, (Table '30a). It can be

obseried that on-line seaAhis averaged 0.25 and 0.44.hrs/search for 1979 and

1983, respectively (Tables 36 and 31j. This-observation suggest that one of

the ,factors contributing to on-.1fne growth is lengthier -search sessions. Other

factors, of course, are price increases"and the number of new customers.

Figures 5 and 6 show the fiF yeaf trenp,tn search activity. There

is'a noticeable shift, left to righf,'in.number of searches, connect hours-,.

and dollars expended per month in these two figures, Confirming. the growth .

dynamics deported in thi literature aliciut thit business.

O

4
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TAKE 30 INDIVIDUAL XAIMN ACTIV1V.,

No. of
Searches
Per 'WO

(a)

ii79 1983
Si 5

Comma..
Hburs .

Per !WU

(b)

1979 14983

N

1-10 . .228 -38

11-20 . 145 24
21-30 81 14

31-40 43, 7'
41-50 35 '6

. '51-100 37 6

101-200 16 x 3

20t-500 8 2

>600 2 0

Iota] lag 1TRY

Total . 17,790 1196
Searchesr4

5
11. :32'
a 24
2 6
3 9
3 9
2 5
0. 0
0 0

1T URI

Average 29.9r

Searches/Mb.

35.2

On-tine
(c)

Expenditures 1979
Per Month N %

1983'
.1 %

(in dollars)

$ 1-50
51-1004

65 '14'.

102 21;
0
2

10/-200: 103 21 3

2Q1-300 63.. 13 5

301400
401-500.

34 7

30 6
r

3

3

501-1000 .46 10 9

1001-20 0 29 3

2001-3500 .

.6

7 -2 2

>3500 .1 _ 0 2
Total *

Total 161,780 '31,105
6pendltures

1Cverage 337
Expenditures/Mo.

.

p72

-0
6

.9
16
9

9

28
9
7

7

-5 298 59" :13 42

6-10 110. 22 .13

11-15 .40 8 3, 10

16-20 . 722 .4', 4 13

21-30 13 3 0 0

31-50." 13 3. 5 '16

51-100, :2 0 "2 6.

->100 4_ 0 0

relf: -Tr
Total Hours 4468 . 533

17.2
Hodrs/14o.

t

4`

tr.

4't

e

A.

..
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TABLE 41 =INNATE SEARCH ACTIVITY
7

No. of
Searches
Per Ninth

(a)

1979
N %

1-10 - 93 20
11-20 .73 15
21-30 SS 12

.31-40 \ 38. 8
4150
51-100

38' 8
82 .17

1Q1 -200 54 11
1-500 36 8

>500 -

Total
4 1

ligf

(Total
Seirches

Average'
Siarehes7Ho.

1983
N

Connect
Hours
Per Month

2 .. 8
2 . 8
3 12-
3 '12
3' 12
6 24
1 4
3 12
2, 8

2g :PK

35,097 5,682

J4.2- 227.3-* :-

(kw-line .*
Expendit.Ures 1979°
ter Ninth N %

.(ia dollars)

a
S 1-50 .27 7 0 . 0

51-100 40 10 0 0
lot-koo 48 '12- 0 0

201-300 '56 14 3 12
341-400. . 39. .. 10 1 4
401400 33 8 2 8
501-1000 66 .17 3 12

.001.4000 54 8 . 3Z
'12 3 3 12

3501-10,00Q 14 4' 2. 8

Iptom 3 , 1 3 12

Total 114!= ixti /Tr TM

,. Total 391,608
'Expenditures

. Aver4ge 94:1
... Expenditures/ft.

.

...102,940

. . x 4.91.11

.

(b)

1979 1983
% N %

1-5 137 3

6-10 . . 82 1

11-15 .38 3
1640 31

21-30
'31-50 ;4

2
3 -i.

514w 19 , 4
>100 . 10 3

4 TS

Total- Hours 8,241' 1,483

Average 20.5
iburs/Ho.

644

e
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e

e
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Another aspect about the online business is search activity within

various sectors of the user community. Table 32 shows .1939 search activity by

four major user sectors. This breakdown was not previously reported in our

1980 report but was produced.during our re-analysis of all 1979 data. However,

1983 data. were not analyzed in this fashion clue to the 71: initial sample

size.
,

It Can be teen that government sector users did more searching ip

1979 both at individual and organizational Aciels than Any ,other sector.,

However, the' -for - profit sector user spent'more money fore searching, on the

average, than any of the other sectors.

At the individual level, both government and university 'factors

spent* about the same amount on an 'average search ( $7.76) , while for

profit and non-profit sectors spent about $17.89 and $10.82, reipectively,Yfor

the average search. At the organizational level,.university users spent about

$8,113 per search," government and non-profit users spent about $11.40 and for-
.

profit users spent about $27.$2 per starch.

When asked witowas rfaying -Tor on-line searches (Quesion 6 in the

suriey) a bimodal distribution resulted (Table 33). This was 'expected')

because if a respondent replied that rd users were paying for searches 100

percent of the time,, t)en, of course libraries pallid .0 percent.of the time.

. If blanks are cotenied.as 0 peicent, which was virtually alwaYs the

case-on the individual questionnaires, then Table 33 shows that end usdrs are

paying f9r a greater percentage of the searches in 1983 than they were in 1979

and, oconverselyq libraries are paying for far fewer searches in 1983 than in

.,.

. t,
Restrictions which tn end user*might-place^on an on =line search, in

descending orderwere: (1) Jinn the search by date, number of citations, etc;

(2) limit the searchto soli certain 'data base(s); Olimit the search by

some cost ceiling; and (4) limit the *search by some amount of:connect time

'`(Table 34). Data for 1983 tend to reverse the order of (2) and (3).

On the question of which on-line retrieval services'people are using

(Question 8), there has been no change in the ranking of major services over

. time (Table,35).
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TABLE 32. ON-LINE SEARCH ACTIVITY AND EXPENDITURES
BY USER SECTOR (1979)

Foe profit
Government
Non'tkpfit
Univertitie

Month Expenditudores pier Month
4 llars)

reams median mean median
4

INDIVI6UAL SEACH ACTIVITY
a.

235 26.1 *15.0- 199 467- 275
66 51.8 20.0 52; 398 245
41 . 25.5 20.0 35 276 180

250 28.2 14.5 175 -222" 115

"IORPORATg SEARMACTIVITY

Government-. 61 112.2 '56.0 "` 53- 1261

For 173 57.7 25.0 153 1588

Universities . 211 90.2 49.0 157: 797

No Profit 31. 45.8 27.5 27 .532

s TAKE 33 Ifitf PAYS:Fat ONILINE -SEARCHES
-4

390-
2D7

Percentage
of%Searches
.Paid for

A B m

. Oisli4he Searches Are eaid.ft

0.10.

21-40
41-6Q*

61-80,
B1-100
Blanks

119%00160

61460

(A) EndU

. 79

65*... 4'
4 28

.26 2
64. 3

243 18
309 9

60** 45
40 55

111 Llibrary

79 0 83
e.

, .

14 161 10
38 4
it 1

22 1 .
262 8Ip
257 '--14

38 . 76
62 i4

(0- Bo"

79. 83

'2 0
.5 0

2 1

1/ 0
54 4

661 _33

* Number of re dents s.
**Percent of respondents falling into th4s range for this year.

*".'' a*

91

4
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TABLE 34 RESTRICTIONS PLACED ON ON-LITE SEMCIES

Percentage
of Searches
Limited by
AD Be C or D

Limit Seayth,y:

(A) 'Date,
, QOantity.

79 83

(B) Cost
Ceiling

79 83

(C) Bate
Base

79 83

(D) Convect
Time

79 83 a

0-20
21-40

236*
62

7
4

286
39

8'
6

267 ,

"49
12

2.
2% 2 .

-. 41-60 103 6 50 3. 45 3 14 C19.

61-80 87 6 41, 2 44' 2 6 .0 .
81-100 153 9 53. 5 121 3 10 1

Blanks 114 6 286 14 228 16 424 33

mean % 40 57 28 45 , 39 67 8 35

110

*iiimber of respondents

r TABLE 35 ONLINE.RETRIElyt.
az-:::1=====s==likz:=1:=11,==iiSYS'n31-USiNIE

79 . 83 Clei.ve:

1.21
1.95
2.23.

. -0.06
*- NC

+0.20

_

% -

vat

2.23 40.13
2.53 +0.10. ,

.2.56f,
2.87.

+0.Q7 .

40.15 IR

Diielog 1.27*
Elbill 1.95
BRS I 2.03 ,

'Orbit'
i*Orbit' '2.10

Recap 2.13..
", NY Times 2.49'

DX , 2.12

**the mean value *e respontes
.

where: 1, p frequently. used: 2 sig
somettmet used; 3 2 tnfrequedtly
used

.

Individually, .Dielog apparently was being- used somewhat more

. frequently In 1983 than in 1979, while, for *Elhill (NIA and all otters there

was either no change or somewhat Tess usage in 1983 coipared to' 1979. What is,

4not reflected is the usage of iew_.services pinee 1974, which are many. Also,-
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the respondent populations varied between the 1979 and 1983 surveys which

would tend to distort the results.

One of the primary questions of interest in this survey was the

trend in single versus-multiple data base searching patterns. A shift toward

greater usage of multiple data bases _represents a justifiable case for a

search aid like VSS.

Figure 7 shows tiow multiple data base search patterns are shifting

. with time. Single data base searches are on the decline -- note the shift from
4

right to left in Figure 7A. Searches involving two data bases show minor

.

414

shifts in individual categories, but.overall, appear to be unchanged (Figure

78); 3-data-base searches appear to be increasing with time (Figure 7C); and

multiple data base searches involving'efour or more files are definitely

-increasing (Figure 70). In fact,' respondints Who answered this questioh for

the 1983 survey frequently changed the choice on the questionnaire by adding

the word more" to the choice identifying four data bases. Overall, the'trend

is toward More multiple datubase.searches.

When asked udder what conditions searches were limited to one data

base (Question 10), the three most common'reasons given in decreasing order

were:

(1) Exhaustive search was not required

(2) MAI-base searches are too costly

(3) Multi -base searches are too time coneasing

. These results ignore 'other" as a reason (Table 36).

The fact that some data bases might be too difficult' or too.

unfamiliar' (Column d, .Table 36) ranked fourth and fifth in 1979 and _1988,

respectively. In other words, users are not confining a search to one data

base just because otheribight be unfamiliar or different to use. Overall,

there was virtually no change in user response to Question 10'over time.

On the qdestion of which subject areas would be most useful for

multiple data.base-searching INestiod 11), it is apprcyriate to examine the

results (Tabli37). bah intermsof pe.number of respondents per subject area

and the Mean value of the responses because the usefulness of an area is a

function of both factors.
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In 1979, respondents ranked the life sciences/medicine area highest

among subject areas where multiple data base searching' is (or would be) most

useful. This areaalso received, the greatest number of xesponses, 259. Other

areas receiving, over 200 responses are shown in Table 37 in decreasing order

based on the mean.
.

In areas. where the response was between 100 and 200, education

received .the highest yanking, whi'4;-in areas receiving less than 100.

responses, agricUlture was ranked the highest. Mathematics was the least

popular area (Ng13) and the area leasClikely to be useful for multiple data

base searches (mein=2.38).

The 1983 survey was too small to providea useful 'comparison with

1979 data for Question 11;none-the-less, the distribution of 1983 data is

given in Table 37. It can be seen that areasyeceiving heavy response in 1979.

were also receiving the greater percentage of respOnses in '83.

Data.for Question -12 were 'not compiled for.the 1983 survey because.'

there were- too few resOrndents and too many possible data bases and

combinations of data bases to warrant the effort. The 1979 .dati.weie reported.

earlier (10) foi, this question. .

. Questions 13 and14 dealt with the three principal methods for

Conducting subject searches: controlled vocabulary, free text and a

coibination of both. On these twofuestionse 'we had the benefit of additional

data for 1983-because.the 65 participants.% the field evaluation ofYr S5 were

also asked these same questions.

Figure 8 (A) shows a definite.shift from right to left over time

indicating the decreasing popularity of'controlf4d vocabulary searching.

Figure 8 (C) shows a very slight shift, right to left, indicating virtually no.

change in free text searching over time.

On the other. hand, Figure 8 (B) shows a gradual shift. from left. to

right indicating the increasing popularity of searching data bases, with a

combination of controlled vodabulary and.free.text terms. t

Table 38 clearly' shows that the users prefer- a combination of

controlled plus free text searching, folldwed by free text searching

(exclUsively) and :control led vocabulary "searching (exclusively). k Actually,

the latter two methods exchanged places over time.

a.

;

411.

.44 e. "
4..
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TABLE 36 ..,KASOIS GIVEN FOR. SEARCHING A SIIINO DATA BASE

al
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(a)
.83

(b)
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..(c)
19

.!..n(4).
79 s3

lel'
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Afl r
79 83

(0)

79 .83

1*
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3

4

5,

6'

7.
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94 i
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. 1 0

4 i, 0
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1 .0'
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501. 19
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:54
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8

0

516
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1

6
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5

.
0

21

4.6

25 .0 ..

64' '3

. 46,.. i
..-23 2

16* 2

sr 6

5 1*

405- 20 .

3.8 4.4

1

27

34

64

47

42

569 ,'-,19

.4.7

0

...

, 5

7

'6.

0

4.9

. 50

21

7

., 1!

.1

).
i

572

.1.7

1

0

0

0

:0

; 0
s.2
.

*1 35'

5.0
p

.
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a

..Reasons
f 1

a. Query doesn't-require more exhaustive search
;Too costly- to do multiple data base search

cd Too time consuming, to do Multiple' data base search
d. Todsdiffi6uit to use other, less familiar. data base

..e.' &Mir data bases not available to air organization
Too- *my, data- bales available to =know which ones to use

1. 'Other. (Please SpecifY)

*ruser's ra*-oriJ:eriof reasons
**nwnber of respondents

11,
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TABLE 37 SUBJECT AREAS MOST USEFUL FOR
MULTIPLE DATA BASE SEARCHING.

Subject Area

Life Sciences/

Medicine.

*Engineering

Chemistry

Business/
Economics

Education

Psychology

Energy

Environment

Agriculture

Physics

Maihemittics

1979 4

1* 2

135** 84

96 67

80 69

83 82

56 29'

40. 98

34 SO

38 62

31 23

11 .12

2 4

3. N

40 -259

66 229

61 210

654. 230

45 110

41 179

46 130

71 171

20 74

23 *56

7 13 '.

Weight 'pan

.1983

1 2 3 N Mean

423 1.63

428 1.87'

401 1.91
1

442 1.92

249 1.92

.359 2.01

272 1.09

375 2.20

137. 1.85

124 2.21

31 2.38,

7 5 6 18 . 1.94

4 6 2 12 2.16
k .

4 3 4.11 2.00

8' 6 4 18 1.77

1 1 .3 5 2.40

4 2 1 7 1.57

0 2 3 g_ 2.60

'5 5 4 14 1.93

0 1 0 1 2.00

1 1 1 3 Lop

r-40 . 0 1 1 ...3.00*.

* respondents ranked top three choices

**numberf respondents

'

97

,,.4.
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TABLE 38 USER PREFERENCES FOR TYPE
OF SUBJECT SEARCHING BONE

User Preferences*
Sobject

Search Method 1979 1983

1. Controlled plus
free. twit

2: Free text only

3. Controlled only

1.31** 1.26
(658) (101)***

2;38. 2.23
(634) (100)

2.28 2.49.

(632) (98) -

*Scale was 1 to 3 where: Immost
preferred; 3sleast preferred
**arithmetic mean
i**number of responses

When asked In what percentage of their present searches A user might

turn to a subject switching system (Question 15), g#ven that the only exposure

a respondent had to such a system wis.a covering letter containing a simple

ex le, the response was evenly divided in 1979, but is skewed toward the .low

end 40 the usage scale in 1983 (Ta6le 39). The only clue as to why this

response, shifted over time may be due to the overall decline in user

preference for controlled'vocabulary'searches.(Tahle 38).

If there is a,dirki relitionship between tim,lowuser preference

for controlled-ter! searches .amd a low* anticipated use foVSS, this suggests a

possible misconception about,how VSS Might be-used: *The misconception is this:

.since VSS is essentially a data se of,conironed.vocalpiaries, it is only

useful for controlled-temsearches.. TO4ik:of course, isAot true. VSS.output

Tan, and probably ,should, be u to construct searchesleith cgatrolled terms;

free text rms, a4 controlled plus fieetext ierms.tor example, if a:user

is inter tee' in information 'related tinmmemory *fi the psychol ical
. et e

sense, d VSS produces "human informatlon age; "forge g", "cognit ve

processes", 'retention", ete., all of thefe controlled vocabulary terms can be

99
se*
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used as is for a controlled-term searcb, or they. can be broken down into

individual words and used as free text terms.

If "retention', "forgetting", etc, are valid terms and the ,user

insists on searching in a free.text,mode, then YSS has served the same purpose

as an abstriact, title, or descriptor field, namely as a source of additional

search items. It is evident by some responses to VSS that some people-cadnot

or will not make the transition that controlled vocabularies do not

necessarily.have to be used for controlled descriptor searches.

TABLE 39 ANTICIPATED
USAGE OF YSS

1 YSS

maw 79

0.20 164** 13

21-40 138
41-60 162 7

61-80 123' 6

81400 106 3

> 40 56% 44%

**Number of responses

ele

f
Unless a user exhibits a high degree of ingenuity, no inverted list

will produce *retention" or "forgetting" for the word *memory*. The user in

this case is left to his-own devices.or required to read abstracts, titles and

descriptor fields in retrieved document'. sets to find additional clues. The

point is, Such intellectual. effort,aerelating concepts to each other tits

already been expended *developing controlled vocabularies. Subject switching

Ismeriety taps the potential. which is present in taa controlled vocibulaty.

Question 16 probed for the possible migration from single data base ( .-

searches to-multi-base searches assuming users had a search tool like YSS.
a

Table 49'shows thAt about 1/3 of all respondents would consider converting

their single-base searches to. mtilti4asesearches at the rate of about 40

percent of all theirsearches. *This responsewas unchanged with. time.

jt
el.

1G0
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The isponse to Question 17, "Factors affecting the use of VSS', is

shown in Figure 9. "Vocabulary differences" .is the reason most cited for

user's Anticipited usage of VSS, both in '79 and '83. Cost of usinksubjeet

switching ranked second followed by the number of data bases being.used in a

search.

.Rn the question of whausers would be wilting to pay for a subject:..

switching capability (Question 18), their response is unquestionably very

little, compared to current connect-hour charged for' commercially available

data bases themselves T 41). It a00ears that this questiop hae'changed

little over time.

ItTIVILE 40 MIGRATION TO
MULTIPLE DATA BASE
SEARCHING VIA VSS

Conversion* 79: 83

0 -20 .''310 21

21-40 105 lao

41 -60 126 ---.-- 6...

61-80 .. . 44 1

81-100 64 . 4
1> 40 36% 30%

.
1Tercentage-;f single data

. . base searches that might be.-

.
converted to multiple-data -,

base searches via,a.VSS .

.
capability

FIGURE 9. FACTORS MOST immucING
ANTICIPATED USE OF VSS

300

200

100

(-)

1979
N =855

1983
N =34

El EL
79 83

Vocab Cost
Diff

No. of Other
00*

15

NumbiP
10 of .

Responses
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Finally, on the question of gust when a user would turn to subject

switching for assistance based on the.number'of data bases-being searched, the

trend istoward four or moidata bases (Figure 10). ,-

TABLE 41 USER'S WItLINGNESS Ti) PAY

FOR SUBJECT SWITCHING
4,

Dollars per
Connect *bur 79 83

Nothing 103 *' 5

up to 5 405 '17

6-10 149 12

14-20 '53 0

over 20 10 1

nb response 54 .3

*NUmber of respondents

Aft 1979 . 1983
831 N = 33v

200

100

Two Three Four or
More

FIGURE 10. NUNBU (W. MIS TO. BE SEARCIED
BEFORE INTERMEDIARY MOULD USE YSS

15
Number

10 if
Responses

A

a

Thisycoincldes with, the trend toward a greater number off' multiple datp base

searches involving four or-more data bases (Figure 70). Thus, multiple 4ata

base searching trends are increasing in the right direction to justify using a

subject switdhing capabilitf: yet there is evidence to suggest some resistance

about using such a system (Table 39). Some of this resistance can be

attributed to the fact that a certain percentage of searches ddh't require an

.e9chaustivemulti-base search (Table 36a), Another factor for possible

dijninished use of YSS is avoidance of additional time and costs associated

with multi -base searching.' (Table 36b & c) which is primarily a resistance

unrelated to the YSS system itself. What users are saying is that a multi -base

search involves more of their time, more on-line costs (foi each data base to

be searched), more off-line print costs, and perhaps 116-e post-search activity

such as sorting and organizing of retrieved references in order to eliminate

duplicates.
41.

1 2
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11.0 b111:1EFTS FOR EXPRESSION-LEVEL SWITCHING

The current YSS system switches on vocabOary terms one term.l.at a

time. That is, if the query contains two or' more terms and includes Boolean

operators, each term must be entered separately into VSS. Following switching,
A

the user'must construct his/her own searchltraegy using the -VSS output'an0

appropriate Boolean logic.

To streamline theprocess, it would be desirableJ9 perform subject

switching on thp entire search strategy (expression): Such a system was

conceptualized but not implemented.

In expression-level switch4Ing VSS would have the capability to

"understand" the Boolean expression suppliedby a user and would construct the

appropriate search logic for each vocabulary-specified. Asa simple example,

assume them are vocabularies; At B, and C. A search, for CAR indicates the

following:

AUTO (B)

AUTOMOBILE (A, C)

'CAR (C)

afe

This implies that! ILE is the controlled' term for vocabulary A, AUTO is

the controlled term for vocabulary B, and both AUTOMOBILE and CAR are used for

vocabulary C. Similarly, assume a search of LARGE yields.

BIG (A)

LARGE (C)
r

IIPThis implies that there i no corresponding concept--indexedin vocabu yP B.

In expression le el switching the user might enter:.

BIG .and. CAR

VSS. would respond:

ILE (A)

re .and. is ,a Boolean AND

193

to
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LARGE .and. AUTOMOBILE

LARGE .and. CAR (C)

Note that since the concept. of BIGness did not appearlin vocabulary 14, no

search expression using MO 16gic doold be famed. The.user could then revert

Jo" a singe ,term search or attempt the search on an uncontrolled field

.(titles, abstracts).

, Similarly, ifthe user had entered:

1

BIG .0e. CAR where .or. is a Boolean "DR"

a

YSS would respond:

eip .or. AUTOMMILE (A)

AUTO (B)

LARqE_.or. AUTOMOBILE mi. CAR (C)

p

In this case Tick of a match is not a problem -since a Boolealk!OR" is

Satisfied if either term can be found.

In a similar manner, more complex boolean searches could be

switched. low to best handle a. missing AND concept in a complex query is still

an ofAn research question.

1(

S.

Ink

4

1041
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12.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

YSS is the most advanced tool yet developed for, searching on-line

bibliographic data bases based on controlled technical vocabularies. The 14

vocabularies in YSS represent an investment of about 52 man-years of creative

work by` the original vocabulary developers. This stored knowledge base was

evaluated as an aid for structuring and enhancing search strategies.

12.1 Controlled Vocabularies

The use of controlled vocabularies in today's search environment

cannot be denied. The survey data shows that the number of searches involving

!kith controlled and free text. terms is actufilly- on the increase, while

searches involving one or the other approach, exclusively, are srather

unpopular. Thislinding. is reinforced

by a wide lergin, the combination of

7 either approach used indiV4dui1ly.

- TI6 fact that searchers' no
.

in an increasinghumber of th'ir-seiraii but actually prefer.this'approach

-tells us that this phenomene4 is- not simply a case 'of."blind faith" usage of

.

controlled descriptors just because they' are available. If that were the case,
, *

the usage response would differ from-the preference response.

On the basis of these findings, we conclude that users perceive no

superior indexing method In ISAR systems, opting instead for the synergy of

two methods combined.

^

-by the fact that users actually-prefer,

controlled plus 'free text searches over

***

Controlledaillai .free -text terms

12.2 'OblttPle Data-Base Searching

Wiltiplelekta-base searching patterns are changing with time. Thp

,trend is toward increased usage of multiple data-bases.in on-line. searches.

This trend suggests the need .for search aids which transcend data bases or

mitigate the differences among them.

In other words, users need navigational aids to search mord

effectiAly across different data bases. Better tIian 75 percent (42 out of 55)

of those who participated in the YSS' field evaluation responded favorably,to /

105
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the concept of subject'switching, suggesting the wide appeal of a navigational

aid.

Probing deeper into the multiple data base searching issue, but from

the viewpoint of user inhibition due (a) to the plethora of available data

bases or (b) to the possible dif#iculty of using less familiar files, our

survey showed that neither issue was a serious factor for confining a search

to a single data base. Instead, users fnidlcatedthat when searches were

limited to a single data base it wast primarily because the user did not

require an exhaustive search or there was a cost limitation which precluded a

broader search across multiple files.

It is concluded that the popularity and user preference for

controlled plus free text searching and the favorable response to subject

switching as a navigational aid .for cross-file searching lends credibilitrto

the approach being pursued in this research.

12.3 The VSS Sys

Feedback from the field evaluation provided valuable. insights into

the strengths and weaknesses of VSS as a 4(stemeand concept. Users who thought

VSS would make their job easier (about 40 percent) felt that it would save

them time and money because they would have fewer printed thesauri to consult.

They also liked the juxtaposition of terms from various thesauri and thought

VSS would improve -their prepardh,preparation.

About half (45 percent) of all participants expressed an overall'

positive attitude toward VSS 6- thought it was interesting but needs. more

work. Many (about 75 percent) participants responded positively to the concept

of subject switching.

However, several weakness were also observed. The menu approach to

0 VSS, with no provision for direct access, led to user frustration. This was

exacerbated by the unforeseen high usage of 300 baud terminals in the on-line

community. Menu-driven syiteis are not amenable to .slower terminals. Also,

once users .become familiar with a system, minus are nOt necessary and thus
.

unacceptable. .
"`

va.r.
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Users felt, and the investigators concur, that vocabularies must be

kept current with rapid'y 'changing technology. in order to meet the needs of

searchers and' end users. This is a potential problem for vocabulary developers

and a real problem for a system like ,YSS. The yss vocabularies- used in the

field evaluation were Tto5 years old, due simply .to the cost of reformating,_

reprocessing and rebuilding new files *with t5 new versions of the

vocabulariet.

- Users expressed a need for more:synonym, and hierarchical

relationships than were Oovided. Users also wanted scope and history notes.

The former is a shortcoming of vocabulary suppliers' and is not easily

rectifiable, while the later is a ,shortcoming of YSS itself and is easily

rectifiable.

Another problem, was the poor quality of output derived from stemming

algorithms ane inverted-file adjacency features. These types of switching

options created more noise in YSS output than useful terms 'and were

undoubtedly responsible for establishing a negative impreision of the system.

in the minds of sbmeusers. 4

Based on the feedback provided by the users, we believe that.with

additional woq;la syitem such' as this can achieve the potential usefulness

that the users'a d the investigators expected.

12.4* Performanc t of YSS Nodules

Onone hand, it was shown that the'most smccessful switching, based

on a performance measure which takes into consideration the amount of output

and its relevhce, is a function of the%similarity of the vocabularies (see
911%

Section 6.0). Vocabularies that arelOmilar in.syndetic structure and subject

content produce more satisfactory switching results than those that are-
.

tHisimilar in one respect or another.

In this version of YSS, a to -level Analysis ,suggested that the

social science 'module would give co stently better performande than the

other vocabulary modules, 'followed by the business module the ,physical

science module, and finally, the life science module.

There was a direct relationship between module performance and

- subject similarity among the vocabularies. One measure of subject similarity.
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is the 'rate of exact matches bund during swttching. it,was 'observed'4

that the social science vocabularies were very similar to one another with

respeet.to their syndetic structures.

On the other hand, module performance rankings were qUite different

in the field evaluation by 'intermediaries .(see* iSertipn . 0.0). ,Herl,

intermediaries were asked to rate VSS on a sciAe of 1 to 5 fot each search

term entered (1 meant YSS

mixed model analysts of

physical sciences (2.46)

business (2.057.

was of no help, 5 meant .VSS was very helpful). In,a

covariance the module rankings were as follows:

social sciences (2.38), life sciences (2.12) and

The principal reason for ie big differendi in module 'rankings

between the formal analysis' and field evaluation was the inclusion bf

related terms in thq field-tested version of VSS. These terms were not present

in the version used to 'conduct the- formal analysis. The top do modulet rated.

by intermediaries, physical and social science, contained vocabularies that

were rich related terms.
Mk

The performance difference described above shows JUl importantA A t

the related term is, and why YSS is now best viewed as a tool to provide 'a

shopping list approach to searching.

Although the formal analysis of switching strategies. served a useful

purpose in planning pre-defined strategies for subsequent use in field

experiments, user ratings represent 'a" better indicator of VSS system

performance. It also appeai-s that for maximum usefulness, ,all of the original

syndetic structure should' be incorporated into a system like VSS, including

relatel terms, scope and history notes, subject category codes (e.g., COSATI,

codes);' and any other special relationships provided by thsi-' vocabulary

. supplier.

12.5 End Uter Experiments..

VSS was evaluated at three sites in actual retrieval situations to

estimate its effect and impact on end user satisfaction. .Experiments were

designed whereby end users evaluated citations retrieved from a normal search

with those produced from a YSS enhancement or modification to the same search.
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lik , -Two types of experiments were designed., iterative searching and

.parallel searching. In the iterative searchfneexperiment, a normal search was

=repeated subsequelt-to jts modification by VSS. In the parallel experiment,

two intermediaries worked on the same end user request beginning with the pre-

search interview. One intermediary conducted a normal search; the other used

VSS.%.
VSS performed quite . well in the fteeative searches. In both

searches,_end user satisfaction was high and YSS produced a significant amount

of relevant output. In' one VSS accounted for -20 percent of, all

relevant output, in the other search, 62 percent'.

In %he experiments ;where a parallel approach was employed, YSS

performince was about as good as non-VSS performance but end user evaluations

appeared to be inconsistent and illogfcal.: Of the six searchet conducted via-

the paailei design, users gave' VSS searches a higher' rating in two, Non -VSS

searches a higher rating in two. In two searches the ratings were equal. The
, . .

success of these searches appeared to, be dependent on interpretation of the

end user question rather than the use of YSS. Therifore, it was concluded that

periments involving two intermediaries probably confounded the issue.

it turned out, the parallel.design was a difficult undertaking

bto ecabscsearch Intermediaries seemed hard pressed time in their real-life

work.enVironments. Many found it difficult to start,theOxpertment and nobody

completed all the searches planned (six per site). One- site failed to

participate, at all even though they were briefed on the experiment and trained,

on the system..

It appears that'l?he iterative design is the most appropriate method

for evalbating the effect of VSS because only one intermediary is involved in

the search' andby modifying his/her original search with YSS terms, a clear

distinction.betweensearches is possible.

Several additional observations can be made about these end user

experiments.

. (I) High-recall type search strategies can lead to some'
rather low search precisions at times. (e.g., 2 and 3
percent). However, user toleration of noise at theSe
levels may be quite high.
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(2) tigh-recall type *Search strategies alit always

produce -.high recall. In several instances, VSS

produced a significant amount of additional unique
relevant-citatfons even though the Non-VSS search was

. *gear 'or high recallsed f

(3) Search strategies can be 'a very complex series of
nested statements. It appears that some of these.
nesting* and Boolean combinations are simply done to
reduce :the. document set to a manageable number.

Therefore,*what,ik thought to be a valuable data base
attradaynamely its retrospective depth, turns out
to bora liability in certain high.=recall searches,
where mental gymnastics:Are required. just to identify

a set of 'citations wh ch 'the user tan (a) afford to.

,Print out and/or (bloc with once it is delivered.

12.6 EvalUatiom OM b Intermmparles
4r

fts

VSS was. evaluated by 65 information professionals, from brokers to

professors, indexers to' searchers.. The evaluation consisted of i packet of

'materials explaining VSS and how to accesstit on-lini,-a-iser evaluation form,

and a scheduled week in which to log-on" and use the system. Private,

government, and academic sectors were represented. Overall, user proficiencies

.on.sthe YSS data bases ranged from just average to virtually little or none.

Generally, thelurticipants thoitght. YSS was easy to learn, use and

understand, byt they were less certain about its capabhities and output.

However, 40 percent thought VSS would make their job easier while only 9

percent felt it would make their job harder, Also, participants, with fewer

years of on-line experience and those with higher degrees thought YSS would

make their jobs, easier. This finding Was based on a Pearson correlation

between experience or education and performance ratings given.

The participants tried 623 searches in VSS. Usable. results were

obtained in 62 percent of the attempts, and gr these, about 22 percent

produced six or more 'Useable :terms per entered term. Although the overall

*Mg for VSS. was 2.25 on a 5-point scale this rating increased to 3.08 when

only, those searches which produced usable output were considered. Also, the

average rating increased directly with the amount.of usable output. In searches

where 6-10 usable terms mire produced the ratings averaged 3.6, and where more
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than .10 usable terms were' produced, the rating averaged '4.1 on a 5-point

scale:
,)

It. is obvious that a syitem-such as YSS is only- as good as the

vocabularies in it. It's performance is directly' related to the dumber,

specificity and currenciof such vocabularies. Theflarger the system, and the

more up-to=daie the vocabularies, the better the performance. It appears,that

high performance ratings and high user acceptance are well within the grasp of

such a system. !

A mixed model _analysis of covariance was also employed to express
IP

the VSS' rating assigned by a participant (to each of the 62A-searches) as.a

function. of (a) VSS- module chosen, (b) the participant's proficiency with a

particular VSS module, and (c) the unique qualities of each, individual

participant. The model assumed that the average ratings assignWto searches

in one .YSS module milt-differ-from those assigned in. another, and :it also

astumed that VSS' ratings change linearly with increases iei3Oarticipant

proficiency, within a particular Module. The'unique-cputlittes of individual

participants were assuiled to be random..

Resulti,Adicated that ill' factors were statisticallysignificant

but their estimYed effects differed. In decreasing order, the relative

importance of the factors were: (1) uncontrolled factors (from search-to-

search).; (2) unique qualities of the participants; (3) the participant's

profilcienty with a YSS module; and (4) the YSS module chosen.

The effect due to a participant's proficiincy was found to be

inversely related with his VSS rating. In .other wirds0.pafticipants who rated

themselves proficient in a given. module rated YSS lower on 1the average than

those who claimed to have rxl profi5iency.

The effect due to module subject was the least important of

the variables studied. A spread of 0.4 points was observed between the highest

and lowest rated modules.

Finally, there was a considerable amount of variability in VSS

ratings that cannot be explained. This variability represents the uncontrolled

factors in the experiment. The size of this variation -was estimated at ±2.00

points. P

In ?pp-ended questions, about four and one-half times as many

participants thought YSS would make their job easier as thought VSS would make
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their *job harder. .Clpse to half of all participants thought VSS was very

valuable, valuable, `.0.9nterestfng but needs wore work ". The concept of
4 '

subject switching;Af a search'tool was very well received; about three-fourths

.
of all,,,parpciOalits responded positively to the approach.-

view of these results,.it*was concluded that subject'iwitching

his apotentfally wide appeal to.informatiose-professionalsOut VSS gill need.

.. several improvements or'even majoiredetIgn if it is to address their needs

and -concerns. These 'needs,' briefly ',ummarized, are: (1) include more_

vocabularies; (2) keep. the_ system updated--with current Versions. of

vocabularies; (3) include the full syildetic structure of each vocabuliPY; (4)

provide direct access'asan alternative to menus; tSY.eliminate stemming and

adjacency features; (6)..allow usersito combine Vocabularies in any combination

desiredi (7) make it inexpensi400 use.
I.

12.7- Om -tine Users Survey

The user survey provided insights into. how searching patterns are

shifting with time. Areas dealing with controlled vocabularies and multiple

data base ,searding have already been covered earlier' (Sections. 12.1. and

12.2).

On-line expenditures by individual searchers have indeed grown at

the rate of about 30'percent c6mpounded. annually. This agrees with various

market study results reported in the literature. The average monthly on-time

expenditure per individual searcher was $972 in 1983, compared to $377 in

0 1979. However, spending .patterns diffiredi from one employment sector to

another. In 1979, the average monthly on-lfne-expend4tures by individuals by

'sector were: for-profit sector ($467), government sector ($398). non-profit

sector ($276), and academic sector ($222). There were no surprises here except

to show just how low expenditures libr on-line searches in the academic sector

are relative to the other sectors. The 1983 survey was not large enough to

provide reliable figures by sector.

A greater percentage of end ,users is paying for his searches today

than In 1979. Conversely, library budgets are supporting fewer end-user

searches today compared to 1979.

dm,
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In 1979, respondents indicated that the' mai( common type of
-

. .

limitation tif any at 'all) placed on a seazch. was by or number '.of

citations. The next most common ,1 imitation was by. data 44eria, fol]owedby a

specified cost ceiling. -In 1983, the-most ceigon limiqt.ion placed on a sekrcb

was datti -base, followed by -date or number of citations, and finally cost

eeilibg.

The usage pattern for seven major retrieval services showed very

little change over the past four years. Dialog was still the most pruently

4! used system, DtIC the least frequently used. Also, there was'no shift in the

relative standings these major systems based on the usage question.

However, numerbus new system* riere identif4d, the most frequently mentioned

being NEXIS, CAS ONLINE, and DOW BONES.

' There has been.a shift over the past four years in the subject areas
.

where users feel multiple data base searching would be most useful. In 1979,

the three top areas were:,,,lifi sciences/medicine, agriculture, and engineer-
s .

ing, respectively. In .1983, r ondents rated psychology,,,bus ness/economics,

and life;sciences/m4dicine th top three choices.

With the simultane s decline in (a) searches using controlled terms

.exclusively and (b) the respondents anticipated use of YSS over Ume, a

possible cause and effect relationship is seen between these two questions

which leads to the conclusion that theris'probablya misconception about how

VSS might be used. 'The misconception is that YSS, being baied on controlled

vocabularies, must 6e useful only for controlled-term searches.

On the contrary, VSS is useful for all types of subject searches,.

controlled or, free text because YSS is approaching the.breadth and depth of

unique words and phrases'that title and abstract fields contain.. Fields that

are rich in technical terms are the ones that searchers turn to when "fine

tuning" a search. We.believe that VSS is a rich source of technical terms to

be used in any one of many imaginative ways during subjettearching,

regardless of the approach being taken. In other words controlled terms can be

used'in free text searches and vice versa.

On the migration question, about 1/3 of the users indicated they

Would expand a single data base search into a multiple data., base search

greater than 40 percent of the time if they hpd a system like YSS. Holever,

they would'not pay much more than about $10 per connect hour for a system
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VSS. Their need for VSS increased-as their need for more data bases per

search increased. The survey showed th/t the trend in multiple data base
,

searching .is in the direction of'4 or more\dati bases per search.

Users see subject switihing as a valid, useful concept, but one that

^4.,theyshould not have to pay much for. As.some of them see it, the on-line

vocitulary system has to compet1 with'cheap, off-line, printed versions of the

same thing.'

There is no.qolstion that a system like VSS'can be designed. with an

efficient and streamlined user 'interfape 'larger and more up-to-date

vocabularies, and even more of them.*Howiier, the question of greatly reduced

online rates is a marketing and buitness decision involving the data base (and

vocabulary) suppliers and the providers 'of on-line retriival services.

It is believed that in time, users would become very efficient using

a- system like VSS, so the extra cost incurred by using VSS ultimately may be

very Vaal] relative to the total 'cost of the search.

The benefits ate reduced search-preparation time, improved search

strategies and retrieval, and greater usage of existing data bases. Therefore,

4

all parties in the on-line* Search scenario derive some benefit from a

navigational aid,such as VSO. If the benefits are substantial, on-lini vendors

and data base producers could afford to reduce or give away the navigational

aid on the theory that more revenue will be generated via greater data base

access. 4
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13.0 RECOAENDATIONS

CM the basis of, this research and the 'feedback from users who

evaltiatedVSS4,the following is reciommended:

(1) Build an entirely new model of. VSS, based on the
relational. data 'base model as a solution to the

update problem and therefore, .as a means of
maintaining current vocabularies in the system.

(2) Expand the breadth and depth of VSS by including many

more vocabularies and all of the syndetic

-relatfbnships available in them.

(3) Streamline the user interface- to permit, rapid dirett

access to VSS files and eliminate non-productive

features (e.g. stemming and inverted file adjacen-.

ci00.

(4) Consider storing VSS on vi videodisc in.digitalaform
and perform all navigational tasks.

4

4F
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At th, end of Grant "IST-7704498 six.full scale vocabularies (DOE,

INSPEC, NASA, and two frbm Chemical Abstracts) were included in',. VSS.

During grant- 1ST -79 -11190 several nett vocabularies were acquired and converted

from the vendor's. format to a standard format used as Anpu to the VSS file; -

`,building programs.*The new vocabularies were:

ABI INFORM Thesaurus

APA Thesaurus (Psychology Abstracts Delta Base) .

ERIC Thesaurus

BIOSIS Master Index Authority File

IRON DATA CENTER Thesaurus

MeSH Vocabulary

\) Management COntenis Thesaurus

While several of the fbimat conversions were straightforward, three of the

6 vocabularies deserve special meatf 0.

The IRON DATA CENTER thesaurus is interesting since it is

trilingual, providing Spaniel7Po4ese-Eng)ish*translation. This vocabuelary

has demonstrated the capability of VSS to perform such translation.

The BIOSIS Master Index Authority File .proved interesting since

did not resemble as conventionalthesaurbs-structure. In geniral, the BIOSIS

file, is free text and the Authority File was set 4).to indicate how,to best
4

search a-topic. The :following .examples 'indicate how the Authority File was

restructured to follow a conventional. thesaurus structures

MIAF ENTRY

AARDVARK
KW: AARDVARK (20)

If KW matches, set up a valid lead term.

r

THESAURUS STR

AARDVARK

RE

ABATEMENT ABATE

KW: ABATES (170) ABATEMENT use ABATE

6



If KW does not match, set up USE reference. Object of USE set up

ias valid lead term. Note that truncation indicatoris dropped. While this is

not desirable fey' several reasons, it is necessary to allow switching to other

voc4bularies.

4/

ACCESS'
KW: ACCESS (150) ACCESSIS (210)

s

_ACCESS use
ACCESS, ACCESS! ORed

ACCESS! use
ACCESS, ACCESSI ORed

4

If multiple words in KW field, set up.USE reference to scope note.

ACETYLCHOLINE ACETYL

'KW: ACETYL 1 CHOLIXE ACETYLCHOLINE use
ACETYL .ANDt*CHQL'INE

CHOLINE

A

If spl KW, set up reference, to special "AND" construct. Make

'sure each part o "AND" construct is a valid lead term.
11

SEE ALSO entries were ,iplated-as related trms. 'These are not used

in the curreht version of idS,..hilt have beens'.captured fo'r possible future

inclusion.

The Concept Codes and Biosystematic Codes were mapped intd their

headings.

BC: BC07600 use

MYCOPLASMATALES MYCOPLASMATALES

1969-78: BC07600 (2630)

.
In, addition, a second vocabulary (called the BCCC vocabulary)-

defined which mapsheadings into the Concept Codes and Biosystematic Codes.

BC: ---- MYCOPLASMATALES use'

MYCOPLASMATALES BC07600

.1969-78: BC07600 (2630)

This approach was chosen, with the CODES since any one of several

relationships may exisi between a lead term and tt?e associated codes.
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Therefore, we defined relationshi 'between Codes and Headings rather than

between Codes and lead terms. Nv

, Although several other -minor points were addressed, the above

examples indicate hoW the BIOS'S Authority File.was restructured for VSS.

The final 'vocabulary Which deserves 'Special mention is the MeSH

vocabulary. :Die. standard MeSH vocabulary was converted in a fairly

straightforward manner, However, in addition to the standard vocabulary.

record% we received a- large file Of chemical records from T.M.

These eecords, contain mappings among .MeSH headings,. CA registry

numbers, and chemical substance names. With this information and work similar

to that performed for OIOSIS. three NOSH vocabularies were created. The first

was the standard MeSH vocabulary with the addition that CA registry numbers and

chemical substakav names were mapped po'the apprOpriate MeSH heading. In 01N
second file the substance names were mapped to the proper CA registry number,

and-in the third file the fillsry nuTberi were mapped. to the substance-names.

This allowed powerful switching for chemical.topics,-

The current VS input format is shlown:in Figure' A-1.

Ri

11.4n7y. 1,
ri .47
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FIGURE Al.- YSS INPUT FORMAT
d

RECORD LAYOUT

*Position Content..

1 Relationship 'Code (Alphanumeric, See Below>
-

2 Blank

-1-4 Lune Sequence,NUmber--for Continuation Cards.
- (e.g., 01, 02)

Blank

6
.0

Vocabulary Source Code (Alphabetic; Arbitrarillh
. Assigned)

7 Blank

847 Term

. 68-80 Blank

Relationship
Code, Relationship

0 LEAD (or MAIN) TERM
. 1 SCOPE NOTE

2 .USE
.3
4 usgm-FOR
5 UP+
6 SPECIAL SCOP4 NOTE

.

7 'BROADER TERM: (BT)
8
9
A

C
D
E
F
G
H

. I

J.

NARROWER TERM (NT)

SEEN -FROM .(SF)
R4LATED TERM (RT) as desAnated by supplier
Subject Category as designated by. supplier
Suggested NT as designated by supplier
Suggested BT as designated.by supplier
SUggested RT as Aesignated by supplier

,* Array MT as desfgnited by supplier
Array' BT,Ag.designated by supplier
Array $T as, designated by supplier
Top terms.
Frequency count
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APPENDIX B

YSS FILE-BUILDINI INIUTIES RECORD US

Input to the ,Vocabulary *tching System (YSS) file building

operation consists of all preprocessed vocabulary records-in,YSS format.. ON4

Figures 1 & .2 for examples' of vocabularies in YSS format.) Lead terms must be

in alphabetic order. When a lead term appeared in more than one vocabulary, a

separate' entry was created for each occurrence. These redundant occurrences

were further sorted by vocabulary source code. b

R Following each lead Amy entry there ,appeared various relational

entries, such as USE, multiple USE, UF (used for), scope-note, BT (broader

term) , AT (narrower term) and RT (related term). The relational entries mere

14 reciprocated; that is, a BT entry under one lead term wodld:be matcha4

by a corresponding NT entry of the lead'tere under its broader term.

Consequently, nearly half of the entries in the input (one *ntry of each

reciprocated pair) were not essential to build the.vocabulary files. For

processing efficiencl,,Potb BY end NT entries were accepted as theyaere

.encounteredv4together with USE and special scope not entries.

To form the keys to.the term, phrase,'stemorind word files, all'

.

entries 'were edited by 'a tenn standardization routine to 41tminati minor'

variations due to punctuation and spacing. This routine 'converted all

characters except lettery'and numerals to spaces, then raced all multiple

A...I'spaces to single spaces. No further transformation (sd6 as singularization'or4

removal/of prepositions) was4employed. Terms that;wou14, even9ally end up in

the concept file were not edited and are referredlos as unsanitized terms.

la

PASS 1 It

CAW

=Entries consisting of. teoe, retational lode, and vocabulary code,

were processed sequentially. Records for lead term entries were buittup ina

working area as the various relational entries were processed, and then were

written to a file keyed by standardized term. Records for relational entries

were ctleated or updated and written to the file before processing tire next

entry.
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FUME 1
PREPROCESSED NOCAIRLMY RECORDS

TIMM (Illegir)

Tem

0 1 R (4)-6-FLUOR0-41,3-DIHYDROSPIR0(4*- 1-9WOPYRAN-4,4,-IMIDAZOL
2 R IDINE1-2tffi5f-DIO141

2 1 'R 69880-63-1
C 1 R (+)-91-NYDROXY-4,5467-TO RAMETNYI-M-2-SENZhEMOT141.40,1!...r01___
o 2 R ONE
2 1 R 13277-74-t
0 1 R (4,-)-N-ECYCLONEXYL-Nt-(4-t3 (11.01,-DINETNYLETNYL)ANINO)-2-MYOR
O. 2L R OXYPRoPprOWVENTUMA -

2 1 R 57460-41-0
0 I R (4,-)-1-ACETOXY4.5.0696A#7:9,9,10,10A-OCTANYQM9 IfypRoXY-kmilEt__
0 2 R Al-METHYL-3-(9t-PNEVL-2t-PENTYLOXY)PNENANTHRIDINE NYDRDCHLOR
0 3 R IDE
2 1 R 72029-.14-?
0 1 R c+,-)-414m-mmuisq-a, -4ANYDRaa2 mo,:lspapIiimmitount__
0 2-11 ACIp

*-2 R 58$09-32-0
0 1 R f+/-/-110!10ARGERCININE
2 1 R 39013.-26-8
0 1 R t+/-)-1-1(1,1-DIMETNYL-44MMOAN1N0/- (2-12-PRO NVLDAYIPNENO..
0 g R )61-2-PROPANOL1 ANDROCHIPME
2 I R 36902-92-6

R -DIPIETN*LET1 YLJAMINO1 (f4,4441,TRIFL RONEYHip___
2 R -1H-INIDA OL-2-YL1PMENOXY/-2-PROP OL
2 R 62960.-?5-1

't

A -'relational code

card number

C - vocabulary code

Kilational Code:

b = Lead Term
2 Use
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o 1 F 7A-*
2 1 .F
O .1 F A-L. ,
2 1 F. ALLEGHENY LUDLUM
G 1 F AACHEN UNIV. .

4 ,F INSTITUT FUR EISENHUTTEWMEN-
4 . 1 F .TECHNICAL UNIV OF AACHEN
4 1 F TECNNiSCHEN 141301SCNULE. AAPie"
7 1 F EUROPE
7 1 F. GERMANY.

-1/0 1 F 'AB SAHCO
0 1 F a8 COO -soupio PELLETS
2 1 F COLD' 11(MNI) PELLETS
o 1 .F AB ST''AILJOTEKNIK
0 F ABBATTISTK F.
O 1 F ABBOTT, "A,F1
O 1 F ABE, H.

o 1 F ABE, Y. 4

O -1 F ABEL, Ot
C 1 F ABEX. CORP.
C F' ABLANOAFtZENTO
1 1 F (SPA) .

2 1 F SOFTENING
O .1 F' .ANNUAL ..CONGRESS
0 1 F *BONN tNco
o 1 F ABRAHAM, AtP
O 1 F. 4111t ANS,' 'Wit \
o 1 . ABRASION INDEX
1 1 F. (SPECIFIcATOINP
4 1 F 'INOUE .0E AllitASA0...1MT
4 1 F P401;1 De .--sitaksolDiA4F-014.

1 F PHYSICAL SPECIF,KATION$
7 1 F IPECIFICATIONS

B-3

FIGURE 2

PREPROCESSED VOCABULARY RECOROS

IRON 'MESA=

Ala

4,

Relatiohaj Codes:

0 g Lead Tern
I Scope Note
2 Use

4 Ek* - For
7 g Array Narrower Teri
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%

As each new entry was accepted (except for multiple USE entries) the

keyed file was accessed to determine whether or not the -term:had been

encountered previously. If it had been the existing. record for that term was,

read in and stored for updating. if not, a new recOrd was created and a

"concept weber" was "assigned for inclUsion In the record. The concept numbers,

merely the next available integers was assigned whether or not the twin was a

valid concept. All subsequent references to the term used the concept number

rather than the text of the term. These references.are described .elsewhere in

. the discussion of concot-number cells.

A special procedure was employed in the case of multiple USE

entries. Instead of accessing the individual terms disigtiated as multiple USE,

they were used to 'build a synthetic term consisting of the several. USE terms,

separated by the operator ".AND.". Wien the last multiple-U$E referente under

lead: 'term had been processed in this manner, the combined expression was

, treated much- the. same as a single-term concept. That is a series .of input

entries conilsting'of: ,

T.6114 A
USEilltlit4 .6

USE TERM C

would be treated As
TERM A

'USE TERM B .AML. TERg C

and theoexpresion TERM TERM C ''would have an assigned concept number

apart fro4fthe concept nianbOrs assigned to TERM A. TERM and.TERM. C.

In 'a like manneri...sPec41 sco note expressions were handled as if

they were single term-cbnoepts. Thtis; in akentry:`
.7

res

.
.vSE; TERN. C414 TERM F .

the exp ss ion TOugg'''':E OR TERKF was considered. a Cioncept.

the .actions .descried .above creatid..a Aemporary file containing one

record for each .')inique lead :4rni\ and, a max!! of 'additional records for the

special scope note multiple :ust 'Conc;aptS(. Each record consisted of one

Concept number .pArcel (described elsewhere): .`,40. first concept number 'cell

contained' the- concept amber . for the. ter* and flags indicating these

12a,. I
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vocibularies where the term was valid. If )he term was not valid, a second

concept number cell was 'used to identify, the valid, term (the USE cross

'reference). /

Using.the same standardized term as a key and following the same

processing algorithm, a second temporary file was bul4t containing one record

-Jar each unique lead term, multiple use term, and special scope note term.

.Eachrecord contained a unique unsanitized term for each applicable

vocabulary.

1.

PASS 2,

t

to.

The twit files created in PASS 1, temporary field and unsanitized

term file, were used as input to prOduce a TERM file and a CONCEPT fi". Each

record in the temporany'file was processed in sequence. Lead terms, whether or

not they were valid concepts, were used as keys to term .file records

containing lead-term and USE. (both" single andOultiple) cells in a concept-
-

number-parcel-record. A. concept file recor.4 was also created 'foror ;al id

concepts Ditty. For this file, VW-coffee* -niimber--11-Tused-ai-tatte lily.. The

record includei vocabulary 'flags fcir lead term usage, unsanitized terms of the

concept for each vocabulary, and, if appropriate, a concept-pumber parcel

containing BT and NT cells fray the CRP of the temporary file, .

'PASSES 3 and WSW'
a

PASS 2 also generated a relatively small number of related concepts,

Called co-related terms (CRT) in VSS. If fpr a Oven term TERM in the term

file one vocabulary said USE TERM B and another vocabulary said USE TERM C,

then a "co- related terms relationship was assuied between TERM B and TERM C.

Thus, for any vocabulary containing both TERM B and TERM C as valid concepts,

each would reference the other as a' CRT*. If for a third vocabulary TERM A wi

valid, the CRT relationship would exist between TERM A, TERN 139 and TERM C.

PASS 3 adds these co-related terms to the CONCEPT file.

MAKFUE also uses the TERM file generated by PASS 2. It, finds all USE

references in the TERM file and reciprocates the relationship by creating USED

118
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FOR references. As In PASS g, the.CONCEPT file is then updited with the USED'

FOR terms of this relationship.
0

PAS$ES 4a 410.

p

0.

The term file was used as inpht to build three additional

PHRASE, STEM and WORO^files. -Each key in the rtetenfIle was processed, In

sequence, withthe.key being transformed into a tmaed phrase, a series of

individual wgrds, end a series of Individual. stems. The 'algorithm usaillin.

thete.transformatfons Awas identical to that used in the Logic module Of the

switching 'system..
f a

.For .each key generated, that is, for each phrase, each word, and

each stem, a transactioq was Issued that contained the key and one cell from

the term file concept-lidiber parcel. This_was done for each' cell in thette. 41.

The reason for breaking up the term file:records in this manner was the !ater

need to merge cells -under one key that came originally from.manysdiffe6nt

term-file records.. Far .example, two terms in the: term file.. might be

ELECTRICITY. amd'ELECTRONS.. Cells.for.b9th of.the'se terms would belound,in one

record,in the stem file under the key ELECTR.

The three sots of transactions generated in PASS 4 (phriase, word,

and stem) wae'processe6 in a. similar manner. First, alltransactions immr16..4'

sorted',*With the primary sort on the key. Then they were processed in order,

either adding ná concept-number cells or adding vocabulary flags to existing

.
concept7neimr-ceps. (4ope that th, concept-number cell is cmiarised- of a

concepik number, a relationship code, and a vocabulary-flag subcell. Thus if

two ceils have the same conceOt 'number and the same relationship code, their

vocabulary-flag subcells can be merged.)

e 0

128
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MISER PARCEL TABLE:

Ct

The CRP format ik used in the CONCEPT, TERN, WOO,

PHRASE files. In all but the CONCEPT file tliiCNP

.the .entire record format.

Table Description The CNP is a data structure for the represekation

numbers and related incarnation.

1.

e

SAL CIF FOR

STEM, and
comprises

of concept

ti

Cell .Description

1 CNP cell count (NY

2.... I Concept number 'cells (see
pelow)r

1.7

CONCEPT -NUMBER CELL ROM

fir

e,Concapi-Mumber.roallslabkits in length. plus filler as required and it ,

occupies one or two computer words. The first two subcells are left-justified in the

first word of the cell and the.last, two subcells are right - Justified in the last word of

-the cell.

Ibex- of

24

lame Description .

Concept Nmiber -'the concept number IS the unique identifier

,assigned to each identifiable, VALID (postable)
index termithesaurus term in the conceptfile.. It

*can be Used-as the key to the concept file. :.

6 Concept Type

Variable)

6

The concept type indicates the relationship of the

conc t number._ to the key of the record containing

the

o m use for
1 11. co-related term

s 2 al narrbweeterm .

Filler

3 2 broader term
4 'esrelated term

Discretionary' This field may be Used by dffferent modules /for any

purpose desired.. Care Must be taken however to
insure that no conflict arises in its usage.

4

V

1.29



Nimber.of Bits' Description

24 This table denotes what vocabulary(s)/thesaurus

(Vocabulary_ this concept is valid in. The presence of a vo-

.
bit table)* cabulary'is.indicated by the presence of a "1 4' bit

in the VP., The vocabularies bits are nulbered

from left to right 'from 1 to 24. The vocabulary

code correspondin§ to any glven'positionibit may be

retrieved-from the VCT, vocabulary table, where the

position (1 to 24) is the inde3c to the VCT..

Pima
c-: ..

'NO

A.

I

s

`13
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COKEPT FILE
A

The Concept -File is keyed by concept number and contains (1) the

corresponding unsanitized term as it appears in each vocabulary,, and (2). a

concept number parcel containing .concept Weber cells that point to co-
.

related, narrow, broader, and related:conceptt;

OrgadIztion:

Key:
Record:

CONCEPT FILET

.SK .(symbolic keyed file)-.

Binary records.
Random access.
Concept number (.24 bit unsigned. numeric):

The record contains the unsanitized text of the concept for valid

vocabulary terms along Oth vocabulary flags indicating. in which

vocabularies the unsanitized concept term is found. Also

included are pointers that link a concept to other concepts in

the concept file. 111e Mentified relationships are.:
. . .

cot-related term-CRT
narr6mbriANIP4W-
broader termrST
related term-RT
use -term

NEMO

Cell Length,' 'Description,

1

2
3n

1 word
1 word
Variable, up

erI 1 word

n+2 o Variable,- up
to 5 ibrds

0+1 1 word

o +2 1 word.

Record information cell (set below)
Concept information cell (see below)
Unsanitized term.' This is the orginal lead term. to

'5 wordsBoolean conjunction of lead terms, ,or .special

scope note*en regarded as a valid concept

Sate-as cell "2

Same as cell 3.

01.

Number of tells to follow .*

Concept number cell (CNC) as described elsewhere.
for each CRT, NT, BT, RT, or use term

131

1
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RECORD INFORNNTION CELL FORMAT

This cell is 60 bits in" length and occupies one computer word.

Number of Bits Ihilscriotion

6. Couni Nimber of unsanitized terms stored

Pointer Word position of the cell preceding the-CNC
relative to the record information cell

22 Filler
_

2 Flag ,
This flag

..

is set to non -zero -when the concept is
not a lead term, thus not a TERM file key:

0. as concept is lead term

1 is concept is Boolean expression
2 = concept is scope note

24 VBT Vocabulary bit table indicating those 'vocabularies
in which the unsanitized tens is found

Number of Bits Nose

6 Count

30 Filler

24 VBT

44

e

COMEPT 111FORMTION CM FORINT

Description

Amber of words to hold unsanitized term
4

Vocabulary At table indicating those vocabularies.

in which the unsanitized term is found

132
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TABLE 11-1 VSS VOCABULMIES

Vocabmiai7 Vocabulary
Code

A DOE Thesaurus
....8 ABI Inform

C CA Concept Edit
D ERIC
E SHE VocabulArY (El)
F Iron pea Center
G. Management/Contents
R BIOSIS
I INSPEC Thesaurus :

N NeSR ,\

N NASA Thesaurus.
P Psych Abstracts (AAA) _

R. MeS141- .

,S NeSHR ..-

T BIOSIS1
.

,'

4-
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IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS e

PLEASE REMO THUM:FM USING NS"

Battelle is conducting research under ,allitional Science Foundation

grant (IS1-8111497).30 evaluate a computer-assisted onitne.seirsh aid 'called
s

the Vocabulary Switching Systme.CV$S).

Your participation in thistudy is entirely voluntary. If you

decide to participate, your identity will 'be kept;conlidential in all report -
ing activitieeandloipublicatio's that result from this stuffy. Results ell

be aggregited and analyzed in such a way as to: prevent tracing to any

individual or company.

. Hen v4er, 'II.would like to acknowledgeall participating organize-

ticins by name' in k 'preface in,oirYinal.repoit. 'This,is.ourmay,of. thanking

'you 'and letting the readers know Just hoot broadthe respoAdent.base was.-

Please read inflamer bie first 10 questions of the VSS Evaluatfoqo

Fore before you commeeceln actual online session. Also: it is ,strongly

recomimended thatoyou reed the remainder .of the.VSS Evaluation Form before

login so that you beioieacqiiiniei with. the types of questions .to be

answered .during and after the testionridd..,It is important that Question'

11 be'completed during the tiost period after each.searthiecompleted..

Questioailk through 17 should be simpleted at the comqusion of your test

period. Return the Completed evaluation form fn the envelope. provide!.

You areggkconfined to running la searches' on VSS.as prdbided in

Question 11.6 If you can perforar more than 10 searcheiduring your test

period, please feel free to do so., Just photocopy one of the forms, and

continue to number yo4r searches.

tour molt important 'guideline is to try- to stay within'a total of

about 2 hours of conyct time per participant during the assigned test

period.-, You can keep a running total of your own time bylnoting tile connect

time when you logout.

.Sinie no formal training is required, just read the login

instructiomr: and other materials enclosed in this packet and begin your

evaluation during your assigned week. mo

137



The login procedure is tedious; we apologize in advance.. If TYMNET

responses are slow, it may be due to TYMNET volume or Battelle'computerusage.

Our computer usage tendeito peak at abut 10 a.m. and again at .3 p.m. EST.

Your response"time will be better if sou.a4oid these peat periods.

Occasionally' you lan improve response time by dialing us direct .(614) 424-5450.

However, the cost of direct dial will be billed to you, whereas a TYMNET call

will not.

If you have any trouble with login or a system glitch, call us

collect. On one of our two HOT LINE numbers:

4

(614) 424-7843 (Bob Niehoff)

. (614) 424-6386, (Helen Pestel)

Your packet} contains:

Cover letter

Important Instructions

VSS Login Instructions
,

YSS Switching Features

1011
VSSTere Types.

. YSS Evaluation Foims.

--qiiiieft31661111r...-

e Examples of Subject Switching

.Aeturn Envelope.

Please return:

a

1.

Evaluation form(s) as soon as possible after your test

Printouts of your YSS online session if you used a print

teriainatfduring the evaluation period (optional).

MSS uses Battelle's BASIS, a data mmaagement system for 9

information and data storage and retrieval.



IP1,ase Typi.Your Tprminal Identif ier

.14

C-4

YSS WAIN INSTRUCTIONS

(1) Set .terminal or modem to half duplex unless you have DEC equipment.',.
For DEC equipment, set local* mode to on.

(2) Dial a TYMNET number in your area.

(.3) You EnteP: your termlnal identifier from table palmy:

TE1170/1AL ijmenrists ma USE ern rinuT

Identifier Colt Terminal Type

A

a

C

a

E

.a

P tcrj

ASCII . aleps 120eps

ASCII;

ASCII

ASCII

PAM

ASCII

nos

CRT ,
Personal to

tersisalssputers

All terminals

Impact printers

All terminals

Thermal printers.
BETA tansinals

Omit pristAirs
$.E. Tersimit

Ostrix printers

Sel act:lc-13ga .

terminals
(4, 2741)

Notes A earriage.returs is keyed eali with itits P identifier.

IF r
11/

e
. .

k.). 4

4

Please Log In: I

(4) You Enter: BATTELLE tClU**

System response

** CR] a Carriage ,return

p.nn
BCL '0 Is Online
Destination?
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a

(5.) You Entere CDC:i

46) . You Enter: ICR]. -u 11 Omputer.ratpc;n0s
."

(7) You Enter:. 1.06IN,''

Please togfh

(8) You Enter: ETL 777/

Session charged to,..
11.0.
Comiend

fCOnoand

(9) You Enter: BASTS,RUM,M.

Waldo* to VSS.I.
VSS'coptains*

. .

(10) To logout, select ENO THIS SESSION from the appropriate VSS menu

(11) You Enter: L

4

Request broader or narrower te (BT/ ) for Business or Life-Science
vocabularies; these vocabularies not se BT/NT relationships in their
files.

Request Item 6 from the menu of switch g options unless you are prepared
to read the attachment to learn how to t up your own switching strategy.
Even then, this option may be confusing.

.

Use the browse feature frequently becauseit has the most switching capa-
bility of all the options. However, it does not have BT/NT.

Send us a)rintout of your online sessions if you use a print terminal.

Set the number of terms to be displayed per vocabulary to relatively high
values (5 to 10) to generate sufficient output.

140
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mins You soap en

(1) You cannot perform switching across vocabulary sets simmltaneOusly.
Instead, you must work with-one set at .a time. If you want to
perform switching in another set, select END THIS ;ESSION from the
appropriate YSS menu. When the system prompts you wig COMMAND-,
if -sal enter BASIS,RUNASS instead of Lam, you will` b'e given

the opportunity to select another vocabulary set defined by VSS
without going through the complete login sequence.

(2)

(3)

-t

However, you can change vitcabularies within Life and Physical
Science sets by selecting this option from the appropriate VSS
menu.

The thesauri used in VSS are noir several years41d.

YSS contains the following vocabuTaries:

Business

. ABI ABI Inform Thesaurus

Mgat.
Contents - MenageMent Contents Thesaurus

Social Science

-ERIC As ERIC Thesaurus

Psych #
Abs - Psychological Abstracts Thesaurus

Life.Science

BIOSIS

BIOSIS-e

MeSH

MeSH-R

MeSH-S

CA

1

e4
- The Master Index Authority File (M1AF) from BIOSIS.

In the VSS version of this vocabularg, BC (BiolOgical
Codes) and CC (Concept Codes) are invalid

- A special version, of BIOSIS in which' CC (concept,code
are valid but the concepts are invalid. .,

- The medical subject headings of the MEOLINE system
used at the National Library of Medicine.

- A special subset of MeSH in which substance names are
invalid but their equivalent chemical registry numbers
are valid.

s)

- The inverse of MeSH-R

- Chemical Abstracts Concept Edit File



Physical iScience ,
CA - Chemical Abstracts Concept Edit File

DOE - department of Energy Thesaurus

EI - Subject Headings .for Engineering: .from Engineering
Information Inc. (formerly Engineering Index)

INSPEC INSPEC Thesaurus

IRON - A trilingual thesaurui on iron metallurgy. Languages
include English: Spani and-Portuguese.

sb,

- NASA ThesuaPus

;SS VOCABULARIES N

Thesaurus. Relationship

Special..
Lead Scope

Vocabularies -# Term Use Not NT

Businness

AdI Inform 1

Mgmt. Contents 1 0

Social Science

ERIC ,

Psy..Abs.

Life Science

BIOSIS 17
BIOSIS-C 4
CA 14

t MeSH" 74
fibSH-R 42
14SH-S S2

PhAical Science

CA . ..

DOE 22
EI 4 4? 12
INSPEC
LRON 17
NASA: 16

3

2.

0
0

7 4. R

0' 0
3 0
36. 63
28 0
31 0

36
7

9

0 0
- -__ -o 0

0 1

0 ° 0

0 0

3 0 0
5 - 0 30
3

5

4 0 16
.19 <1 78

b.

27
0

'IS

5

132

* Number of.tirms in thiusands. 142
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(4) The prompt symb0 in BASIS Is

(5) The inverted file record length is 50 characters, to if a YSS
vocabulary entryis truncated, consult the printed vocabulary to
identify the complete terms.

;$4 :. (6) If ORED appears at the end of a yss term, this means that the terms
proceeding it should be Wed:together in Boolean fashim,

(7) If .ARD. appears.anywhere in a VSS term4. terms should be
ANDied in Booleih fashion. An AND he periods is a
Igramatical AND, not a Boolean AND.

4

sF

.

e
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YSS Switching Features*

This feature invokes a look-up across all vocabularies within a

VSS module for occurrences of:

(a) Your term

(b) Synonyms

(c) Corelated.

Synonyms are defined as all USE, USED FOR, SEE, and SEEN FROM cross

ferences associated with your term. Co-related terms are those terms

which are related by virtue of a common ancestor, e.g., B is co- related'

to C if the following thesiurus construction is identified.by VSS:

Vocabulary i: A use B

Vocabulary II: 'A use .0

Two labels are used at output to identify successful s h

ing; YOUR TERM; and SYNONYM+, shown under the column heading "Term Types.

SYNONYM+ is usecrtolabel the class of output consisting of both synonyms

and co-related terms.

grouse

This feattire automatically invokes many types of VSS switching \

options in a pre-defined order. the, options, called term types at out-

put, used by Browse and their order 'ire:

Tana Type

your term
synonym+
ref phras
related
wd match
stm match

.adj -lead

adj -word

* The amount of switching that takes place within any YSS feature is
limited by the number of terms to be displayed per,vocabularys
Therefore, a switching feature like BROWSE may never fully execute
all ofsits pre-defined options if the number of terms to be displayed
per vocabulary is set too low.
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Refer to the next section for further definitionrof term types (or

switching options. If VSS does not perform all the switchingldefinei

above, increase the number of terms to be displayed per vocabulary

and.resubmit your search term. Iterate this process .until you are

satisfied or YSS simply cannot produce more output.

'llerrever--Terms.

This feature invokes a search of YSS files for all-naitrower-

terms (NT) assatiated with 'your terms.

Broader Tens

This feature inigkes a search of YSS files fpr_all *reader
terms (BT) associated with 'your term'.

S. Narrower/treader Terns

This feature combines oitions 3 and 4, in that larder.

Other (User-Oefined)

,

.. This feature allowsorou tokbuild your own switch,ntoptions in

any combination and order desired. YOU SHOULD,, CONSULT THE "HELP'

COMMAND TO BECOME ACQUAINTED WITH VSS commupt BEFORE USING THIS FEATURE.

SIMPLY ENTER HELP.

When you select this feature, you Will be given a nu of VSS

switching options in nsystem-esei
,

A..

14 5
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TheNsystewese menu a

AVAILABLE SWITCHINB OPTI
05 - TERN FILE ACCESS -
06.- STEM SASE FILE -
07 WORD FILE ACCESS-
OB .* STEM FILE ACCESS
09 d&CONCEPT FILE ACCESS - WEPT RELATED. TERMS ONLY
10 - FILE ACCESS - ACCEPT NARROW TERMS ONLY
12%. CONCEPT FILEACCESS - ACCEPT BROADER TERNS ONLY

.12 - TERN FILE-ACCESS - LIST (2*SETADJ) ADJACENT TERNS
13 - WORD FILE ACCESS - LIST (2* SETAD4) ADJACENT WORDS

-19 - ACCEPT LEAD + MULTIPLE USE + MULTfPLE USED-FOR
21.- RELATED .TERMS -

rs as follows:

INCLUDE:
EPT LEAD + SWITCHABLE TERMS
T LEAD + SWITCHABLE TERMS

) MATCH REQUIRED .

) MATCH REQUIRED

Term types associated with these optiods are:

10114.14
ae Teri Type

05 term+syn
06 rel phrase
07 wd match
08 stm match

09 corelated
10 narrow
11 broad

12 adj-lead
13 add-word

* 19 synonym
,21 related

To use this featuree'simply enter the Maribor .corresponding to each option

desired; one number per prompt (the prompt symbol is ? in this computer

system) until you have entered all selections desired. The selection

process is concluded with the word STORE. A typical session might took

like this:

f

a

7A5
19

?

? 10
?7
?STORE

Enter a search term for command
SETPCT

Eater an integer value
? 66

Enter a search term for command
VOCCNT

Enter an integer value
?5

146 t
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VSS Tens Types

(14 adi lead stand %for adjacent term. Adjacent term is simply a

browse of the inverted fite'for those terms which are adjacent

to' the user-entered term. The number of adjacent terms displayed

before and after the user-entered term. (the window) is 7 by default.

If larger or narrower windows are' desired, the user must define

them via the SETADJ command in VSS . The actual window width'dis-

played is also influended by the number of terms to be displayed

per vocabulary, because .the vocabulary, count specified hy.the user

taket precedence. This label is used in conjunction with switching

option 12 in the user- defined mode of YSS. a
-(2) ad.i-word stands for adjgcent word. Adjacent word is identical to

adjacent-term except that individual words are extracted from the

user-entered term and used to bisowse the YSS inverted word file.

This label ii usetjn conjunction with switching option 13 in the.
-user-defined mode of YSS.

(3) broad stands for broader terms (11°). -This lahle used to identify

all the broader terms alsociated with 'your term'. This option

. works in a limited sense in the DOE Thesaurus; it only produces

broader terms.at the BT lievel from the DOE Thesaurus. This

label corresponds to .switching option 11 in the user defined mode of

. VSS. 4.

(4)i corelated stands for the co-related term. This label identifies

those terms which are related by virtue of a common ancestor, e.g.

B is co-related to C if the following thesaurus construction is.

identified by VSS:

Vocabulary I: A use B

VoCabulary II: A use C

This label is used in conjunction with switching option 09 in the

user - defined mode of VSS. Note. that when a co- related relationsh

is identified in the Browse feature of YSS the output is simply.

p
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labeledsynonyms. This labeling anomaly is due to. the fact tkat
under the Browse feature, co-related (switching*option 09) is

embedded in the synonym option. NoWever, in the_gtep-defined mode,

option 09 can be selected Individually, hence the output can be

labeled *corelated".

). narrow stands for naYrower terms (NT). 'This label is used to

identify all the narrower terms associated with "your term".

This option works In a limited sinsein the DOE Thesaurus; it only

produces narrower terms at the NT: 1 level from the DOE Thelaurus.

This label corresponds to switching option 10 in the user-defined

mode of VSS.

(6) related stands for a related term. Related term is equivalent to

the 'RI! or related term relationship found in many thesauri.--This

label is used in conjunction switching 'option 21 in the user-

mode of VSS.

(7) rel phrase stands for related phrase. Related phrase involves a

stemming proceduri (right truncation only). The stemming.piocedure

is iimlied ta..0e4ery word in the phrase enter by the user. Individual

stems are combined (concatenated) into a string and this string is

used -to iearch a file of strings created in an identical way from

all the VSS.vocabulary entries. "Hits" from the stem file then

cause retrieval of the full. unstemmed $hrase from another .file.

Thus, the output phrase contains the' stem or root of each word used

in the input phrase. Thislabel isused in conjunction with switch-

ing option 06 in the user-defined mode of VSS.

(8) stagy match stands for stem match. Stem match is identical to word

* match except that stems of words are used instead of complete wordsi

This label is used' in conjunction with .switching option 08'in the

user-defined term mode of VSS.
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(9) ,ibm standifor synonyms. This type of term includes USE,.
SEE, usEpFORt.and SEEN FROM cross references.. It represents an
oxitaustiv look simian; ih both :forward (USE)) and . backward

, (UF} directions. , It does. not: incorporate co2relatedllerms.
6-.,.(Note $tte diffirente. between synonym and .synonym+).. This 'label

is used In conjunction with switching option 19 in the .user-
6 defined mode of.VSS. -4 1.,

3. 0

(10). sYnonYart stands for silionym iplui. Synonyit+ USE, 'SEE,

USED FOR (&)., M-FROM!'and co-reiated terms. 1n -9the.r words, -
it is an exhaustive look for synonyms in both the forward t(USEI
mid. backyard' (UF) direetions. See ;O- related .fo.r a detailed'; .

description of the co- related term `relationship..., This label. is:
used to -identify output , associated with 'synonym" and "irovise"-
features in YSS. This label is not Used in the user-defined

ik

mode of VSS.

a IP

ea.

(11) terms + sr combines: -two term relationihips used by YSS, "your
term", and "Synonym*. Thus, a common label, is used to designate tw9
types of terms. This label is used for all output associated with
switching option 05 in the user-defined mode,of YSS. "'Synonym"

in this case denotes anlz the USE or SEE cross references fotind
in various thesauri. Thii synonym desiination is much more limited.
thatt either (09 or 10).

(12) wd match stands for word match. In word match, the search term
(or phrase) to be switched is broken down into its component words
and each word is used *to search a VSS word file created in an
identical 'way from all the VSS vocabulary entries. Users must

specify how many words of their original term must, be .matched in
order for a switch to be considered successful. The default is 100%.
For ex, 111 le, -if the\ search term contain$ three words and two of
the three words must be matched, the user must set the percentage
at 66. The system *ill retrfeyeallphisases in the file that have
at least two of the three words used in_ the original phrase.
However, phrases*retrieved by VSS may contain more total words than
the original term or phrase entered by the user.. In other' words,

149
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the percentage specifiid by the user.is appledto the input
phrase, not the output phrase. This label-.is used in conjunc-
.tionwith switching option 07 in. the user -deft rind mode of YSS.

( 14 ) 'your tentis self-explanatory.
i
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TEST SITE 2

Procedures for Conducting Retrieval:Experiments

1. Decide which query(s) will become a part of the experiment. Six queries will be
evaluated during the. month Of .March.

(A) Determine if request is =11 matched with one of the VSS
modules. The modules re: .

Busines

ABI"Inf rm
$gmt. s.nt.ents

ehavioral

Psyc.. Abs.
ERIC \

LifetSciences

NOSH -

NON' (Chemical Registry NOS.)
Negri (Chemical Substances),
CA (CEF)
BIOSIS

Physical! Sciences

DOE
CA
El.(CONPENDEXJ
INSPEC
NASA
IRO

N
*(Trilingual)(Trilingual)

N

(B) Determine willingness of end userto participate in the experiment.
To participate, end users will be required to record their relevance
.decisions at the time the-search results are examined,-(R = relevant
or useful'item; I Irrelevant or not useful items ? = undecided).
Battelle will pay for the VSS search and half of the regular search.
The end user will be, required to turojmelvaluated results for photo-
copying to permitsbbsequent Analysis:

. *Not ln VSS but optional for searching purposes.
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E-2
TEST SITE 2 (Continued),

I .
If 1(A) and (B) are 'favorable, start the experiment at the search negotiation
(pre-search 'interviews) stage by bringing in the second intermediary. This
interview will.'contist of an end user and the two,, search thtermediaries. Once

the-interview is complete end us$r iffetervention Fr interactipn will be permitted '

only forthe purpose of reviewing VSS output or the search terms selected without '.

the use of VSS.- End users interaction during the Win, session will note per-
mitted.. . . .. .0

.
' a . / P

At the conclusion of the interviews each intermediary must proceed independently
until the searches are completed. .

N
. . ,

.^-

4. .,One searcher_w'iil proceed without VS$, the other with; VSS. SOP will be employed
,cifor all searches done without the' aid of VSS.., 'This m a y or may not involve the use -4

., pf- printed thesauri: It is
.,

important that the regular Search be done as near to
. , .

.SOP as. possible. ;,....
6 .

.,
,

. . . A
-,5. ilbfh intermed iaries may intervene wi$h their online searches to "fine tune" hems,

but oul/ if this' is warranted and: is done-0-.5OP.. .4.Avoid th$ temtatibn. to. " ine
ttineu 4uit to made the experimental _results better. ,

. ..
6. each searcher will record the actual time/reciirired to prepare the record- strategy

prior to I . Also comments :mar rmcorded . both 'during' and after online search
session v

The searcher 'who does- a" Mort-VSS-type searCh will pfint all 'results for evaluation
by end, user and store the' search profi le: t

6,..

S

, .

The .searcheitwho do, VSS -type search' will stare the profilepe-fore.printing any
results. Then,. in Order to eliminate duplicatest-the. non-V56 learch.profile will'
be subtracted (Boolean NOT). from the VSS-search profile. The ietults will be
printed and sent to the end user fcir evaluation. Alsa, . the intersection between .

VSS and noli-VSS (Boblean AND) will be 'identified by.7the VSS searcher, the accession
numbers printyd out and tfte. results. properly-identirtled. ,Thete Acc. Not: represent
the -citations Common:to both strategies but -evaluated only once by the end. user:
NOTE: This procedure will only eliminate duplicates within each data base searched..
It will not elimin4te duplicate. across data bases.. A. sort to printing-dut
.data.basi'titations is desirable for the purpose of eventUilly el i rifiAati ng duplicates
across data' bases. 4.'

Label el printouts according to the followipg icheile:

..

r ; Interizediaries

I ;

vsi

2
sea,th I 3 VS3

..lte;.vests

VSS

MS ...

i vs.s.

,V33

In this-scheme, each intermediary is identified .by 1 letter code,code, A B.. and

he/she keeps that code throughout-the experiment. Each- search is numbered tequeptiallY_

t
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TEST SITE 2 (Continued)

an.

.

6

and each data base clearly identified. Thus,.one end user'request, coMpletely

processed through the experimental methodology,might be labeled as follows:

a

Siirch

-A EFC

Psyc. Abs.

VSS Searches,

1-B ERIC L

1-B Psyc. Abs.

.

The end user will evalOote.all four searches for relevance and will use the notation

descrfbed in (LB). This is an important detail. We don't-want to intet'pret.6

different notation.schemesLior denoting relevance, non-relevance and undecided-type:

decisions. #

10. Have the end user complete the brief questionnaire and 'return it along with the

evaluated reiults.

11. Return to Battelle:

RTN/tln

t

(A) Intermediary's wo4iFhitet with pre-search preparation time and comments

(B) Copy ofInlihe terminal session

(C) The list of accession nUmbers common to both VSS and non-VSS searches

(properly labeled)

(0,) The end user's evaluated search results

(E) Th'e end user's completed questionnaire.

166
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MAUS
ABI INFORM

G Manageilent Contents

SOCIAL SCIENCE

0 ERIC '

P .APA (Psych. Abstracts)

et,

6
10'

12

STORE,

SCOPE
SETPCT
50
VOCCNT
4

h- -

E-4

TEST. SITE 2 (Continued)

YSS Vocapi!larY Codes

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

A 'DOE
C Chemical Abstracts
E EI c

F Iron (Trilingual)
I INSPEC
N NASA'

S goo tad Strltegios

2D

10
7 ,

8
STORE
111,

EXPAND
.SCOPE
VOCCNT
'4

20 Expanded synonyms

. 6 PhOise file switching
' 10 Narrower terms

7 Ward file
8 Stem file
lt Adjacency
3 Exact match
4 Limited synonym

3

4
6
7

8
20
STORE
- MI

SCOPE
SETPCT
66
VOCCNT
4

ot
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TEST SITE 2 (ContinuedI

SEARCHER'S iORKSHEET

-

Search Number:
Search Type: (3,OSS (3 non-VSS

Pre-search Prep. Time: .-min.

Search Number:'

4

q
.Search Type: grrir:73.'-non-VSS
Pre-sear; Prep. Time: : min.

*of

Search Number:
Search Type:
Pre-search Prep.

non-VSS
n.

Search Nuiber:
Search Type: c3VSS p nonISS
Pre-search Prep. Time: m in.

Search Number:
Search Type: 1:3Vg. Cinqp-VSS
Pre-search Prep. Time: m in.

Search Number:
Search Type: DVSS anon-VSS
Pre-search Prep. Time: min.

Discounting the separate logon-and switching strategy set-up procedures,
41hittedly are tedious in this experimental system, ,did SASS help reduce the
mental burden of search strategy preparation?

-

What did you like about VSS?

\Wh did you dislike about VSSi

S.

I

168
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A

, . ` . j.

o

4
. .

S %

(1).
1

0" Amount oielme
elpectations

, ,' . ,-. . ,,,-.N..

(2I For It*
:' a loferal le;

71P -O 4. 4

E-41. /
Sit 2 iCohtinued

;

USER'S EVAL4TION SWEEI

'i ti.ojeu feel that You. riceiyed about the right
r weful cfftations ttriapar'ed with your .initial

,,,the Fawn Citations:

,
1.)

i 3a: fit, wes'your *Wall
Ci e

. v

onff.
f rt.

VI

'N
f

cliVgt*r.q, satsfaCtion with this search?

'1146dr. ;ixtetla;.$1,y

.DissittisTied'ItlissaMpfitid Satisfied.

rCh * rwe

t

A-`1'.,

0

,get

4
Highs

Satisfied

tvlevIt citations:

,pli4 wort the ;ilditi0eal co and effort

al' Viefu1';(ise.,14106, tellsvi 164 could have gotten by without

thOW.;,.

'1, 0 'kit' too,USefUlt 114. ova eirgin'al or little value and probably

,Ht6t *rip the coo 4filciV4milert to get them.
.

(5) For the; sisimearth,. Wes the amount of irrelevant ciatitions:

0 AolerDle 0 Annoying p Didn't matte

in Hour opinion/

(6) What was your overall degree of satisfaction with this search?
Circle one.

1 2 3 4

Very Moderately Moderately Very
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Satisfied Satisfied

%.

ea

.w.

del
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TEST SITE

YSS Experimmmtal Methodology.

Step I Determine if request is applicalbe to this experiment:

(i) The request must-involve YSS databases:

Social Science Business

ERIC ABI Inform
.Psy. Abs. ligmt. Contents

4

Life Science.

. BIOSIS
BIOSIS-C
CA
MeSH
,MeSH-R

MeSH-S

Physical Science

CA
DOE
EI

INSPEC
IRON

NASA

(b) Request must involve a Search of two or more databasef.

Step 2 Determine end user's willingness to participate in the experiment.
To participate,' end users will be required to (a') negotiate their
search request in the - presence of two searchers (intermediaries),
(b) review search terms and strategies prior to the online
session, as needed, (c) be agreeable to forfeit any interaction.
during the online search itself, (d) evaluate piintedfcitations
for relevapce (a meximum Of 100 citations will be ,evaluated), and
(e) complete a spedially desiggpd questionnaire.

Step 3 Both tntermediariestonduct a joiAl pre-search ,interview with the
end user. All three people opt be present at ihe start (end
user and both searchers). Retard search negotiation time on
intermediary worksheet.

Step 4 Both intermediaries, prepare search strategies based on pre-search
interview; one intermediatey will use YSS, the other will not.
IMPORTANT: The intermediary Wm) toes not use YSS must not go out .
of his/her way to. do anything extraordinary to triErria good- or
beat the YSS system. In fact,: there may be times when the
intermediary-would not,consult a printed thesaurus under certain
circumstances. If this is the,case; then a thesaurus should not
be consulted for this expert t. This is an honor system.
DO NOT DO ANYTHING OUT OF INEINIDINANY FOR TIE SEARCH if you are
the intermediary who is_ performing the non-VSS search.

dn.
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TEST SITE 3 (Continued)
4 -

a'

Step 5 End war 'fine tiiiine of the search ?ill be permitted only to the
extent of saying 'Yea' or *Nay' to terms produced by YSS or non -YSS
methods. Under no circumstances may a term' used in one strategy be
added to the other if found missing there. Howexer, in evaluating
each term in each strategy, the end user may, in effect delete
Identical terms from each strategy. This is permissible.

..

Step 6 The searcher using YSS must do the following: (a.) select all the

vocabularies in the module chosen, (b) select aeleast eight
terms` to be displayed per vocabulary, and lo) perform-switching on
two YSS options, browser and narrow/broader.

Step 7 Interiediary using YSS must complete YSS Evaluation form for each'

. YSS search performed.
I -

Step 6. Intermedtariesiust record time for using YSS or manual. thesaurus
ingsharch preparation time on intermediary worksheet.

4

;Step 9, When both search strategies are ready for execution as online
searches, both strategies will be entered in their entirety and
stored as profilei. Each strategy will be executed against each
database 'requested by the end user. Although duplicate citations
cannot be eliminated between databases, within the same database
the following procedure must be followed:

(a) Subtract(boolean NOT) the non -YSS profile-from-the YSS profile

to produce Set A. Label the offline printout es SET A. Per-

form the reverse subtraction to produce Set C. Label this

printout as SET C. In other words, SET A will always be cita-

tions unique to YSS and SET C will always-be oitations unique
to non -YSS.

(b) If either SET A or SET C contains more than 50 citations,
limit both sets by date to reduce the number of citations to
50 in each set before' invoking offline print.

(c) Intersect (boolean AND) SETS A anc C to produce Set6B. Label

printout as SET B. Set represents citations. common to YSS

and non -YSS profiles.

Step 10 Present each set to the end user without reference to YSS or non-
VSS and without reference to the searcher's name.. Set B must

always be the intersection of both profiles. Set A must always

be YSS unique and Set C must always be 'non -YSS unique.
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TEST SITE 3 (Continued)

Step 11 Have the end user evaluate each citation in each set (A, B, C)

for relevance to his request. Nis /her decisions should be marked

in the column on the printouts using R for relevant, I for

irrelevant, and P for.undecided. NO OTHER NOTATION MOLD BE USED. ,

N.

Step 12 -Upon completion of relevance judgements, end user must complete

end user's worksheet for that search. End user must return

marked-up printouts and worksheet to searcher fon photocopying.,

Step 13., Return all worksheets, printouts and copies of online sessions to

Battelle for analysis.
e .

Agreement Intermediaries should have similar capabilities, educational

background and online experience. Intermediaries agree to perform

a minimum of six searches over a 6-week period in dual or replicated

fashion, as follows:

Search 1
Search 2
Search 3
Search 4
Search 5
Search 6

InlIrmediary 1

VSS-

Non -VSS

VSS
Non -VSS

VSS
Non-%5S

Intermediary 2

,e\

Non-VSS
VSS

Non-VSS*
VSS

Non-VSS
VSS
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TEST SITE 3 (Continued)

INTERMEDIARY'S iORKSHEET

(1) Institution 1.D.:

(2) Intermidiary I.O.:

(3) Search

(4) VSS. Module used:

0 business 0 life sciences

0 social sciences 0 physical sciences

(5) PERFORMANCE DATA FOR THIS SEARCH

VSS'.

Pre-Search Online"

Preparation Connect Time

(in Mt:lutes) (in minutes)

Non-MSS
Search

44egotiation

MSS Onlid xxxxxxx

Thesaurus
Look up.

Strategy
Preparation

8

VSS

4 D8 1

2

3

4

5

TOTAL

on -VSS

(6) Comments about this search, including any difficulties encountered
(VSS or Non USS):

173



(1) Institution I.D.:

(2) End user I.D.:

: )

TEST SIZE 3 (Continued)

END USER'S WORKSHEET

(3) Search I.D.

(4) State your search request in your own words after you have discussed
it with the person who will do it.

(5) In your past experience with online searches, are you generally:

satisfied with the results

0 dissatisfied with the results

O . varies from search to seIrdi

0 no past experience

(6) ,

(

PERFORMANCE DATA F( THIS SEARCH

.

Group

Number of
Relevant
Citations
in Group

Ir
Ci . .;'

in' . ,

Number of
Citations

Undecided About
in Group

.

. Total
Citations
in Group

.

.

A
i

.

B .

.

.

.C , .

,

.

174
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TEST SITE 3 (Continued)

END USER'S WORKSHEET-
(Continued)

17) Rank de following citation groupinis according to your overall

degree of satisfaction:

Citation Groupings

Group A plus Group $

Group B plus Group C

Gtoup A plus B plust

(8)

(9)

1

1

Satisfaction Scale

2 3 4 5

3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 is very dislptisfied 5 = very satisfied

If you cold select only, one combihation shown below
which combinmiTah would it be?

Group Combination Choice (check only one)

Group A plus Group B

Group B plus Group C

1111

Why did you choose this combina ?

-If you had to pay extra for the combination you selected in

Question 8 compared to. the combination you did not select, how

much extra would you be willing to pay?

0 $5 $10 $15 >$15
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VSS. EVALUATION FORM

/1) Institution I.D.:

(2) User Name I.D.:

(3) Your institution can best be described by one of the following:

Private sedtgr

[3,ilidependent broker

corporate library/information center

non-profit institute library/information center

0 database producer (primarily)

online search service (primarily)

0 database producer/online search service.(about equally)

Government (Federal)

libraty/information service

[3-database producer (primarib)

online vendor (primarily).

database producer/Online vendor (about equally)

Academia

0 library/information service

= library/information school or department

Other

Opublic library /information service

0
t.

(4) Your Academic background:

Degree r .

No Degre,

-Bachelor's

Master's

'Doctorate

Post Doctorate

(5) Years at present company:.

.
Field of Study
for Each Degree

(6) Years in library/information activity: .

(7) Years experience with online system4:

... 177 .
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VSS EVALUATION FORM.

(Continued)

. Na")
.

(8) On a scale of 1 to 5, rank the databa#es listed below according to
your current proficidncy with and usage of them. Please rank all,
choices listed. If you currsitly%do not use a particular database,
so indicate this, Ind ignorethe proficiency scale for that one,

Data Bases Your Proficiency Frequency of Use,

ABI Inform 1 2 3 4

Management Contents 1 2 3 4

ERIC .1 2 3- 4

Psychological Abstracts 1 2 3 ..i4

MEDLINE 1 2' 3 4

BIOSIS 1 2 3 4

Chemical Abstracts
*(CA Search) 1 2 3 4

Compendex 1 2 3 4

INSIEC 1 2 3 4

NASA Recon 1 2 3 4

DOE Recon 1 2 3 4

5 1

5 1

5 1,

5' 1

5 1

5 .1

1

5 1

5 1

5 1

5 1

.

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

,2 .3 4 5

2 3 5

2 .3 4 5.

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2' 3 4 5

1 = little or no proficiency 1 = no usage
2 = below average proficiency 2 = less than once/mopth
3 = average proficiebcy 3 = one :or more times/month
4 = above average proficiency 4 = one or more times/week
5 = expert 5 - daily usage

' (9) Now often do you search with the following;
(answer should .total 100%j,

a. controlled-'vocabularyterms only

b. controlled plus. free text terms

C. free text terms 'only
4

(10) Indicate your preference below (Please rank "1" foe most preferrV,
"2" for next Most preferred, and f5" for least preferred).

0

-*

a. c

c

c. f

trol vocabulary 'Uri's only

trol led p us, free text -ter*

e te.xtti

4
178
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i 1y your, actual usage of YSS during the test period.

Search No.: 1 4 Datd:
e .

Search Statement:

, e Circle YSS vocabylarlei seTeCted for this search: . .

(refer to YSS online menu). .. -. %.
(1) A B , (2) .A .3.. ,(3) A B C fl- E F (4) A. B C. D E F
Circle YSS "switching .features.selected for., this search:
(refer to YSSonitne menu).....' ...4.

1,:t 1 .3 4 , 5. .6 . .
-('''..e Wire yori.able to use ally. of .the YSS results for this search? - CI Yes D No
.,.,e How ianrVBS search.terms or -concepts were you able to use? v.

41 -e bias yS,5 he1 pYul in suggesting any other ap Aterms or 0 avenues of approaciretor
'..o improving this ,search. beyond what the:system actually produced? g Yes 0 No

11, .41 -your best judgemeeit, Ow would YSS" output coNare to your own normal effort for
:this seirch?. ° . ,

7..0 YSS output ,would probably not -be'411 good as my ownivol.rmIl effort'
.0 yss outpUt would probably be better than my (nen norms effort

.-..'
4. a YSS output`' would probably be about the same as my own normal effort

a *w, would ifou-rate.VSS for this 'particular .search? , . «

. - . 1 2 3 , 4 5 (1 in of no halo 5. iir very helpful) ,
Cosiments: .2

Search:No«-: 2

Search Statement,

4.

Date:

".
...Circle YSS vocabularies--selected for this sears trif -. *t

. (refer td VSS'onlinc mend) ' . .. '...., -4. %

(1) 'A. '3 (2) k B (3) A dB C D E F4.. (4). A 'B C ,D E. F
Circle YSS sititchinglfeatui.es -Selected for this s h:'
( referto YSS on] .4 ; , 4

1 2 .3 4 .- .---.--' 4' $ .

i i $-....,

Were you ajlite to use any of the VSS results for; thiS.Setirch? CI Yes 0 N6
a* How many YSS search,- terms or concepts were you able touse?
. Wat )(SS helpful in suggesting any other a- terms or a avenues o or

,. inproving this search, .beyond ,what the .system actually produced? 0 Yes. 0 No
4 a In your best judgement, bow would YSS 'output soave- to your own normal effort for

this search? , ,.. . .

0.. VSt. output woul,d probably. not hcas good-as my own normal effort . .

- Li YSS output would-Orkbably be better than my.overnannal effort . -

P. YSS output would .prob4ibly. be :about the same as irty awnl normal effort-
e: How would yOu rate YSS -Abis particular search? .k '

1. 2 3 .. ) 4 6 :(1~ .no help 5. al very helliful) 1 .

si, Consents; a se TRIPP' "".

. . :
.

''
f st

1 .
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(11 ).. Tally your actual usage- of YSS during the test period.

Search No. 3

Search Statement:-
i'

4

Date:

...Circle YSS vocabularlis selected for this search:
(refer to. YSS irkriaenu)

B (2) A. B (3) A .8 zC E (4) A B C 'D E F
e Circle YSS switching features 'selected for this search:

_ (refer to YSS online menu) ... .

1 2 3 4 5
Were you able t.o'bte- any of the YSS results for this search? 0 Yes 0 No
How many YSS search tents or toncepts were .you able to use?
Was YSS helpful in' suggesting any other Q ,.terms or. 0 avenues o:' approach for
improving, this search, be what the ,system actually produced? 0 Yes 13 No
In your best judgement, how would YSS _output compare to yOur own-normal effort fir
this search?-
o YSS output 'would probably not be as good as my Own normal effort
0 YSS output would probably be better than reel** normal effort
o 'YSS obtput would probably be about the same as my Own normal effort

a How viould you rate YSS for this particular search?
1 2 3 . 4 5 (1 of ,no help' 5 very helpful)

e. Consents:
.

0

-Search No.: 4,
Searih Statement:

e4.1.104'

z.

Date:

1 rcle YSS vocabularies selected for. this, search:
(refer to YSS online menu)(e)AII*'(2)Afi- (3)ABCDEr (4)ABCDEF
Circle YSS switching eatures selected for this search:
(refer to YSS. online u)

'1 , 2 3 4 6
Were you able to use any of the YSS results for this search? 0 Yes p No
How many YSS search terms or concepts were you able to use?

.-Was YSS helpful in suggesting any other a tapas or a avenues of approac)i for
. improving this search, beyond what the system actually produced? .0 Yes a-No,

In your best judgement, pow would YSS output compare to your own normal effort for
this search? ,

0 YSS output would probably not be as siood as my own normal effort
0 YSS output would probably be better than my own normal effort
o VSS output would probably lie about the same as my own normal effort

How would yourate YSS for this particular search.?
1 . 2 3 4 .5 (1 a d'f Ito he.10 '5 very helpful)
Consents: .. .

6

18
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11) Tally your actual usage of YSS during. the test period.

Search No.': 5' Date:
Search Statement:

-

Circle.VSS vocabularies selected for this search: "44

(refer to YSS, online menu)
11) A B (2) A B (?).,- A. BCDE F.. (4) A 13' C D F

Circle YSS switching features selected for this setirih:
(refer to YSS online.menu) "

1 2 3 4 5 '6'
Were jou able to use any of the VSS results for this search? Yes ci, No
How many YSS search terms or concepts were you able to use? -

e. Was YSS helpful' in" suggesting any other E) terms*ort o avenues. of approach fore
improving this search, beyond 'what the systen.actually_produced? Cl' Yes . D NO
In your best judgement, how would VSS. output caspare to your own normal effort for
this search?

0 YSS output:,would.probably not be as good as sot own normal effort
D ,VSS- output would probably' be 'better than riot own normal effort
o VSS output would probably be about the same as my 'own normal effort

How would you rate VSS for this terticular search? .
1- 2 3 4- . 5 (1 IT of no .help 5 very helpful)
Consents:

4

f t -

Search No.: 6'

r_cir Statement

-Date:

. e.,t
Circle VSS vocabularies selected far this search:
(refer to VSS- online menu) .

(1)A B- (2)AB.-(3)ABCDEF (4)ABCDE
Circle YSS - switching features selected 'for this search:
(refer to YSS online menu) a

1 2 3 h 4' 5 16 : . .

.

Were you stole to use any of thp.VSS results for this search? e 04 Yes 0 No
How many VSS search tern, or concepts were you able to use? r. ,

''s Was YSS helpful in suggesting agyot,her terms or''. ei avenues of approach' for
improving this search, beyond-what'the system actually produced? 0 Yes No
In. your best Judgement., how would YSS output compare to your own ,normal effort for
this search?

VSS output,would probably not is good ai'my own normal effort

~Q
o YSS output would probably be better than my own normal effort

VSS, output would probably, be about the same as my .owknormal effort
1 .41 How would you-mite YSS, for this particular search/

1 2 3 4 5 (r is of no help 6 a very helpful)
Cc:silents:

\ a

4,

'18
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(ll ) Tally your actual usage of VSS during the test period.

Search No. :. 7,

Search Statement:

Date;

. . o

Circle YSS vocabularies, selected for this search:
(refer to VSS.online menu)
(1)A8 (2)A8' (3)'ABCDE.F (4)A43CDEF
Circle VSS switching features selected for this 'search:
(refer to VSS online menu)
1 .2 3 4 5 6- ,.

.

;

Were you able to use any(4of the .VSS result* for thi% searcbri. C3 Yes C2 . No
How tawny YSS search terms' or concepts were you able to use? :

Was YSS helpful in suggesting liny- other a terms or a avenues of approach for
Improving this search, beyond JEW* "the system actually produced? 0 Yes Q No

41. In your best Judgement, how would VSS output compare to your own normal effort far
this sperch? i ., % . . g!

I YSS output would probably not be as good as * own normal effort
0 YSS output would probably be better than my own normal effort
0 YSS output would probably be about the seme as my 'own normal effort-

Row would you 'rate YSS for this p9rticular search?
A 1 2 3 4 5. (1 a of no help. every helpful)
Commepts: ,

Search No.: 8

Search Statement :
- ,

Date:
ee,

Circle VSS vocabularies ;elected for this search:
(refer to: yss !Online Menu) -

,

. VAC (3) A B C D E F (4) A. B C .D E F

Circie .switching .futures selected for ..this search:
'6 (refer. to- VAS online menu)'

1. 2 :4, 5 .

q Were you ablito ute.sny 'of the 3rts resqlts for this search?. a "es a No
How sally- YSS :search. terms or coadePts *re you able to use?

.e Was YSS 'helpful in suggesting any Other. o 'terms or C3 : avenues of approach for

'Approving' this:searchN beyond what the' system actually produced? 0 Yes No
In your 144t judgraotr.howr wOuld VIA output compare to your own normal effort for
this seArchl ;

o VSS output wou robably 'not' be as 'good as my own normal effort

,
a YSS _output liDu 441,440,10)e better .then my own normal effort

.
a VSS output Would girobtiblPy he about the same as my over normal effort

How would you,ratOSS faMhis particular search?
1 2 3 4 - "(;)# of no help 5 w very helpful)

foments:

-I

0

Ar

182
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11) Tally your actual usage of YSS during the test.period.

.Date:Search No.: 9

Search Statement:

Circle YSS vocabularies selected. for this search:
(refer to YSS online 'menu)
(1) A'B .(2)AB (3)A'BCDEF .(4)ABCDEF
Circle YSS switching features. selected for this search:

(refer to YSS online menu)
1 2 3 4. 5 i

e Were you'Itle to use any of the' YSS results for this search? 0 Yes 0)40
How ,many VSS search terms or cone ts were you able to use?
Was VSS helpful in suggesling any other 0 terms or .0 avenues of approach for
Improving this search, beyond what.the system:actually Oroduced? C) Yes . 0 No
In yoUr best Jud gement, how would YSS output 'compare. to your own normal effort for

this search?
0,

O 'ISS output would probably not be as .good its my ow' normal effort

D VSS output would probably be better than my, own normal effort .

0 YSS output would probably be about the soon as My-own normal effort
How would you, rate 'VSS for this particular search?
1 2. 3 4 5. (1 ivot no help. 5 very'helpiul)

Comments:
.

.

I

Search No..: 10

Search Statement:

. &

Date:

*

I

.. .Circle YSS vocabularies selected +or thir'search: .
.

(refer to VSS online menu) .
. .

(1) ..A 8 (2) A .. B. (3) A . 1 1 C D E F (4) A B C rlk F
Circle YSS switching features selected for this search: .

(refer to YSS online menu)
1 12 -3.. .4*-' 5 6 . . ,

.. . Were you' able to use any of. the YSS results for this search?' a Yes
.

0 No , 4

'' How many YSS search terms or concepts. were you able to Use?

. Was.VSS'helpful in-suggesting any after 'a terms or Alci avegaes of, approach for-

improvihg this search, beyond what thew system actually produced? 0 Yes .0.No
In your best judgement, how would VSS output Compare.to /our Own normal effort for

4

this search? -..1-

0 YSS output would probably not bp as good aupy own normal effoht
0 YSS output would probably be beVer than my own normal effort.

0 VSS output' would probably .be.abeit-thi. same as my own normal effort

How would you rate YSS for t islarticular search?
1 2 3 4. 5J (1 of no help . 1.a very helpful)

Comments: .*
, ..

0



(12). Was VSS easy to:

F-8

VSS EVALUATION-FORM

(Qintinued)

1k

(a) learn i 2 3 4 .5

'(b) use 1 2 3 4 5

tc) understand 1: 2 3 4 5

1 =4ease 5 = hard
r.

Do you feel confident with YSS's:

(a) capabilities 1 3 4 5

(b) output 1 2 3 4. 5

1 confident ;-7r---- 5 it,* confidence

(14) I,f VSS were available as another feature of present online search
services, would it make your jobof-searchinunultiple databases:

Cl easier D harder
.

13 no difference

Compared to your present methods) of online searching.

Why?

(10. Whit was your overall reeaction to VSS?

t
.

,

(16) What dot,' you. think about subject switching in general
,

. ,,1,. .

... 4 .. .

alb

(17) Laments:

a

4. 4

z

1 I.
4

A
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14. IF YSS WERE AVAILABLE AS ANOTHER FEATMBE OF PRESENT ONLINE. SEARCH

SERVICES, WOULD IT ME YOUR' OF SEARCHING MULTIPLE DATABASES:

- EASIER HARDER NO immici
4

Easier. There would no longer be Al need to look through several data base

thesauri. My search area would be neater,lind thus I coOldtbi clearer!

7:$Easier. would not need to keep piper thesauri for every datab e I use.

No difference. Your system doesn't really save0ime for an. experienced '-

searcher who knows his or her thesauri.
h

\ P

. .

No difference. I use controTled4terms'and free text. now. .

Easier. It would make my job easier only if seldom used, but expefiSive

thesiuri-were a part of YSS, anCif it were inexpensive itself. my job would
be made easier ih that I would have to Justify.fewer expenditures.

Eas40. It enables .me to determine the entrees to search on Another data. base
if I cannot get the info I need on the present data base.

Easier. Faster. Would not have_ to look up preierred

Easier. No Comment.

No answer. No comment.

fit

4

No ilifference. With' free text searihing ;. the majority of my hits come from
..thtse terms, not so mur.hotht controlled vocabulaty._

Mo-difYerence. I "Search in life sciences and need the NT/BT feature so YSS

would not help and so I couldn't use it.

No difference. No comment.
0 0

Easier. Saves time:

No difference. No comment.

Easier. It can't hart, only help.
1.

to NO difference.. BRSls CRS and DIALOG's File 411 have *provided sufficient

guidance to potential files -- at a reasonable cost and quickly. ERICIs print

desaurus is used frequently before going on-line.

No Aletence. No comment. .

Harder. Yet another protocol to learn and deal with.

Easier: Print thesauri for databases are often not coamonly available.

186;
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No difference. It is very time consuming, and relatively unresponsive even with
terms one would expect to be inpthevocabulary. Some of the terms were just
plain garbage!

Somewhat easier. Useful in areas in which I am aware of only one or two. terms
and VSS, is able to come up with related terms that I was unaware of.

Easier. Did suggest more terms 4p a 'couple of cases.

No difference. Not clear enough how switching works. Too cum4ersome to use in
present form.

Easier. I would not always need to'refer to thesaurus -- could even get by
without having so- many. It is a quicker more efficient way of checking
terminology across files than using hard copy thesauri.

No difference. I don't think we'd use it as is. We'd still have to go' to
thetiuri for notations (esp. mesh) and we'd still Rrefer to pull up.

citations And look at descriptors.

46
No .difference. Approkimately 65t1: my searching is free text. Though VSS,
would contribute some additional thesaurus terms -on thf whole -- it's still
free text searching that I require.

',No differenOt. May make it-Omer/that easieritt I think I more or less icnow.th
...- ,

terms I,need. rf.I didn't, its easier to print out the descriptors In' the
data base I'm already, tn..

_ .

Easier. Assist in locating controilir terms for file we don't yet -have;
thesauri for.

No difference. Because I usually use both free tkicv. and controlled
vocabularies.

No difference'. No comment. a 0

No answer. Application of thes urus;terms varies from database,to,database,
e.g.,.EI assigns only a fear b d terms,' INSPEC is mote in. depth, 4MBA only
when concept not retrieveable i TI.,or AB. To only search'the DE field often
misses relevant hits, Stsuktegy mu t var.Y fOOm DB to B. .

.

s..
. 4. .

Easier. I can search several data_ bates at once; ft gives vb a "lead" into
data base! I am. with. . .

Easier. Not,all data gases have an online Thesaurus.

Harder. Present:.methods: (1) produce more 'relevant references, (2)0instane
less-time in formulating a search strategy, and (3) incur no addition costs

for online connect time. . . .
.i., .

-

.

. 9 ,

No difference. Text searching of -title and abstracWor terms or.phrftses one
.wants to see in title or abstract°011 produce citations of intecest. A.
display of these- will provide indexing terms and 'identifiers forfthit data
"base.
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No difference. Thlotype of format used is time consuming.

Easier. Extends the EXPAND capabilities by merging files. Does a very good job

of relating terms if the database producer has built a BT/NT theiaurus.
Outside the sciftech-Tiles, YSS's usefulness is decreased.

Harder. I'd still check manually. Your system doesn't really Save time for an

experienced searcher who knows his or her thesauri.

Harder,, until it was reloaded to exhibit all thesaural characteristics.
BT-NT first in browse rework adj. and stem match. .

Easier. Only if it were available for databases that lack good thesauri.
Nearly all the databases indexed have excellent thesauri, which I think are
more easily used one at a time than combined. Also, the thesauri have certain
features that are not included in the VSS. If you put such a system together
for databases with no thesarus, or very costly thesauri or multiple thesauri
(NTLS, for example), then it-would be extremely useful.

No difference. We have on-line search aids that basically serve our needs.

Easier. Easier to locate terms in other vocabularies.

No difference. If there *as no match of among thesauri, there's no' place
to go from there. If I'm going to rely on exact matches, why not just free
text across databases?

No answer. No comment.

-,

No difference. I spend a good deal of time in the-interview with the patron
:examining,thesiUri developing synonym lists And.plain figuring out backWard
variations to sneak up on topic.

Easier. Because is brings together the terms used by different thesauri,:iit.

helps in the selection of appropriate terms for, effective 'searches Of

particular databases.

Harder. Introducei an additional ahead'' in .411 way. Finding valid ahitsm.is a
matter of understanding they need -- the database, the source of the database..

Having one more "help° doesn't really'help. , V

Harder. Use of this system represents a substantial amount of time that could
be better spentssearching traditional printed sources when composidg an on-line
search strategy.

No difference. No comments;

Harder. There fs very bl information received by the. user,, which is

valuable. for switching purposes.

No difference. I probably wouldn't use it very much, as free-text searchirig
works almost as well. .

4 .

Easier. My brief experience with YSS did provide more posiple search terms.
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No-difference. Its data base is too limited.

No difference. I would not use it in databases for which the vocabulary was
familiar to me, and I would need a far more detailed explanation of what to
expect from the system, and how to use it.

Easier, if you don't predetermine subsets.. I want to chose the databases to
cross-search.

No difference. I need more informition on how it matches and retrieves terms.

No difference. When only 2 or 3 databases are to be used in doing the same
search, it is just as easy to consult their printed thesauri. Moreover, the
scope notes provided- in the printed thesauri can give a better idea of the
appropriateness of using a particular term.

No difference. I can already use Dialindex which not only covers controlled,
but also free-text vocabulary and also gives me an indication of the postings.

Easier. When you are switching databases, it is helpful to know in advance the
differences in the terminology..

Easier. Would not haVe to look up terms in thesauri.

No difference. No comment.

-Easier. When switchthg databases and vocabulary, it would take the guess work
and/or checking printed thesauri out of the Searching process '1 often,,smOtch,,
from ERIC to PsychInfo with Rend/savetemp" and this VSS systeicoold e1 insite
the less than successful switch by giving the right vodabulary.. Aso' in Search
strategy, we could use the YSS as prompts for alternative searckstiiiitegie -e

Easier. Good selection of terms is suggested.
w-

. .

No difference. Most of 'the searching done is on scientific data bases with
which I am' thoroughly familiar. The system would be of value when r have to
search business or social science data bases. ,

A

NO ditIverence."VSS gave me little, if any, additional .information.

I
r ft

)2r.

I.
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15. MT WAS YOUR OVERAL REAC11011 TO litiSt

'Even though my use was limited, I was impressed with the VSS.'The.system is

relatively easy to learn, quick, and reliable. Logging on isn't jam..

Since it is only a subset of terms a malcommercial VSS could be, it did not

score highly in the Biological. area. Its strength must be in the:..hard

_sciences.

Increasingly negative.

Interesting.

Interest. It appears to be a first step. By the third or fourth generation, it

should really be. worthwhile. But ft must bear y inexpensive to use. Unless

you keep the thesauri updated without fafF-:-VSS will make more enemies

than friends.

Tan be useful if you access a number of data bases frequently for INifferent

topics. 4.0
R .A

Vft-favorable. It appeared to work as advertised.

From what we have seen, YSS looks like it could be i valuable searching aid. 'A

better evaluation might be made if we knew. more about how it would integrate

with an active on-ltne system (e.g., DIALOG). -

No comment.

It was handy, but the message to cHoose air-option afir each result*--became

tedious. IV would be helpful if you could stack connands to get over -the

repetitive message..,

I doubt if it is worth what it costs.

S
S

Very positive. It seems as if it is a Itraightforward,. relatiVotY

uncogilicatOd (in execution, that is).:sitstem. that-Van'aid searchers by saving

time and being comprehensive.

I didn't feel it was very useful for everything I nteded it for.

Some of the options didn't work -- As in more info available.

Interested at first but the..results from the:Rqualily circles"; search began a

negative trend.

No comment.

There were not enough synonyms to be of real assistihce; nor were there enough

hierarchical relationships represented to offer assistance.
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There seemed to be some prograiiting difficulties and the manual was not easy

to use, either as a reference or a learning tool..

I got very tired of the menu disp4ys-and the'eams of paper output generated.

???????? would be helpful; also. .it appeared that you .had to Doff and back on

ag!--111F reach a ,different file group -- rather inefficient.

Interesting, .but mildly disappointing. Perhaps greater familiarity with the
System woulehave'led.to betterresults,°bUt too piany of the switches led ,to

nothing useful.

Too uses friendly -- I got so bored waiting forit to list the few menus I
could 004e/from. Need An "expert" mode (or °semi-expert).

Good idea -T heeds work.

Positive - for reasons above.
.Negative - switching features part not necessary.` Can't all terms be

listed for a term at once (broader, narrower, synonyms, etc.)

instead of having to select option each time?

Seemed a good idea; primitive stage; seems overwhelming to contemplate howjou
could ever make it really useful by enteringany free text terms- -have to have
broadAessriptors Onlx spme preknowledge required.

, -

I -liked it. "If it was set up so that one tould save terms and then g6 onto
thosp.databases and run the search on those terms.

Seemi cumbersome.

yss would .be much more valuable-with vocabularies having broader and narrower
terms'-- I conttnued. my searching to the,Business'Vocabuiaries.

Need more experien

tee comment.;

As with all-systems,. it takes practice.

Shquld...be continued as a. project. Have you considered using REPORT DISPLAY
feature of BASIS.tp provide tabular disOlay?

I thought' It was a *od.system; -I don't- like_ the °synonym"' feature, but
,

°browse was.excelleht. V

There is .a great deal of information but it is poorly presented and out of
date.

YSS is, too time consuminb for productive onlinesealing.

My overall readtiont.to YSS is that the end result is not worth the effort and

cost 'to reach higher -correlation of indexing terms between data bases. In a
ajoilty of instances the switch is direct or can be by .truncating. The added

.step required by YSS ,equates to time '6111 cost increases far in excess of

jbenefits.

ir . *

4



SS would be more useful if the vocabularies were continuously updated. Many

of the. current subject terms are missing,

Browsing did nothelp'significantly while doing, a subject search; might~ be
'more -useful with author's, tmoNmilly names. etc. Sponyms, broader/narrower

terms.-good to*the Agree of 'the vocabuitries. input, , Option .6 needs to be

explain0 more -completely before I mild, judge:

There 'is some potential here.,

fNo c

We were not able to. use YSS to-its fidl-capacity becaute. of difficulty with

. tyjmnet. We also had to bol.row a 300 baud: terminal because._ our terminal (TI

COMI-820 KSR) cannot be set at half Duplex.
,

Instructions were difficult to understand. Consequently, I *Ilit think I was

able to explore YSS capabilities adequately.

t

I found the menu tiring. I'd like to be able to combine databases in a

different way (e.g., Psyc, MESH, And BIOSIS or Psyc, Mgt., ABI).- ljke to
be.able to add narrower' tenni to the browse, feature. I found 'the "switch
successfuln response uninfermative--why was it unsuccessful?

No comment.
,

Not at all impressed. f.

I was 4mgressed with its switching capability.. Matchis`-were fbund or alogat

terms and most of them._ were relevant. It would .be expeeially useful for an end

user or new searcher unfamiliar with the terminology' used b partiCular data'
bases. 'h 9

1.

*.*

Negative.. , vi ...,. .. ... :. tr
..

- -
. V

I was' imprOsSed withthe technical accomplishment that this system represents
but nqt with its' practicality or Utiltty in the on-line database searchirt
context. . 1 --

4 ' .1 .
e

r 4 ' )
. . . .

Not-
0

Menu characteristics frustrating: Not- particularly friendly... ,
-..- , i

It is, a inni .bUt more developmft of the- Plftware
to function n in a reference capacity.:

It was not worth tht'efforti; alt

easersto. usem

I woo ld .1 tke to. okay.. it more.
'

Very limited Nall*. g,
.

Very frustraked--thl repot
And these -are too many
Feature 6 might lie morel' u
fully... .

'is mandatory if it ft

111.tion of ttfe meip u is fr treatifig-and t consionihR
types:. to 'keel) stra t With an initial use.

uT 4f the commands and options-awere explained more



we

Frustration.

It was cumbersome. Menu driven method.get me bogged down.-

-1) Found the menu selection to be helpful in the beginning but very tedious

after this. . S

2),It would be easier to use if all the terms.from f:particular vocabulary

were placed together. ..
<

.

The menus need to be improved. There should be an option to move directly to

another set. There should also be more.features for experienced searchers so
that they could skip over the repetition of menus. iv

,d
.

.

Id think there is i lot of potential in this kind of switching syitem.

however, from my results I thtpk it either needs some more work or .it.needs
clear instructions, with examples,.of its.capabtlities.'

I think it is a very good system and, something that is needed in on-line
searching. "

iPt was laborious and added very little value due to its limitations.

14worable, except whet system.and/or phone linis went haywire and I could not,
get back on the right track by, logging oft and on again.

Easy to use; good design; very helpful.

The system as currently implemented is clumsy. and time-consUming. For

acceptance.in,an on -line mode for help in structuring searches, it would need

0 be streamlined and rely less.heavity-on its menu-driven features. The-
Capability to-update thesauri would have to be implemented. Most of the adj.

legit produced only nonsense'. The system has potential of being a useful tool.

#

VSS gave me little, if any, 14ditional information.. k

-

f
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.16; WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT SUBJECT SWITCHING IliftENERAL?

I think that if's a very useful mechanism. Very, often searchers forget to

adapt their searches to other data base indexing principles,. etc. Subject

switching allows searchers to constantly keep aware of the fact that data

. baSes are unique and that every term malt be checked.

I would prefer subject. switching to file 411 (DIALOG), and.would gladly pay

for it. It is a much more systematic approach to database searching than

plunging in with lists of free text .terms. (If there is leftover time, .1e1 me

get back to it!)

. In theory, great -- but this is not It!

Useful

I think it )is another unnecessary jargon term. You've built a gizmitthat looks

through several thesauri in a very heavy handed manner., Under the rubry bon-

line thesauri,"-I'like the idea.

No comment.
,

e
,

Needed. But'the whole operation should be transparent to users. They should be

able to select a term and search 1Cdata base without having to re-key the

"selectbd° term. Because- was not.familiar with searching the data bases

that are part f the Vocabulary Switching SystemG 1 prepared search qUestions,

constructed pr Iles, and then used the Vocabulary Switching Systemstp augment

or refine the ems I° had selected.- While this was not a true test of the

.Vocabulary Switching System, it did allow me to see where the System could

improve on the kinds and number of terms I had selected. .,

Overall the Vocabulary Switching System was simple to use. I was not sure,

4 however, of the meaning_ and use of the Vocabulary Switching Aystem commands.

These were displayed during searches, but I could not figure out exactly what

each one meant. Had I had more time, rather than just two hours, ',could have

experimented more with the protedures to see what all the.VocabOlari Switch4ng

System could do. I felt pressed for time 'and perhaps this was the reason some

11,* of my searches were not too successful.* 0

The greatest asset of the Vocabulary Switching System is the amount of time it

saves since the correct search terms `are selected for the searcher. yhen

working with several vocabularies, 1t -is difficult, if' not impossible, to

remember the correct terms for each system. For4 data bases with both

controlled and free vocabularies, the Vdcabulary Switching System can improve

search effectiveness since alternative pathways are suggested bywme.of thg

retrieved terms.
,

.

_

One featuOk that'would have been very useful, even during this te.st, is a

command that displayed mhiCh VSS vocabulary set and switching feature had been..

selected. 'Several times during the test I lost track of switching feature I

had selected. .

.

How about statistics on term searched (number of times used in each particular

job).

It
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No comment.

Good idea, would be nice to use updated thesauri.

It has to be done thoroughlror else-the searcher is worse off:thpn left to

hii own devices 'and printed thesauri.
f. . .

No comment.

A yea helpful tool for cross - disciplinary

psythaloiy).

Might be useful in the future.,

No comment.

searching' (e.g., eilucaticin and

Not,tao terrific in vocabularies 1 and 2 but it might prove more useful in the
others.

No comment

No comment.

Good theoretical -idea but development requires a thorough knowledge of
thesauri being manipulated in order to truly exploit the subjects,

As long as.on -line databases use a controlled vocabulary, subject switching is
both useful and almost necessary for quick, easy oft-linesearches.

The idea is a good one since we cannot arrays think' of all the relevant
subject headings for a given topic.,It is probably more useful in social

science when °Marching must rely more heavily:on ges.criptors/controlled
vocabulary. . .

. J.
.

.

Theoretically an excellent'idea, but i am left with the general impression
that implementst4on especially for a non-expert user, -is extremely difficult.

I thin its a 'great, idea, but either I wasn't 'using it cgrrectly; it has

limits applications, or it needs more woric.

Gad id a -- needs work.

The definitions in blue sheetsngf yorkbook were not pariicularly easy to
understand ex.-"rel phrase", "wd mitchne'etc.

Synanymg, broader/narrower greaf

I like it when it .can be used
terms.

I think it could 6 useful if it

Generally a good idea -- still'

idea -- eieWantOnrayould be good.

10 ;Pk datab3tses djrictly;-withou.t re-keying

)11

can,sbeNdoni cheaply end quickly.

felt thatetaininS.phemuri and consulting
them will be necessary: !
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It is necessary.

No comments.

Vaild'concept -- .should contlaue to be researched.

Good idea, saves time, aids in searching.

Subject Switching is very valuable not only in doing searches on another data

base, but also for lexicographical purposes.

Subject switching is a Armful tool when properly utilized; but computerized

subject switching is of questionable value when used to search multiple data

bases. 4

r

In generii, I think subject switching mei,:y be of assistance to the novice or to

the unimaginative operator of machine retrieval equipment. I think the

4knowledgeable'operator would find YSS of little assisgfice.

Subject switching, 4n general, is 4-- useful tool for:online searching,. andt
could be. very cost effective. The vocabularies must be kept updated to provide

current material for high technology.

Alen an 'intelligent" computer is .available to hand subject switching, life

will be easy for all of us.. i-feel that waiting for vocabularies to be

updated, printed, etc., makes the information outdated, so it will be .a

greater benefit for the.computer to beethe impetus for ,the update.. than the

databases. "

We need it deip4ritely but we need it better done.

No comment.

Subjedt Skitchinfis of little use for thety0e of-on-line searching we do. It

probably would. be extremely useful. to on-line users in highly technical

operations.

Goof! idea if easy to use;

a
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I think it's difficult to do well-. I think it requires more than simply

"matching" ems. In other words, I think it takes some human thought to match

up concept expresied differently in various thesauri.. I also think 'that a

imajqr use for a VSS would 4 for new concepts not necessarily in a controlled

vocabulary. Free-text suggestions are useful (e0., in a'file such as BRS'

TERM- database. I found the TERM database concept more useful and more

flexible, mainly because of free text suggestions and because kerm matches
were determined by database creator. -

ee

Battelle asked me 3 + years ago ---I feel this is not one of- the computer's
strong poets.

Subject switching makes searching- across multiple databases mucheasiert The

selection of the correct terms hail significilt-impact on the search results..

Even free text searches would benefittfromcthqtype of subjeet switching.

I My questions in using the VSS were always:

- If I-Already know the controlled vocabulary term, why search it
here?

What am I learning that I cpuldn't set as easilyw in a print
thesin..)rusZ

How does this help me for new terminology in searching fields

.I'm nil familiar with?

- Do I really understbnd the-purpose of this system?

No comment:
.

1.

Too cumbersome. ( .

-nut, utility of loch a system: cannot be denied especially if it could be

incorporated into database searching as a kind of automatic feature if and when

the time coMe4 whlp.simultaneoug cross- database searching is commonplace.' (1)

Given the capabilities of VSS, -I don't believe I-would have much

occasion to use the system. (2) The menu-based command system is tood awkward

and restrictive. ,(3), The current VSSInsttructiomAooklet is incomplete and
unclear, failing to explain the full potential; application, and capabilities'

of the systems
t".44

Wonderful -- not done well w/VSS.

I think it is aliseful aid to anyone'who needs to work with numerous sets of

controlled vocabularies.

Interesting concept, but of doubtful utility.

Good idea.

It could be a valuable source of information..

ege

It has potential for searchers who search multiple databases but do not save

access to printed vocabulary. However, it would have to be quicker to use.

'17
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Great idea. Needs more ability to work with phrtases and scope notes -- character
matching is still too primitive.

1) It is a useful aid to have when searching c more than 2 databases. or when
printed thesaurus is,unavallable. §

2) Might be more useful if itoras somehow incoriorated into existing featOes
Tike Dialindex in Dialog (or Cross in BRS) where postings of the terms
available ar, also given.

3) Doubt I will utilize it at if access to)it was based on the same prices
charged for the databases wh e vocab are included.

4) In summary, I would, at best, use ft. occasionally as, a pre-search tool if
could access it at a minimal charge. This is because I tend to mostly use a
combination of controlled and uncontrolled vocab.

vie

Unless it is broadened to include free-text vocabulary, it is not particularly
valuable.

I like the concept. I think this system needs more work.

In tiew of the differences in YocabulAries from one database to another, I

feel it would be helpful to provide some aid to the searcher in automatically
switching between the various vocabularies.. 0

"'No consent.

In general, I think the idea has great.potential, especially for searchers who
routinely search .numerous databases. The value of time saved alone would make

subject switching worthwhile, I think.iystem needs refining,.and I would hate
liked to have tested it in use with the databases searching a database,
then logging on subjecf switching, then going on to next database.):

I-like it.

With the proliferation of on-line data bases, subject switching-will become a
.necessity. This is especially true for multi-discipline libraries.

Good idea, but needs much more work.

198
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No qomment.

No comment.

No comment.

No comment;

G-14

A

A

I suspect that if.I had to Pay for.VSS, I wouldn't use it. -ii'currently sit
-

Duo, it produces entirely. too much random poise.- It may be greeted .mdse
. lovingly by a librarian who has little-to-no idea what a topic is really about
-- but then sode of the false results mayAmake her (or fits* look' like atreal
twit to the client.

.

No comment..

. We would be interested in receiving any reports generated.hp a result, of this

Devaluation. Thanks for inviting us to participate.

No comment.

No comment..

Since -you. can't use BT/NT for MESH, you have to ,use the printed thesaurus so

yse of VSS is limited. '

0

. Lack of entries for subheadings is a severe drawback. - .

Inclusion of non MESH terms is not useful if\NT.feature is not availablp -- -.

except to send user back to printed Thesaurus.
VSS would.be easier to use if it gave one the opportunity to increase the

- number of terms without having to review the whole menu. .
1

Why are terms duplicated with and without dates?
Absence of\some fairly. obvious terms indicates that the 'vocabulary Was hot

built from the 1980 MESH as was announced. ...

% If you &lit get NT/BT capability for the Life Sciences, at least.terms op the
same level 0ould be retrieved, c .,

.
$

No comment*

NO domment.N

No comment.

No comment.

CR05 and 411 usually produce relevant files. Most of the files)Mich we use
are easily manipulated using free text and descriOions. As VSS/Is now I,wodld

not use it or recommend it.
4

AI comment.
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1

9
A

Interesting- experienCe.as a test but one soon tires of menu-driven systems; it

seems it would by useful for foreign language vocabularies.
.

. .

rpersonally often find menus extremely tiring: particularly if one uses the

program often. For me, a two week trial would have been more productive since

I do relattVely little searching. I need. more time to splay" with the system.

I was unable to do any searching my last 2 days since I was involved with an

unexpected rush job (not searching).
. .- .

a

I was gIact.to have an opportunity to try*.VSS.,It was an inteiviling notion,

but 1..found-lt somewhat clumsy to use -- and the menus were ?????????! I use

.BIALOG a lot and by comparison., I'found YSS to be very time-aliiiiiiThmr the

'amount. of 'response I obtained; In addition the capability on YSS of recording

the preceding. and followup terms, (adj-lead and adj-word) is interesting

but generally irrelevant since it applies only to descriptors (as opposed to

an on-line index display where. 411 the* terms from the file that precede Air'

follow will be shown)'.

Mainly though, I was surprised by theipoor results, especially in the science

files. And, because this was a stand-alone capability, I bad no way of knowing

-if results would have improved and the whole file been searched, particularly

in the= case of NASA.. 4 .

I !A convinced that there is a need for thesaurus search capabilities -on -line

-- however, they cannot stand, alone as on VSS. Perhaps VSS in modified form

along with other search system-capabilities can be made into A useful tool.
But, t Putvd4cole away"with the feeling, once again, that thesauruses in what

ever form, dre not- the best search tools because the do not stand alontiell

in today's seardUng!

Some of mly selections e.g., electronic mail, may !Ave been too cdkent for .

the experimental vocabularies, which I assume are somewhat dated.

My rather quick study of the instructioes and infleiible use of the browse

option may have led to the limited success I had with VgS, but any sort of

practical application of this sort-ofthing would have to cope with naive use.

You're truncating too far -- I got Hopi for- homosexuality!

A

no comment.

I would like to see a system like this cover even more files - also, I was

very busy that week and not able-to use it as much as I wanted. I'm sure-I

would use this system regularly tf it were not. too expensive.

Cogonstakes too-long, fast response time, menu format takes a lot of paper!

See letir.

No comment.

No comment.

411

4

The documentation was quite skimpy, both. on-line and offline. MUch'had to be

learned trial and error fashion.

a
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No convent.

- 'No convent.

Lead terms which are not, posting terms should, be identified to permit

retrieval of the, posting term (Xreferences)'. Some 'stem terms teemed

incorrect. I was disappointed.

No content'.

The VSS system has a lot of information but would take Up a lot of time and be
IV) expensive in its present mode.

The user - defined switching feature is poorly explained and illustrated:

. Machine retrieval of information as a judgment matter. creative mind is a
great help." Search of title and abstract.for.unique words or phrases combined
with truncated terms in the indexing fields is a direct approach which will
result in pertinent citations. These provide ax ready display of indexing_
fields as well as identifiers and special numerical designators. This

approach does pre suppose all data bases will provide text search capability
and thitt emphasis is placed on good title, title extensions or supplements,
and on a well written abstract.

The subjects selected for the four tests provided few specific subject terms.
The Broader Narrower Terms feature produced little specific, output: The most

helpful subject switching feature was Bfowse.
4 .

ESA-QUEST' s ZOOM feature'iS compare e to thtsIrclorav In places.
.

'Whatever you'll charge will be more than I!d want to pay to perhaps
moments of manual checkin4

d,
/.

de

save a few

Nevei-the4ess I must conclude that VSS in its present form leaves a lbt to be
Aesitled if-we are to consider its use as an attachment to DIALOG or to an nn-

for this re as follows:
line which has access to more than one library's catalog. My reasons

I. YSS in its, resent form is mainly menu. driven, not allowing much
flexibility other than those pre - ordained; the change from pne set of

thesauri to another is laborious; the options do not match the

characteristics of the thesaurt,nor those of the searching terms.

. 2. The browse option, the easiest to access, haS an ordered output which
prevents a thesaurus display (re'ated terms, BT-NT)-until all the "stemming
lists'are given; oftentimes 'these are way off target and the 'searcher must
cycle back,iftrease the listing length, go through all the stems again,
etc., befonetting to the thesaurally linked terms.' When the ether

I options are used and there, is not, an identical..-match, "search is not

successful".
3. was very surprised to $ee 'what :of ..the various thesauri you had NOT

loaded, e.gb, the MESH tree structure. This knocked out in one, fell 'swoop
all the BT-NT relationships. Surely you could have done something like, a
table look-up to preserve those relationskips. The same thing is true of

other thesauri lit use category numbers tql exhibit hierarchies in outline
fashion -rather than only one level at a time. The next version of VSS would
haveto remedy this weakness. I thinkthe.BSI ROOT program does better.
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4. You never show scope notes, so valuable as *definitions".

No comment:

No comment.

!lo comment.

No comment.

No comment.

No commente

4

01

The present tutorial approach used in VtS should be supplemented with a more

advanced version In which several terms and combinations of options could be

searched. This would provide faster switching and make VSS use more cost
effective.4This would also enhance its use for thesaurus construction.

Foment.
.

hough the *tem type* relationship is given for retrieved terms, there is

no cope note, and when searchihg for vocabulary on a topic about which I had

very little personal knowledge, it was difficult to evaluate whether a

particular retrieved term was closely related to may original term or whether

it was only a remote, and 'therefore useless, relationship that would only

confound the results of a bibliographic on-line search. Therefore, I would

have had to spend a certain amount of time researching these unfaiiliar

retrieved terms in order to determine their potential-contribution to an on-

line search strategy. Since I would have sown time researching database
thesaurus and other references as a mattbr of routine,-, before compiling a

search strategy, this additional searching on VSS would only have represented

redundant effort.. Another specific criticism I, have of VSS is the fact that

one is severely restricted in retrieving pertinent terminology since one must

initially enter a term or,word that- is represented -in-at least one of the

vocabularies. Unless'you ha00en.to select a word that is part of an actual

controlled vocabulary you are out of ludk. Tbe.system does not appear to have

any provision for directing the user to terms that would be more prdfitable.

From my personal experience in thesaurus construction we attempt to keep USED

FOR references at a.minimum both to save space in our thesaurus and so as not

to cluttir the thesaurus with what is potentially an infinite number of

synonymous expressidhs for terms. I imagine that other thesaurus constructors

hav a similar policy. If so, this sets a.built-in limitation for VSS. In

short, VSS output is only as good and extensive as the vocabularies that

e it, and it cannot serve as a substitute for research in other sources

frrerminology. k

No comment.

Please seek .more funding and work more on asking the system responsiie to
0

-someone who does not knew hog to-do.preterminal research (using thesauri).

No comment.

2or

a
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G-18

No comment.

No comment.

This form (#11) -led me to believe that after locating terms I would then do

the search andfind out whether or not:151e-search was successful. It is

difficult4to eValuate the usefulness of the terms without doing the search.
(JA

I-dan't realize you .would go down at 5 pm, which is about the time I signed

on. 3_

No comments.
I

No comment.

No comment.

For something like C.A. to be useful, you would need to have the synonyms of
the various chemicals and trade names available

07,

1) In the login instructions, it would be helpfullio underling what-the user-
must enter (the actual words anct sym4ols) rather than the .phrase "you
enter".

2) Since thd options available for each vocabulary differ i wofiidbe helpful-

. if one was presented only with those options that applied to the vocabulary
chosen, rather .than the.entire menu of optionsoilsome of which do not apply.

3) Since I had a tendancy to to search all options (browsing,, their
broader and ,narrower terms,. etc.) for a'particular vocabulary termikefore
going on to another term, i'tHmight be helpful, to consider that. sequence in
searching rather than the one presently used, requiring, that bne reinter.
-the vocabulary term each time'i new option is chosen.

4) In 'my I4luatibn of the4 search results, I assumed certain terms were
applicable to my search though, in fact, I was nat.sare of.some of'them,
since no definitions were available online. It might be helpful, though,
to provide the possibility of seeing the scope notes on-line, for those

terms for which the meanings are unclear.
5) In the sample searches, in the booklet, it seeks a step was .,left out,. after

one-chooses the maximum number: One then must enter4-461 or 2 or 3 or term or

.
command" and it was confusing at first wife the #s 1, 2, jnd 40eferred for
until had done an actual search mid found there was a step before this

which g*axe a menu of options from which to' select.
6) A better introduAtiqpito YSS would Be helpful, to explain iti function.

.*

No comment.
N.

.-.,'If a searcher makes a typo or selects wrong menu # there should be an, easier

way to go back.and correct it. I got f Ustrated trying'to get #5 recognized so
I could start .over. The problem may ave beep poor phone lines and not the (.,.

system.
. )1k...-

Suggestions ior improvement:
,.

...

-ia. Verify the spelling of the user by returning the search statement

b.' ermit direct change of switching feature on any given term.

203
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t )6.

6-19

Switch feature (6) was very helpful; the'user can combine the

features that are most appropriate for h4s/her needs

and the vocabulary.
d. Would it be possible to move up and.dow0 in the LESittree-

. structure? That fhlturelwould be more helpful than adjective

terms.

' No comment.

..;

,1N`
Thanks for :including nous in the study. Looks lite we have .to make our

index more thesaurus-likerI think the best "se/Arching° happened on the ERIC,

PSYCHABS and MEDLII4E vocabularies. .

..4
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14-4

4 16. That porcestamof your pre-east steals data base searches might
you perform across Multiple data bases if you had a subjects

. -71z73!switching capability? ,

v.

17. ghat single factor would' ant, influence yoir decision to use sub-

(74)
ject stitching is a given search. (Check only ems)

Cost of using assbjelt swItcbie t . ... .1

*mbar of `data bases needed for the search .
2
r.....--.

3
The differences in data base vocabularlea' . .... .. .. .....-----

Other Meese Specify) A.r_;.i7

,

4

18. Approx4imately how such would yqu its willing to pey 'for-a subject
iwitchingcapabil#4y, sad' the addedgcost' of mdteoutent? "(Check

(73) 0111, one)

. Nothing at all

Up to $ 5 pausaarch

.6 6 - $10 per **trek

$11 - $20 per search

$21 - S34,yer search

Over ha per search

1'
2

V .0 ^f

4

S

0.p...?""N111 6
4,

19. Row many data bases would a single vary require Ware you. would
use the subjectowitching capability? (Check only one)

(7s)

Two

three

Four or more

Comments:

rs"

206

2

3

44.

H-1

clitalurRow VraW.
1. Indicate the type of organisation for which you works

(12)*
University or cptlege'.. . ..

1st
. For-profit industry

I )1
2
----,--

Vearprofitvindustry, asiocietionv or temewnObiniiitute . 3

Government agendy

Public library s

t .1Other.(PleaseSpecify)

2. thdicate whether Om are an end user et.informatio4 products aa
.

intermediary valiant's* searchs* for'end users:
(13)

Sad user

4

3
J

Intermediall .

,

.

Of the end users for whom you early=
perceetagb are:

a.

a'arebee arPrmilikit,17 vb5t

vial staff .
-167.-4.11

b. iestifts
- -MIT2

..
, 2c. Faculty t

d. Students
, ..

. .

.4 . , 4 ; 441451/

a. Librarianeibibleographers. . .. ... .. . ..14-.3C. plmw.rj

f. Other Oleos. Specify) t
--40111T t

Please estimates

4. Your individual search
activity . .

Your organications's
'''`search activity

..

Nmiber of COnnece, online

Saarahashaa.' Praha.:

L
.. a. b. c.$

17-46
te

:-W61/ST- .4 3;1-55

6. Approximately what `percentage of thesemxtbess you perform Ore paid
for Sys (Answers should. total 101*)

a.

b.

C.

d.

End users''. budget, department or project dollars. ....

Library. or information center budget

Combination of the above'

'Other Mambo Specify)

. .
-56-4611-

-SNMT-

-270.36-



7. Approximately what percentage el the searches you. perform have the
following smoking stipulations placed, on then:

.1, a. LAW the search by time coverage, "'entity' of *citations or
other output variables 1. B

b. Stay !lain O r ib c o s t fliers. ...:0

c. Dee oily a gives dotaiiiese or diets base* . ...
Steulthfa a giiis.loasisctthas . . . .*. . a -. --71P271C12

2

1.
f

_S. ;,odientellie frequency with which you use each retrieval systems

, 1.Preemently ;EgpOmm3.Inflreently

722272-

-7T-171

4..

.

a. Lockheed lahLog

..

b. .SDC ORBIT

c. 11$

d. IT TUBS

.e. DOC

i.

1.

lutc9s (DOR, maski

haRILL
°®J°

Others:

.rr
---Tr7"---

=

9.. Approximately whet 44entege of your searches are
(Answers should total 2002)

a. Single data base searches

. b. Ratite data base `searches involvisg 2 data bases
.

c. Multiple data base searches involving 3 data bases,.

d. Maltipke data base searchesEisvolAng 4 data bases .

`ei Don't know

ft!

IC

17.3V

10. Miler what conditions are your searches limited to one data base
:011ueber your choices 1, 2, etc. is prier of iiportaoce).

a. Query doesn't require more exhaustive aria

b. Too difficult to use other, less familiar data bases
--11---

c. Too time consuming to do multiple data base search 37
d. Too costly to do multiple data base search

e.'47oo many data bases available to know which sass to use

f. Other data beilkg, not available to my organisation . . . .

g. Other (Please Specify)

,
non gl

r

If yo u are

jet areas
your first

H 3

.

searching 41 -two += port: data instal, is wh2411.10*Wial 80-

is multiple data!bale,searciing most usefu13 (Dumber
three choices 1, 2, end

Chemletky

--WWraYtic
Mathematics

amp:leering
--WW-

wtile SciemessiMedicime

--17-
.gisimess/Scomorfilus

'

Rditcstiom

a 4' Agriculture

Energy

Invirooment

-
Psychology

---sr
Other l(Please Specify).

--TT

--SW-

12. If you dre searchleg two or mere data basis, which data bases do
you Bost frequeetly cembilika

'a. teo imam sessrgh (12-17)

Ei

Rot knows

of Data (e.g:.COMPARDS21, Not Retrieval System

Three dati ,kase search (18,26)

c. Your or more data base march (27-110)

13. How often do you search with the following:

a. Controlled vocabulary term only
'5i="51-2

b. Controlled plus free text terms
5w51

c. Free text terms only .

Tr-W.
14. Indicate your preference below (Please rank "1".for "most preferred",

"2" for next most preferred,; and "3" for "least preferred").

a. Controlled vocabulary terms only

b. aintrolled plus free text terms

c. Free text terms oely

15. Gives a subject snitching capability such as that described in 41J,
the covering letter, is what wrests,: of your present searches
do you think yem might use if . . Of

1nFrrr

--Dr---


